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Abstract
Dye Sensitised Solar Cells (DSSCs) are a recent solar cell type based on the sensitisation
of a nanostructured wide band gap semiconductor such as titania with a light absorbing
dye molecule. The sensitisation is necessary in order to exploit the energy content of
the visible light, which is not absorbed by the titania. The nanostructuring of the
semiconductor is fundamental for a highly efficient DSSC, since it multiplies the surface
area and thereby the amount of adsorbed dye and thus of absorbed light. Despite the
dependence of DSSCs on the nanostructuring of their active layer, most science treating
DSSCs is concerned with entire cells, and studies examining the nanoscale properties
such as the work function on the single nanoparticles are rare.
To fill this gap we performed surface potential measurements on bare and sensitised
nanoporous titania layers for DSSCs in different environments including electrolyte so-
lutions. The only recently described Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (OL-
KPFM) mode was employed, since it enables the measurement of the surface potential
with nanoscale resolution without the necessity to apply a direct voltage (dc-voltage)
and thus is not limited to measurements in air and non-polar solvents.
Both the fabrication of DSSCs and the surface potential measurement in a liquid envi-
ronment had to be introduced to our workgroup as part of this work. Thus the relevant
background information and the development of the necessary methods and expertise is
the basis of this thesis. After the introduction of the general setup and working principle
of DSSCs and a more detailed discussion of its key components and processes, the basics
of surface potential measurement on the nanoscale are outlined. The necessary steps
to fabricate reproducible DSSCs are treated in detail together with the identification of
some dead-ends on the way there.
Surface potential measurements in air, water, sodium chloride solutions of different con-
centrations, and highly diluted electrolytes for DSSCs were performed on titania layers
and a model sample. The measurements in air were compared to data recorded by
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traditional Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) measurements based on the com-
pensation of the electrostatic force by the application of a dc-voltage between sample
and tip. The comparison yielded equal contrast and distribution of the measured surface
potential. All KPFM measurements are based on the modelling of tip and sample as the
two plates of a plate capacitor. An excellent agreement of the measured data with the
applied model used for the calculations of the surface potential was found not only for
the measurements in air, but also in water. In combination with an excellent agreement
between the data recorded in air and in water, the proof of the applicability of the basic
model enabled the expansion of the application range of KPFM to polar liquids. In all the
experiments performed in electrolyte solutions a strong non-linearity of the capacitance
of the tip-sample system was observed. Possible reasons for the non-linear behaviour
were identified and discussed. Examples are the diffusion of ions, shielding of electrical
fields by charged layers and onsets of chemical reactions. The non-linearity impedes
the application of the basic model, and thus the calculation of quantitative parameters
from the measurement. However qualitative interpretation shows, that variations of the
surface potential can still be detected and thereby valuable information about examined
surfaces can be gained. Applied to the titania layers for DSSCs our measurements indi-
cate a similar distribution of the dipoles on the titania surface upon sensitisation as was
determined in air, and thus it shows the possibility to transfer findings made in air to
the complete solar cell system and its electrolyte surrounding.
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Glossary
a.u. Units for the comparison of measurements of calcu-
lations made under equal circumstances or of nor-
malised data. Arbitrary units of different measure-
ments might not be comparable to each other.
A1st Oscillation amplitude at the first resonance fre-
quency, in this work used as control signal for the
topography measurement.
A1ωac Oscillation amplitude of the cantilever due to F1ωac ,
thus at fdet  fex.
A2ωac Oscillation amplitude of the cantilever due to F2ωac ,
thus at fdet  2  fex.
ac-voltage Alternating voltage.
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy, a very high resolution
scanning probe microscopy capable of resolutions be-
low 1 nm, based on the scanning of the surface with
a sharp tip on a cantilever and on the interaction of
the tip with the surface due to different intermolecu-
lar forces.
AFM-SECM Atomic Force Microscopy Scanning Electro Chemical
Microscopy.
AM-AFM Amplitude Modulation AFM, tapping mode AFM,
AFM-mode in which the amplitude is the control sig-
nal for the tip-sample-distance controller.
Cantilever Cantilever, a small beam fixed to a chip on one end
carrying a sharp tip at the bottom of the other end,
used as sensor in an AFM.
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Glossary
CB Conduction Band, the lowest energy band of a solid
which is not completely filled with electrons.
CIGS-solar cell Copper Indium Gallium Selenide solar cell, highly
efficient type of thin film solar cell.
CL-KPFM Closed Loop - Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, tra-
ditional KPFM measuring the CPD by the nullifica-
tion of the electrostatic forces between cantilever and
sample by the application of a dc-voltage.
CPD Contact Potential Difference, the difference in the
work function between two metals.
CPDCL CPD determined in the CL-KPFM measurement,
thus by compensating the F1ωac with an applied Vdc.
CPDOL CPD calculated from the OL-KPFM measurement,
thus from the measurement of F1ωac and F2ωac by
means of A1ωac and A2ωac .
dc-voltage Direct voltage.
DEFM Dynamic Electrostatic Force Microscopy.
DL-OL-KPFM Dual-Frequency Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Mi-
croscopy.
DSSC Dye Sensitised Solar Cell, a solar cell based on the
sensitisation of a wide bandgap semiconductor by a
light absorbing dye.
EC-STM Electrochemical-Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy.
ECFM Electro Chemical Force Microscopy.
EDL Electrostatic Double Layer, double layer of ions form-
ing on a surface in an electrolyte, described by the
Guoy-Chapman-Stern model (GCS).
EF Fermi energy level, the electrochemical potential of
electrons in a solid.
EFM Electrostatic Force Microscopy.
EIS Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy.
EtOH Ethanol.
Evac Vacuum energy level.
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Glossary
F1ωac-setting Measurement setting of the lock-in amplifier to mea-
sure the F1ωac . The lock-in or PLL is tuned to the
first harmonic, thus it is detecting at the same fre-
quency as the excitation (fdet  fex).
F1ωac Component of the electrostatic force between two ca-
pacitor plates on the first harmonic of an excitation
signal, thus at the excitation frequency itself.
F2ωac-setting Measurement setting of the lock-in amplifier to mea-
sure the F2ωac . The lock-in or PLL is tuned to the
second harmonic, thus it is detecting at the twice the
excitation frequency (fdet  2  fex).
F2ωac Component of the electrostatic force between two ca-
pacitor plates on the second harmonic of an excita-
tion, thus the double of the excitation frequency.
Fdc Dc component of the electrostatic force between two
capacitor plates.
fdet Frequency at which a signal is detected. Usually fdet
lies either at the excitation frequency or at twice the
excitation frequency.
FvdW Van der Waals Forces, forces between neutral par-
ticles without permanent dipole in close proximity,
due to dipoles arising from charge-fluctuations on the
particle surfaces.
Fes Electrostatic Forces, forces due to electrostatic inter-
actions.
fex Excitation frequency.
FF The fill factor is a quality factor used to describe so-
lar cells. It compares the theoretical maximal power
output an absolutely ideal (but of course physically
impossible to achieve) solar cell would have, with the
power output of the examined solar cell.
FM-AFM Frequency Modulation AFM, non-contact AFM, an
AFM-mode in which the frequency is the control sig-
nal for the tip-sample-distance controller.
Fmag Magnetostatic Forces, force between particles based
on magnetic interactions.
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Glossary
FTO Fluorine doped Tin Oxide, a TCO commonly applied
in DSSCs.
Fts Resulting force acting on a cantilever tip and a sam-
ple (in close proximity).
GaAs-solar cell Galium Arsenid solar cell.
GCS Guoy-Chapman-Stern model, model describing the
surface of a sample in a ion containing liquid by
means of an electronic double layer of ions forming
on the sample surface.
HH-OL-KPFM Half Harmonic excitation Open Loop Kelvin Probe
Force Microscopy, OL-KPFM technique where A1ωac
and A2ωac are detected at the same frequency, prefer-
ably a resonance frequency of the cantilever.
HOMO Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital.
HOPG Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite.
HPLC High Pressure Liquid Chromatography.
Isc Short circuit current, the current generated by a so-
lar cell when no voltage is applied, thus through an
electrical circuit without any resistances.
ITO Indium doped Tin Oxide, a TCO commonly applied
in DSSCs, but not in our cells, which are made with
FTO.
IV-curve Current-voltage characteristics, a recording of the
current produced by a diode or solar-cell depending
on a voltage applied over the cell.
KPFM Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, AFM based tech-
nique to measure the CPD of a sample with nanoscale
resolution.
Lennard-Jones potential Lennard-Jones-Potential, empirical description of the
potential of particles in close proximity.
lock-in Lock-in amplifier.
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Glossary
LSM Laser Scanning Microscope, a microscope based on
the scanning of a laser beam over the sample sur-
face and determination of the sample topography by
means of the reflection-intensity of the laser beam.
LUMO Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital.
N3 A standard ruthenium-complex dye used for
Dye Sensitised Solar Cells with the chemical
name “cis-Bis(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2’-bipyridyl-4,4’-
dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II)”.
N719 A standard ruthenium-complex dye commonly used
for Dye Sensitised Solar Cells with the chemical name
“Di-tetrabutylammonium cis-bis(isothiocyanato)bis
(2,2’-bipyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxylato)ruthenium(II)”. Its
chemical structure is shown in Fig. 2.2. N719 is the
salt of N3.
nc-AFM Non contact AFM, see FM-AFM.
NP Nanoparticle, particles with diameters in the
nanometre range, generally below 100 nm. However
for this work also particles with larger diameters up
to ~200 nm (which are used for the scattering layers)
will be denoted nanoparticles.
OL-EPM Open Loop Electrostatic Potential Microscopy, dif-
ferent name for OL-KPFM.
OL-KPFM Open Loop - Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, KPFM
technique not depending on the compensation of elec-
trostatic forces by the application of a dc-voltage, but
on the measurement of the forces and subsequent cal-
culation of the CPD.
PLL Phase Locked Loop.
PSD Position Sensitive Detector, a detector (e.g. for light)
which measures not only the intensity of an incident
light-beam, but also its position.
xi
Glossary
RT Room temperature, temperature in a non air-
conditioned room, generally in the region of 22 to
25 C.
SCM Scanning Capacitance Microscopy.
SECM Scanning Electro Chemical Microscopy.
SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy, microscopy technique
based on the scanning of the sample surface with
an electron beam and determination of the sample-
topography by means of scattered and reflected elec-
trons. Only applicable for conducting samples,
but capable of fast imaging, large resolution in the
nanometre regime and of easy and fast changes in
the magnification from a few 10 to a few 100 000.
SF-OL-KPFM Single-Frequency Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Mi-
croscopy.
solar simulator Device to generate simulated sun light, thus a lamp
producing light with a spectrum very close to the one
of the sun.
SPM Scanning Probe Microscopy, collective term describ-
ing all microscopy techniques which are based on
scanning the surface of the studied sample by means
of a probe, such as a cantilever of a needle.
STM Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy, a very high resolu-
tion scanning probe microscopy technique based on
the scanning of a sample surface with a needle em-
ploying the tunnelling-current between tip and sam-
ple as interaction signal. Only applicable on conduct-
ing samples.
TAA “Titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate)”.
TCO Transparent Conductive Oxide, transparent and con-
ducting materials often applied as electrode-material
for electronic devices.
THF Tetra Hydro Furan.
xii
Glossary
UHV Ultra High Vacuum, vacuum in the pressure range
below 1 109mbar.
Vac-spectroscopy Excitation voltage spectroscopy, measurement of the
cantilever oscillation upon sweeping of the excitation
voltage (Vac).
VCPD Voltage corresponding to the potential of the CPD
(VCPD  1e  CPD) and which needs to be applied
between tip and sample to compensate the force in-
troduced by the CPD.
Voc Open circuit voltage, voltage generated by a solar cell
in an electrical circuit with an infinite resistance.
xiii

1. Introduction
The global energy consumption is increasing steadily [1, 2] while the reserves of fossil
fuels diminish and negative effects of the burning of fossil fuels and nuclear energy on
our environment become more and more evident [2, 3]. Examples thereof are not only
the increasing temperature and the melting of glaciers and polar ice caps, but also
catastrophes such as the one in “Fukushima” in the year 2011, which bring the complex
of problems to the public mind. Therefore renewable energy sources such as wind,
hydropower, solar thermal systems and photovoltaic systems which have been studied
for a long time (e.g. [4–6]) but led a more or less niche existence, now receive a general
interest. Every year a total of 1.56 1018 kWh, thus 5.6 1024 J of energy reach the earth
as radiation from the sun [7]. This corresponds to more than 10 000 the global annual
energy usage. Thus solar energy harvesting has the potential to play an important role in
a future energy politics based on renewable energies. One capital advantage of solar cells
over wind and water turbines are the absence of moving parts. This allows a noiseless
operation, reduces the abrasion of the devices and thus the amount of service necessary
during their lifetime, and increases the lifetime in general. As an example one of the
first solar facilities which was installed in 1984 on the roof of the Georgetown University
in Washington DC is still running today [8]. While solar cells attract an increasing
amount of attention, the public does not discern between different types of solar cell.
However a multitude of different types of solar cell have been developed and are studied
nowadays. Examples are mono- and polycrystalline silicon cells, thin-film solar cells such
as amorphous silicon, Copper Indium Gallium Selenide solar cells (CIGS-cells) [9, 10],
Galium Arsenid solar cells (GaAs-cells) [11], perovskite solar cells [12], DSSCs [13] and
other organic solar cells [14, 15]. They differ widely in important parameters such as
the maximum measured efficiency [16], the energy payback time (thus the time they
need to be running until the energy expended for their production has been regained by
transforming sunlight to electricity) [17, 18], their (expected) lifetime [17], the price and
many others.
DSSCs [13] are an alternative kind of solar cell based on the sensitisation of a nanostruc-
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Figure 1.1.: A DSSC sensitised with N719 fabricated in our lab.
tured wide band gap semiconductor with a light-absorbing dye. An example of a DSSC
made in our lab is shown in Fig. 1.1. The usual setup of a DSSC is a pair of transparent
electrodes consisting of a Transparent Conductive Oxide (TCO) which is coated onto a
glass-substrate. The photo-electrode is the substrate for the sensitised layer of titania
nanoparticles (NPs), the counter-electrode is coated with a catalyst such as platinum.
The two electrodes are connected by an electrolyte or a hole-conductor. Upon irradi-
ation of light the dye molecules absorb photons and thereby are brought in an excited
state. Thereof they inject an electron into the conduction band (CB) of the semiconduc-
tor. The dye-molecule is regenerated by a redox-molecule from the electrolyte and the
electron travels through the external circuit and regenerates the redox-molecule at the
counter electrode. Advantages of DSSCs compared to other types of solar cell, are high
efficiency even at low light intensities or under diffuse light [13], which is presumably
enabled by the nano- and microstructuring of the photo-active layer. Additionally the
fabrication of DSSCs is less complicated and less expensive and requires less specialised
and expensive gear and processes as compared to the fabrication of other types of solar
cell, such as silicon solar cells. Also the necessary energy for the fabrication of DSSCs is
lower and thus the energy payback time shorter [18].
The structure of a DSSC with its nanoporous anode and the inter-penetrating electrolyte
connecting the electrodes reminds of a battery, which has a similar structure [19, 20].
This indicates presumable synergies for the study of the two systems. Also a combination
of solar-cell and battery might be possible. The resulting combined energy-harvesting
and storage device would be of great interest, since it would address two of the main
bottle-necks in the global energy challenge.
Since their development by Michael Grätzel and Brian O’Regan in 1991 [13] DSSCs have
been studied extensively (e.g. [21, 22]) and were continuously developed. Prominent
improvements were the introduction of a scattering layer to improve the exploitation of
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light [23], the introduction of solid state electrolytes [24] and many more (see e.g. the
review of Hagfeldt and coworkers [21]).
Even though DSSCs are based on nanocrystalline or otherwise nanostructured layers,
microscopic studies concerning DSSCs are rare. Most investigations take place on entire
cells or entire layers. Examples are the measurement of current-voltage characteristics,
impedance spectroscopy [25], current extraction measurements to examine the distribu-
tion of trap states in the semiconductor [26] and voltage decay measurement to determine
the electron lifetime [27] and others as is summarised in chapters 10 and 12 of the book
“Dye-sensitized Solar Cells” edited by Kalyanasundaram [22]. Examples for the more
seldom investigation on the single dye-molecule or TiO2-particle level are a study of
single dye molecules on rutile-titania single crystals by Ikeda and coworkers [28], or of
changes in the inorganic matrix of ZnO-DSSCs by Graaf and coworkers [29]. Such
measurements might give additional insight into the cell and provide information about
the homogeneity of the dye-adsorption, adsorption of co-adsorbents and “dirt”, orienta-
tion and binding mechanisms of dye-molecules, conductivity of the NP-layers and many
more.
Measurements in the nanoscale are a difficult task to accomplish. Effects being observed
are necessarily small, and are often influenced and superimposed by larger effects occur-
ring at larger scales, interactions between the measuring-device and the sample, noise
or others. Examples are the examination of single molecules on surfaces. There are
few measurement techniques which show a sufficiently high resolution to resolve a single
molecule or even atom such as Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) or Scanning Tunnelling
Microscopy (STM). These measurements can only be accomplished on a sample sur-
face which is atomically flat (thus has terraces on which all the atoms are exactly in
one plane), since otherwise the examined molecules could not be distinguished from the
atoms and molecules of the sample surface. Additionally the measurements have to be
performed under Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions, since else molecules from the
air adsorb onto the surfaces and thus conceal the examined molecules. For molecules
which do not bind strongly to the surface, the samples have to be cooled to very low
temperatures in the range of 4K, since else the movement of the molecules under ex-
amination due to their thermal energy makes their imaging impossible. One family of
measurement techniques providing the necessary nanoscale resolution is Scanning Probe
Microscopy (SPM). SPM techniques are based on the rasterised scanning of a measure-
ment tip over the surface of the sample. Thereby its topography and other properties
such as the work function are measured with nanoscale resolution. Furthermore SPM-
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measurements have very small impacts on the surface, since the only interaction is
between the small probe-tip and the surface where very small forces are acting. Ex-
amples for measurement techniques belonging to the SPM-family are the STM which
uses the tunnelling of electrons between tip and sample as interaction signal in order to
determine the tip-sample separation and thus for the topography measurement and to
determine electrostatic properties of the surface [30]. A second example is the AFM [31],
which uses a sharp tip on a Cantilever as probe for the measurement of different forces
between the tip and the sample. Possible forces are short range repulsive- and chemical
forces, and long ranged forces such as van der Waals forces (FvdW), electrostatic forces
(Fes), but also magnetostatic forces (Fmag). The AFM yields nanoscale resolution not
only in UHV and air, but even in liquid environments [32, 33]. Additionally the AFM
provides the possibility of nanoscale examination of other surface properties than the
topography. An example is the measurement of electrostatical properties of the sample
surface, such as its work function, which can be measured by separating the Fes from
the other forces acting on the cantilever. In KPFM [34] the Fes are isolated by the
application of an alternating voltage (ac-voltage) and subsequently the work function is
determined by compensating the isolated Fes by means of a dc-voltage applied between
tip and sample. The KPFM technique will be explained in more detail in section 2.2.2.
Similarly general electrostatic properties are measured by separation of the Fes by Elec-
trostatic Force Microscopy (EFM) where the force is not compensated but measured ([35]
[36, chapter 6]), and of capacitative surface properties by the application of Scanning
Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) wherein the capacitance between tip and sample is de-
termined by measurement of the force at the second harmonic component of the applied
ac-voltage (thus the response at twice the excitation frequency), which holds capacita-
tive information about the sample surface as described by Matey and Blanc [37] and
by Yoshitsugu Nakagawa in the book “Roadmap of Scanning Probe Microscopy” edited
by Morita [36, chapter 5]. While EFM yields only qualitative information about the
electrostatic properties of the sample surface, with KPFM a quantitative measurement
of the work function is possible.
In a recent study [38] we compared bare TiO2 layers, layers sensitised with a ruthenium
based standard DSSC-dye (the bipyridyl-Ru-complex N719, chemical structure shown
in Fig. 2.2) and a recently designed copper complex by means of KPFM [34]. The
measurements revealed microscopic inhomogeneities of the work function of bare- as
well as sensitised layers. Additionally the two dyes exhibit a surface-dipole of similar
magnitude but opposite orientation. The inhomogeneities might hint to undesired ad-
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sorption of water and solvent molecules to the surface, which would compete with the
dye-binding and hinder the dye-TiO2 interaction. The opposite dipole orientation of
the two dyes might explain the far superior performance of N719 and deliver important
clues about the reasons for the discrepancies in the performance of various dyes and thus
might advance the general research and knowledge on DSSCs. We mainly attribute the
measured open circuit voltage (Voc) difference of the cells sensitised with the two dyes to
their work function difference. Thus also the measured work function inhomogeneities
are assumed to influence the Voc of our cells. The studies we presented so far were all
performed in a dry nitrogen environment. However, the cell environment consists of a
highly concentrated electrolyte solution excluding oxygen and water. Thus the interface
is very different, since effects of solvation and the presence of a large number of ions
are bound to influence the behaviour of the dye-titania system. In order to get insights
into this complex electrolyte-dye-TiO2 interface measurements at the nanoscale and in
electrolyte solution have to be performed.
Different techniques exist to study topography or electrochemical properties of sur-
faces and processes in electrolyte solutions. Examples are the Electrochemical-Scanning
Tunnelling Microscopy (EC-STM) which was first reported by Yang and coworkers in
1986 [39] and is explained by Pobelov in the book “Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology”
edited by Bhushan [40]. It consists of an STM which is run in an electrolyte solution
using a modified setup with multiple electrodes, where tip and sample are two working
electrodes. In order to minimise currents due to electrochemical reactions or flow of
ions the entire tip except a very small part at the tip apex needs to be insulated and
the relative potentials of tip and electrodes chosen accordingly. Insulating materials for
the tip can be glass [41] as cited in [42], apiezon [43], and others. EC-STM enables the
measurement of the topography down to atomic resolution [44], but also the monitoring
of chemical reactions by the observation of surface changes, which enables conclusions
about processes and mechanisms occurring on the sample surface and in the electrolyte,
e.g. of the deposition of metals e.g. [45, 46].
A similar technique to examine surfaces in electrolytes is Scanning Electro Chemical
Microscopy (SECM) which was introduced by Bard and coworkers [47] and reviewed e.g.
by Mirkin [48]. As in EC-STM the setup consists of an insulated tip that is scanned over
a sample in an electrolyte solution. Tip and sample can act as two working electrodes in
the multi-electrode setup. Insulated tips in the range of nanometres to micrometers are
employed. However in SECM-mode the measured signal is the Faraday-current generated
by electrochemical processes at the surface of the sample, and not the tunnelling-current.
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The SECM can be run in a multitude of different modes and thus perform a large variety
of electrochemical measurements, which are explained in the review [48]. Examples are
chemical reactions on the surface and thereby the reactivity and voltage dependence of
the sample, in the nano or micro-scale depending on the tip-size. Also concentration
gradients within a layer are accessible.
Both the EC-STM and the SECM measure the topography and the electrochemical
properties by means of only one signal at a time. Since the signal depends on multiple
factors (e.g. the topography and the reactivity of the sample, if this is the examined
surface characteristic) a separation of the dependences is difficult to achieve. This in-
troduces uncertainties in the recorded data. For an example imagine a measurement of
a surface with unknown topography. The recorded signal is the current originating in a
redox reaction where the redox molecule is oxidised at the tip and reduced at the sample
surface. This setup is called Positive-feedback, since the approach of the tip towards the
sample leads to an increase in the measured current. Upon scanning of the tip across
the sample a decrease of the measured current could now originate either in a depres-
sion of the surface and thus a larger distance between tip and sample, or in a decreased
reactivity of the sample which would decrease the rate of the redox-reaction.
This limitation is overcome by a technique combining the SECM with an AFM to Atomic
Force Microscopy Scanning Electro Chemical Microscopy (AFM-SECM). Therein SECM
measurements are performed, but the employed tip is a cantilever which provides nano-
scale resolved topography information. A first approach to AFM-SECM was presented
in 1996 by Macpherson et al. [49] and it was integrated by the same authors in 2000 [50]
for contact mode (thus with the AFM-cantilever in contact with the sample surface
during the measurement) and in 2001 for lift-mode (thus the surface is scanned two
times, recording the topography in the first and scanning the tip again on a path equal
to the measured topography, but having lifted the tip by a defined distance) [51].
The presented methods all reveal interesting electrochemical properties of the examined
surfaces. However, they do not enable the measurement of the work function of the
sample and of local variations thereof. This gap could be filled by KPFM measurements.
KPFM has been implemented in air [34], vacuum [52], and non-polar liquids [53]. Since
KPFM is based on the compensation of the Fes by the application of a dc-voltage it can
not easily be applied in polar liquids or electrolyte solution, since in such an environment
the application of a dc-voltage leads to a current due to the drift of ions and polarised
molecules or even electrochemical reactions at the tip or sample surface.
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Nevertheless a technique to measure the work function in liquid has been developed. It
was presented by Kobayashi and coworkers and denominated Open Loop Electrostatic
Potential Microscopy (OL-EPM) [54]. It is a two step process were first the electrostatic
interaction is measured as in EFM, thus by excitation of the Fes by the application of an
ac-voltage between cantilever-tip and sample, and measurement thereof by the oscilla-
tion of the cantilever. Secondly the capacitative interaction is measured by excitation of
the electrostatic interaction and measurement of the capacitance at the second harmonic
thereof, as in SCM. The work function of the sample is calculated from the two recorded
signals and the magnitude of the Vac, as is explained in more details in section 2.2.2
or in reference [54]. In contrast to the KPFM measurements based on the nullification
of the electrostatic force which includes a control-loop and which is therefore also de-
noted Closed Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (CL-KPFM) the method presented
by Kobayashi et al. does not include a control-loop, but relies on the measurement of
the force. It is therefore denoted OL-EPM or (as in this work) Open Loop Kelvin Probe
Force Microscopy (OL-KPFM). In the original publication Kobayashi et al. examine
a film of adsorbed dodecylamine molecules on a Highly Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite
(HOPG) sample in a 1mM aqueous salt solution. The excitation for both signals is
applied at the same frequency, namely fex-1ωac  fex-2ωac  30 kHz. While the electro-
static signal is detected at the excitation frequency (fdet-1ωac  30 kHz), the capacitative
signal is detected at its second harmonic, thus at twice the excitation frequency, thus at
fdet-2ωac  60 kHz. The rather simple calculations assume equal sensitivity of the can-
tilever for the detection at the two different frequencies used to detect the electrostatic-
and the capacitance signal. In a following publication the same authors expand their
original model by including a transfer function which models the cantilever oscillation as
a damped harmonic oscillator [55]. Thereby the increased sensitivity of the cantilever due
to a resonance frequency lying close to the detection-frequencies can be determined and
the measured signal can be corrected for it. Thereby quantitative measurements become
possible, which the authors demonstrate by the measurement of latex beads with differ-
ent sizes and charges in an 1mM aqueous NaCl-solution at an excitation frequency of
fex-1ωac  30 kHz and detection frequencies of fdet-1ωac  30 kHz and fdet-2ωac  60 kHz
respectively. The measurements enable a clear distinction between both the size and
charge of the beads. The measured Contact Potential Differences (CPDs) are proved
to be quantitative by comparison of the measured surface potential of the examined
beads with zeta-potential measurements of the same beads [55]. The low excitation fre-
quency of 30 kHz limits the application of the described method to low concentration
electrolyte [56]. The upper detection frequency of an AFM is limited by the experi-
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mental setup, usually by the bandwidth of the detection-system. This upper limit for
the detection also limits the excitation frequency, since the capacitance signal needs to
be detected at twice the frequency of the excitation, and thus the excitation frequency
has to be lower than half the upper limit of the detection-system. To overcome this
limitation Kobayashi et al. further developed their OL-EPM technique [56]. By exciting
with a signal consisting of two frequency components a dual-frequency-response of the
cantilever is triggered. Thereof the work function is calculated. The two excitation and
detection frequencies in this setup can be chosen arbitrarily and thus lie much closer
together. Thereby the maximum excitation frequency can be brought close to the max-
imum of the detection system, enabling nearly twice as high detection frequencies. This
so called dual-frequency OL-EPM not only enables work function measurements in liq-
uids of higher concentration, but also increases the signal to noise ratio, as is shown by
the measurement of latex bead of 25 nm diameter on HOPG in aqueous NaCl solutions
with concentrations of 1 and 10mM. Another variation of the technique was presented
by Guo and coworkers [57] who performed work function measurements in half-harmonic
mode. Therein an increased sensitivity is enabled, by detection of both the signals at the
same mechanical resonance frequency of the cantilever. This is achieved by tuning of the
excitation and detection frequency to a mechanical resonance for the measurement of
the electrostatic signal, and by changing the excitation frequency for the measurement
of the capacitance signal to half that frequency. Thereby also the detection frequency
of the capacitance signal corresponds to the frequency of the mechanical resonance, and
the resonance enhancement can be taken advantage of for both signal. Additionally in
this measurement-mode the transfer-function correction introduced by Kobayashi et al.
in 2011 in [55] is redundant, since both transfer-functions are equal. While Guo et al.
use the half-harmonic mode only in air, it is applied in ultra pure water by Collins et al.
who study graphene-layers on a copper substrate [58]. They measure surface potentials
in water which are in good agreement with those measured in air.
In the present work starting from the techniques proposed by Kobayashi [54] and Guo [57]
OL-KPFM in single-frequency half-harmonic excitation mode was used to investigate ti-
tania layers for DSSCs in different environments in order to gain deeper understandings
of the relatively young measurement technique and the investigated interface. The ap-
plicability of the model of a plate capacitor, on which the calculations of the surface
potential are based, was verified by means of spectroscopic measurements. Measure-
ments on titania layers and a model-sample of gold and indium dots on an Si-wafer were
performed in air, water, salt solutions of different concentrations (NaCl; 1 and 10mM)
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and in a simplified DSSC-electrolyte in two highly diluted concentrations (1{100 and
1{10 of the normal electrolyte concentration).
After having introduced the topic and the background of the present work and having
given a very short overview over DSSCs, methods to perform nanoscale measurements in
general and nanoscale measurements in liquid and electrolyte environments in particular
in this chapter, in the following few paragraphs the structure of the present thesis will
be shown, together with a short summary of each of the following chapters, wherein the
introduced topics will be discussed in more detail.
In chapter 2 theoretical background information necessary for the understanding of
the present work is presented. The first part gives an overview over the working prin-
ciple and the general setup of a DSSC before explaining the key components and the
processes occurring within the cell in more detail. In the second part AFM and KPFM
as techniques for the examination of the topography and electrostatical properties of
surfaces with a nanoscale resolution are presented. Since they are both based on an
AFM-equipment, AFM is introduced first. The working principle is explained and a
special focus is put on the interactions between the measurement tip and the sample.
The different operation-modes of an AFM are also mentioned. For the understanding of
KPFM the contact potential difference is explained, together with a detailed discussion
of the electrostatic force between tip and sample based on the modelling of the system as
a capacitor. Two modes of KPFM are introduced which are based on the compensation
of the electrostatic force using a control-loop or the measurement of the electrostatic
and capacitative interactions between tip and sample.
In the first part of chapter 3 the efforts which were necessary to implement the fabrica-
tion of reproducible DSSCs in a research group whose core competence are the study of
surfaces in UHV are shown. Thereto the different steps of DSSC-fabrication are intro-
duced. A main focus lies on the deposition and examination of the nanoporous titania
layer. Additionally differences in the characterisation of DSSCs and silicon solar cells
are pointed out. Afterwards methods for the production of DSSCs with highly sensitive
dye-molecules are discussed. In the second part the instrumentation for the nanoscale
analysis of the titania layers is explained.
In chapter 4 the results of the nanoscale analysis of the titania layers by AFM and
KPFM are presented, discussed and explained. A special focus is put on the deviation
of the measured data upon measurement in electrolyte solutions from the expected data
predicted by the models and the measurements in air and water, which is shown to be
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due to the diffusion of the ions in the electrolyte and the formation of electronic double
layers on the sample and the cantilever surface.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the results and explanations of the work with the
solar cells and of the KPFM-measurements presented in the previous chapter and a short
outlook.
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2.1. Dye Sensitised Solar Cells (DSSCs)
An interesting kind of solar cell is the Dye Sensitised Solar Cell (DSSC) (also called
Grätzel-cell) which was first described in 1991 by Brian O’Regan and Michael Grätzel [13]
and has been the subject of a large amount of research since (see e.g. the review of
Hagfeldt and coworkers [21] and the book edited by Kalyanasundaram [22]). DSSCs
are based on the sensitisation of a wide band gap semiconductor (e.g. TiO2) with a
light-absorbing molecule called dye. Excitation of the dye-molecules by incident light
leads to the injection of electrons into the semiconductor and subsequent reduction
of the oxidised dye. Thereby the charge separation necessary for the harvesting of
electrical energy from light energy is accomplished. Basic research on the matter has been
conducted earlier [59–61] but only O’Regan and Grätzel started to use the wide band gap
semiconductor in a nanocrystalline form in order to increase the surface area and thus the
amount of adsorbed dye, which lead to a marked increase in the achieved efficiency [13].
The nano structuring of the active layer induces an increased sensitivity for indirect light
irradiation and thus a high efficiency in diffuse light conditions. The titania particles
used for DSSCs are readily available, since they are produced in very high amounts
and sufficient purity due to the fact that they are the basis of many other industrial
products. Additionally the energy necessary to fabricate a DSSC is comparably low,
enabling a short energy pay back time compared to other types of solar cells, namely
silicon cells [18]. The semi-conductor scaffold which is sensitised can be semi-transparent
or opaque and sensitised molecules of very different colours are available. This gives
the DSSC a high degree of versatility of appearance. An additional advantage is the
possibility to produce DSSCs on flexible substrates, as reviewed by Weerasinghe and
coworkers in [62]. The flexibility and transparency enables the introduction of DSSCs in
daily objects such as bags (as has been done by G24 Innovations Limited, Cardiff, Wales,
UK), lamp shades to produce self-charging lamps (Sony Corporation Ltd., Japan) and
many more. Additional examples can be found in chapter 9 of Ref. [22]. In addition to
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Figure 2.1.: a) Outline of the structure of a DSSC. The layers thicknesses are not to scale but are around
2mm, 10 to 15 µm and 700 nm for the glass, titania and fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) respectively.
The platinum does not form a layer, but an assembly of nanoclusters on the FTO surface. b) and c) high
magnification SEM images of the titania and the platinum respectively.
the traditional mounting on roofs, façades or in solar-cell parks DSSCs are suitable for
application as part of roofs or façades or other arts of building where semi-transparency
can be desirable. Additionally they can be used for architectonic effects, as has been in
the “Swiss Tech Convention Center” at the “École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne”
(EPFL) where an entire façade is equipped with semi-transparent DSSCs which not only
produce electricity, but also provide solar protection and a remarkable appearance [63].
The following sections will provide an overview over the setup and general function of a
DSSC, the processes occurring in a running DSSC, and a very general overview over the
key components. More detailed information on all the topics can be found in Ref. [22].
2.1.1. Setup and general function of DSSCs
An overview of the setup of a DSSC together with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
images of the components is shown in Fig. 2.1.
A DSSC consists of two electrodes in a sandwich-structure, at least one of which needs
to be transparent and which usually consist of a TCO-layer, such as FTO, coated onto
a glass-substrate. An alternative for FTO is Indium doped Tin Oxide (ITO), which
however has the disadvantage of being less temperature-stable and of containing indium,
a rare metal. The TCO-layer has a thickness of around 700 nm and the glass of 2 to 3mm.
The nomenclature of the electrodes follows the view of a chemist, wherefore the working
electrode is called photo-anode since it oxidises the reduced electrolyte species. The
photo-anode is coated with the nanostructured titania layer of 10 to 15 µm thickness,
which in turn is sensitised by the adsorption of a mono-layer of dye molecules. The
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counter-electrode is activated with a catalyst such as platinum which is usually present
in the shape of small nanoclusters which are closely distributed over the surface. The
inter-space is filled with an electrolyte or hole-transporter, which can be in a liquid,
solid [24, 64] or gel-state [65]. The thickness of the electrolyte layer is in the range of
20µm. Upon light absorption the dye molecule passes into an excited state by lifting
of an electron from the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) to the Lowest
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO). From the LUMO the electron is injected into
the CB of the TiO2. The electron now travels through the titania layer hopping from
particle to particle to reach the electrode. After passing through the external electrical-
circuit the electron reaches the counter-electrode of the DSSC. In a cell filled with liquid
electrolyte the oxidised form of the redox-couple is reduced by means of the electrons and
the help of the catalyst. The now reduced redox-molecule diffuses through the cell and
reduces the dye-molecule which was oxidised upon transferring its electron to the titania.
DSSCs are a very complex electro-chemical system and the short description above
delivers only a small and very simplified overview of the components and the desired
processes occurring within the cell. A qualitative overview over the key components of
the a DSSC is given in the next section, while the desired processes and the loss reactions
occurring within a cell are presented in the section after that.
2.1.2. Key components of DSSCs
The general structure of a DSSC was described in the previous section. Here the key
components and their requirements are shortly presented. The nanoporous titania layer
forms the heart of the DSSC. An SEM-image of a nanoporous titania layer is shown in
Fig. 2.1. TiO2 has multiple crystal forms, the most common being anatase and rutile.
The first has a band gap of 3.2 eV and the second one of 3 eV [22]. Thus they absorb light
at wavelengths shorter than 390 nm and 410 nm respectively. For DSSCs the anatase
phase is preferred, not because of the difference in the band gap, but since it shows faster
electron transport and a higher adsorption of dye molecules [66].
While the deposition of titania as a layer of nanoparticles is still the most common
today, other nanostructured titania shapes have been examined. Some examples are
nanorods [67, 68], titania nanotubes [69] and columns [70], nanosheets [71], and combi-
nations of titania nanoparticles with carbon nanotubes [72]. Interesting is also a study
on different mixtures of nanoparticles and particle-aggregates of different sizes [73]. An
extensive list can be found in [22, chapter 2] and the 182 references therein. The titania
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Figure 2.2.: Chemical structure of the standard DSSC-dye N719.
layer needs to guarantee a stable support for the dye molecules and a high conductivity
in order to extract the electrons from the anode into the external circuit. Therefore a
stable ohmic connection of the particles is necessary, which is established by sintering
of the deposited layers as will be explained later. Homogeneous titania layers are a
prerequisite to efficient cells, since interruptions of the layers by cracking diminish the
conductance, and peeling off of the layers from the substrate impede the electric contact
between the titania and the electrode. Peaks of higher thickness in the layer can lead to
electrical short-cuts between the photo-anode and the counter electrode, and depressions
will diminish the amount of absorbed light.
In order to exploit the energy-potential of the visible light, the titania is sensitised with
molecules which absorb light in the visible spectrum. An example is the ruthenium
complex N719, whose chemical structure is shown in Fig. 2.2.
The requirements of a useful sensitiser are not only a high absorption coefficient of light
over a large part of the visible spectrum ideally, starting at its lower wavelength end
and extending into the near infra-red, but also a good alignment of the HOMO with the
redox potential of the electrolyte to ensure efficient dye regeneration and of the LUMO
levels respective to the titania CB, which is necessary to enable an efficient injection of
the excited electrons. To the same purpose are a stable connection of the dye-molecules
with the titania, ideally by covalent bonding of one or multiple anchoring groups to the
TiO2. Furthermore the dye molecules need to be chemically stable with respect to the
conditions in the cell.
The electrolyte needs to provide a fast regeneration of the dye-molecules to prevent
recombination and damaging of the molecules by reactions with other species in the
electrolyte. Since the movement of the redox-molecules through the electrolyte occurs
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by diffusion, a low viscosity solvent increases their speed and thus rate at which they
can be supplied. The energy level of the CB of the titania and the redox-potential of
the electrolyte pose the limits to the maximal voltage generated by the cell. Thus the
redox-potential of the electrolyte needs to be as low as possible. On the other hand an
adequate driving force for the regeneration (thus reduction) of the dye molecule needs
to be present, thereby necessitating a redox potential higher than the HOMO of the
dye. Finally the electrolyte should not react with electrons in the titania and the TCO
to minimise loss-effects by recombination. The electrodes and substrate need to ensure
the smallest possible loss of light and thus be as transparent as possible over the entire
range of light-absorption by the dye molecules. Additionally they need to provide a
stable scaffold with a small resistance (below 15Ω{l), a chemical stability towards the
electrolyte and the smallest possible recombination from the anode to the electrolyte.
Finally they need to withstand all the processes necessary for the fabrication of the
DSSC, in particular the sintering of the titania layers, or the high pressure treatment if
non-sintered layers are desired.
In the previous section the general setup and working principle of the DSSC was pre-
sented. In this section the setup was discussed more closely by giving more detailed
explanation of the key components. In the next section the processes taking place
within a working DSSC will be treated more closely to give a deeper insight into the
working-principle of the cell.
2.1.3. Processes in DSSCs
In the last two section the general working principle of a DSSC was described, and its
setup and components were explained in more detail. The current section will focus on
the processes occurring in a DSSC in order to complete the description of the components
and working principle of this interesting kind of solar cell. An overview of the processes
occurring in a DSSC is shown in Fig. 2.3. The desired reactions are marked by blue
arrows and numbers, the loss reactions by red dashed arrows and letters. The desired
electron transfer processes are: (1) The excitation of the dye molecule by an incoming
photon of energy hν and the thereby induced lifting of an electron from the HOMO
to the LUMO. This process occurs in the femtosecond range [74]. (2) The injection of
the electron from the LUMO of the dye-molecule into the CB of the semiconductor and
thereby oxidation of the dye-molecule, which was studied extensively and is summarised
in [21] and in chapter 11 of Ref. [22]. It can be studied by sub-picosecond transient
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Figure 2.3.: Outline of the processes in a DSSC under working conditions with arbitrary energy scales
of the respective potentials. Desired electron transfer processes: blue arrows. Recombination pathways:
dashed red arrows. Figure by Res Jöhr [74]
absorption spectroscopy as was done by Tachibana and coworkers [75] who found the
process to be bi-phasic with time-constants below  150 fs (50%) where the resolution
was limited by the instrument, and a second time-constant of 1.2 0.2 ps (also 50%).
Asbury and coworkers who studied the process by femtosecond infrared spectroscopy and
who claim their setup to be more reliable on the other hand found the time-constants
of the bi-phasic process to be 50 25 fs (84%) and 1.7 0.5 ps (16%) [76].
The charge transfer of the electrons through the semiconductor layer into the TCO-
electrode (3) is not as straight forward as might be expected. The apparent high effi-
ciency of the charge transfer is astonishing, since the conductivity of the nanocrystalline
film is low and the particles are too small to support an internal electrical field [21].
Thus the driving force for the electron transport is diffusion rather than drift and its
origin lies in a concentration gradient as proposed by O’Regan and coworkers [77] and
proofed by Nakade et al. [78] and Kambe et al. [79]. Even though the exact mechanism
of the charge transfer is a matter of discussion in the DSSC community [21], the most
widely assumed option is a multiple trapping de-trapping model as proposed by Cao
et al. [80], further studied by Dloczik and coworkers [81], analytically treated by van
de Lagemaat and Frank [82] and discussed in Hagfeldt’s review [21]. According to said
model the electrons get caught in defect states underneath the conduction band edge,
from where they can be de-trapped by excitation due to temperature or other energy
inputs. The expected movement is a hopping from trap to trap and from particle to
particle until they reach the electrode, or recombine with the electrolyte or an oxidised
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dye molecule. This implies a dependence of the transport from the light intensity, or
more accurately from the electron concentration, which in turn depends on the light
intensity. The reason is a filling of the traps and thus a reduced trapping probability for
additional electrons.
The reduction of the oxidised dye molecule by a redox molecule (4) was extensively
studied and is reviewed in [21]. Therein the time scale of the process is given as 0.1 to
10µs. The mechanism of the regeneration is described as a multi-step reaction start-
ing with the formation of a sensitiser-iodine-complex (Eq.: 2.1), its transformation into
a sensitiser-di-iodide-radical complex by the addition of an iodide ion (Eq.: 2.2), the
subsequent dissociation into a regenerated sensitiser-molecule and the di-iodide radical
(Eq.: 2.3) and the disproportionation of two such radicals into an iodide and a tri-iodide
ion (Eq.: 2.4) [83, 84].
S    I ÝÝÑ SI (2.1)
SI  I ÝÝÑ SI ·2 (2.2)
SI ·2 ÝÝÑ S  I ·2 (2.3)
2 I ·2 ÝÝÑ I 3   I. (2.4)
The dependence of the process from many different factors such as temperature and
light intensity [85], applied bias voltage [85, 86] and cations in the electrolyte [87] was
studied. Various dependences were shown, which indicates a high complexity of the
entire process. See Ref. [21] for a more extensive description.
The loss processes in a DSSC are: (b) the relaxation of the excited state of the dye
molecule back to its ground state by radiative decay. For Ru-dyes such as the bipyridyl-
Ru-complex N3 this process occurs on a relatively slow time scale (20 to 60 ns [21, 88])
compared to the injection of the electron into the titania (50 fs [76]). Therefore, it
was assumed to be rather rare. Since these fast injections were measured on sensitised
titania layers and not in complete cells, and Koops and coworkers detected a much slower
injection (150 ps) upon examination of an complete DSSC sensitised with N719 [89] it
is however not clear, whether the relaxation of the excited dye can be safely ignored.
After the injection of the electron into the conduction band it can still recombine with
oxidised dye or electrolyte molecules ((c), (d) and (g)). Both processes are possible along
the entire path of the electron through the titania layer, since dye and electrolyte are
present throughout the entire layer. The first depends on the presence of oxidised dye
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molecules, and thus the reaction kinetics for the regeneration of the dye as described
above and in Ref. [21]. Despite a large number of studies concerned with the loss-reaction
of the electrons in the titania with the oxidised dye which are summarised in [21] there
seems to be no consensus on the dependence of the process. It might or might not
depend on the driving force for the electron transfer from the titania to the oxidised dye.
And the dependence might be direct (increasing rate constant with increasing driving
force) [90], indirect [85, 91] or not dependent at all e.g. [92]. Also dependences on the
applied bias and the concentration of electrons in the titania NPs are mentioned in
the review. The latter shows an increase in the recombination with increasing electron
concentration in the NPs which may lead to a competition off the recombination with
the dye-regeneration, since under working conditions the electron-concentration is rather
high [21].
The time constant for the recombination from electrons to the electrolyte is called elec-
tron lifetime. It seems to be in the range of 1 to 20ms and thus rather long and to
depend from many factors such as the electron concentration in the titania NPs (shorter
lifetimes with increasing concentration), electrolyte concentration (shorter lifetime with
increased concentration of reduceable species), the dye bound to the surface, and NP-
size [21]. Finally a recombination of the electron from the TCO to the electrolyte is also
possible (e), which can however be reduced by the deposition of a blocking-layer, thus a
compact titania layer covering the FTO [93, 94].
The heart of the dye sensitised solar cell is the sensitised nanoporous titania layer. It
influences not only the amount of dye ready to absorb light, but also the injection of the
electrons into the semiconductor which depends on the phase of the titania, the binding
of the dye to the titania determined by the anchoring groups, the distance of the location
of the excited dye-state to the titania and the alignment of the corresponding states in
terms of energy. The titania layer interacts with all the other DSSC components, thus
the dye, the electrolyte and the TCO. Recombination reactions between titania and
electrolyte strongly depend on the properties of the titania and the porosity of the layer
limits the diffusion of the electrolyte molecules through the active layer. Furthermore,
the titania layer needs to provide a high conductivity for the collected electrons despite
it consisting of nanoparticles.
All these interactions depend on the microscopic properties of the titania layer. Therefore
measurement-methods providing information on the nanoscale about the topographic
and electrostatic properties of titania layers employed in DSSCs in air and the native
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electrolyte environment of a working DSSC are necessary to gain further insight in the
working principle of this fascinating solar cell type. In the next part of this chapter
the measurement techniques AFM and KPFM which provide the necessary nanoscale
resolution of both the topography and the surface potential in air and vacuum, and were
shown to do the same in liquids and even electrolyte solutions, will be presented and
explained in detail.
2.2. Methods for the nanoscale investigation of surfaces
The last section presented the setup and working principle of dye sensitised solar cells.
It showed the importance of the nanostructured titania layer for the function of the cell.
This implies the necessity to have tools to study the electronic properties of the titania
layers with nanoscale resolution, not only in air but also in electrolyte solutions. In this
section AFM and KPFM will be presented and discussed in detail. They are both SPM
techniques for the detection of the topography and the surface potential in the nanoscale
respectively.
While AFM is commonly applied not only in air but also in liquid and electrolyte en-
vironments e.g. for the study of biological samples [95], the use of KPFM was limited
to liquid-free environments for a long time. Only in recent years methods have been
presented to apply KPFM in non-polar liquids [53] and also in polar-liquids or elec-
trolytes [54].
Since KPFM is an advanced form of AFM the latter will be presented first, before two
KPFM-modes will be discussed, the one making use of a control-loop which is denoted
CL-KPFM and is traditionally applied in air and vacuum, and the other without control-
loop, which is denoted OL-KPFM and which can also (but not only) be applied in
liquids.
2.2.1. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
In this section AFM will be presented. After a short introduction into the history and
setup of the AFM, the forces introduced by the interaction of the measurement tip and
the examined sample are shortly described. Depending on the interaction principle AFM
can be run in different modes, namely contact, intermittent contact and non-contact
mode, which will be shortly introduced at the end of the current section.
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Figure 2.4.: SEM image of an AFM cantilever. Inset: Close-up of the tip. Cantilever-beam-width:
30 µm.
When in 1982 the STM was invented by Binnig, Rohrer, Gerber and Weibel [30] a whole
new field of science toward the nanorange was established. The STM allowed imaging
of nanoscale structures, which had not been revealed to the human eye before. The
STM measures the topography of a sample by scanning a sharp tip over the sample
surface, while measuring the tunnelling-current of the electrons tunnelling through the
vacuum gap between tip and sample. Since the tunnelling-current is strongly dependent
on the gap-width and thus the tip-sample distance a very accurate topographical map
of the surface is received. However due to the necessity of a tunnelling-current which
only occurs between conductors, the range of samples is limited to metals and other
conducting materials.
This limitation of the nanoscale study to conductors was overcome in 1986 when the
AFM was invented by Binnig, Gerber and Quate [31]. Also the AFM measures the
topography of a sample with nano- or even sub-nanometre resolution, by scanning a
probe over the sample surface and is therefore an SPM technique. To determine the
topography the tip-sample distance is regulated by measurement of the interaction forces
between cantilever-tip and sample surface. The nature of these interactions between tip
and sample will be explained in the next section. The probe used in an AFM are
cantilevers, thus a beam which has a sharp tip on its lower side and which acts as
measuring instance. An SEM image of a cantilever showing the beam and the tip is
shown in Fig. 2.4.
The cantilever is a very sensitive force sensor which is deflected upon interaction with a
sample surface, or as reaction to the influence of forces. The deflection of the cantilever
is employed to measure the surface topography. In order to detect the deflection a
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Figure 2.5.: Outline of the basic instrumentation of an AFM.
laser is focused onto the reflecting back of the cantilever, and the reflected laser-beam
is detected on a Position Sensitive Detector (PSD). Usually four-quadrant PSDs are
employed, which enables the registration of vertical and horizontal deflection of the laser-
beam, and thus the detection of bending- as well as twisting of the cantilever. Depending
on the measurement-mode the deflection signal is appropriately processed and fed into
a control-loop, which adjusts the relative z-position of cantilever and surface by means
of a piezo, in order to enable an accurate measurement of the surface topography. An
outline of an AFM setup is shown in Fig. 2.5
In contrast to the STM the AFM does not employ the tunnelling effect, but other tip-
sample interactions for the measurement, which will be explained more closely in the
next section.
Forces
Interaction between two bodies cause variations in the potential. Such variations in a
potential cause forces, which are defined as derivative of the potential. For a system
consisting of a cantilever oscillating above a sample perpendicular to the sample surface
the essential force component is the one parallel to the cantilever oscillation and thus
perpendicular to the sample surface. Thus the force between tip and sample (Fts) is the
derivative of the potential between tip and sample (Vts) with respect to the direction
perpendicular to the sample surface (z):
Fts 
BVts
Bz
. (2.5)
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Therefore models of potentials can be used to describe the forces present in a system.
Forces between tip and sample are the foundation of AFM. Between two bodies in close
proximity, such as a cantilever-tip and a sample, multiple interactions exist. Some of the
interactions are specific for bodies of certain properties, such as magnetic interactions
which occur for magnetic bodies. Others such as van der Waals interactions are more
general. Each interaction between the sample and the tip introduces a force acting on
both and the sum of these forces induces the bending of the cantilever, which is used
as measurement signal. The forces induced by the interactions between two neutral,
polarisable bodies in short proximity (such as a tip the sample) can be divided in short
and long range forces. Examples for short range forces are repulsive forces due to the
Pauli exclusion principle, and attractive chemical binding forces, while long range forces
include van der Waals forces (FvdW) and electrostatic forces (Fes). The following para-
graphs will shortly introduce the forces which are of importance in AFM in the setup
used for the present work, namely the FvdW, the Fes and the short range forces, which
will be treated by approximation with a Lennard-Jones-Potential.
Van der Waals Forces
Van der Waals forces are forces between neutral particles (atoms or molecules or larger
particles or bodies) without permanent dipole. Nevertheless they are dipole-interactions.
The dipoles on the particles arise from fluctuations of charge on the particle surface,
or are induced by electric fields wherein the particles are located. As explained by
Israelachvili in the book “Intermolecular and Surface Forces” [96] and based on the work
of London and Polanyi [97] and Hamaker [98] the potential of a single atom above a flat
surface is given by
VvdW prq  
ρπg
6r3 , (2.6)
where r is the distance of the atom, g is a constant depending on the object, and ρ the
density of atoms in the sample surface. For a macroscopic system such as a cantilever tip
(which can be approximately treated as a sphere) over a sample, the potential and thus
the force can be gained by integrating over the sphere, as is shown by [98] and explained
by Koch in [99]. The resulting FvdW upon integration over the sphere, derivation of the
resulting potential and simplification into one dimension is:
FvdW  
AHR
6z2 , (2.7)
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where AH is the Hamaker constant which is depending on the material and usually lies in
the range of 1019 to 1020 J [100], R is the radius of the sphere as which the cantilever-
tip was treated, and z the tip-sample distance. Since the presented model takes only
attractive forces into account an application to very small separation distances is not
possible, since there short-range repulsive forces due to the overlap of electron-clouds
and repulsion of atom-cores need to be considered. These will be treated later on, after
discussing the second considered long-range force, the electrostatic force, in the next
paragraph.
Electrostatic Forces
Two charged or a charged and an uncharged but conducting particle have different
electrostatic potentials. Therefore an electrostatic force acts on the two. The tip-sample
system present in an AFM can be treated as a plate capacitor. The potential in a
capacitor is given by Ves  12CV 2 where C is the capacitance and V the total voltage,
thus potential difference between the capacitor plates. As before the system can be
treated in one dimension and the capacitance is dependent on the tip-sample separation
(C  Cpzq), which yields the resulting electrostatic force Fes as:
Fes  ∇Ves   12
BC
Bz
V 2. (2.8)
Thus the distance dependence of the electrostatic force depends on the distance depen-
dence of the capacitance. The distance dependence of the capacitance is not easily acces-
sible, since the entire probe consisting of the cantilever-beam, the cone of the cantilever-
tip and the tip-apex forms one of the capacitor plates, while the sample forms the other.
The complex geometry of the probe makes an analytical solution of the capacitance im-
possible [101]. Based on the model shown by Hudlet et al. [101] and in combination with
experimental results Law and coworkers show a dependence of the form Cpzq91z for small
tip-sample separations and Cpzq9 lnpzq for large tip-sample separations [102]. The tran-
sition between large and small tip-sample separations depends on the exact geometry but
seems to be in the region of 100 nm according to Fig. 4 of Ref [102]. Also the derivation
of the electrostatic force does not take into account repulsive short-range forces. It can
therefore not be applied to very short tip-sample-separations, since it would falsely in-
dicate an increasing attractive force. However overlap of electron wave-function and the
repulsion of the atom-cores counter-balance the attractive forces and induce a repulsion
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at very small separations. These effects can be described by a Lennard-Jones-Potential,
which will be explained in the next paragraph.
Lennard-Jones-Potential
The long-range forces introduced in the last paragraphs can not be applied without a
balancing counter-part, since they do not consider short-range repulsive forces arising
due to the Pauli-principle (overlap of electron-clouds and repulsion of the charged cores
of atoms). Therefore short-range forces need to be introduced as balancing counter part,
which will be done in this paragraph. The short range forces consist of an attractive
component, which can be attributed to chemical-bonding and thus favourable overlap
of atomic or molecular orbitals, and of a repulsive component due to the overlap of
electron wave-functions and highly-charged atom-cores. The short-range forces are often
described by the empirical Lennard-Jones potential (VLJ) [103], since it gives an adequate
approximation to the real interactions and is still easy to comprehend and to calculate.
The Lennard-Jones potential has the following shape:
VLJ  4ϵ

σ0
z

12


σ0
z

6ﬀ
. (2.9)
While the first term describes the strong repulsion mentioned before, the second describes
weak attractive forces. At longer tip-sample separations the Lennard-Jones potential is
dominated by the long-range forces, and becomes relevant only at very small distances
below  5Å [104].
An overview over the potential components described in the last paragraphs is shown
in Fig. 2.6. For the operation of an AFM various of the here described forces are taken
advantage of and the cantilever is operated in different regimes of the potential. This
enables the operation of the AFM in different modes, which will be described in the next
section.
Operation modes
An AFM can be operated in different measurement modes, which will be described in
this section. Depending on the measurement mode an AFM is operated in the repulsive
regime (contact mode) thus at a distance smaller 1 in the outline of the resulting curve
in Fig. 2.6, in a regime around the minimum of the potential-curve reaching the first
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1/1
Figure 2.6.: An outline of the different potential components described in Sec. 2.2.1, and the resulting
potential as the sum thereof.
edge of the repulsive interaction (Amplitude Modulation Atomic Force Microscopy (AM-
AFM)), or in the slope at distances larger than the potential-minimum in the case of
Frequency Modulation Atomic Force Microscopy (FM-AFM). These three modes will be
explained in the next paragraphs.
Contact Mode
The contact-mode was the first mode for an AFM to be operated in. In contact mode the
steady cantilever is approached and brought into contact with the sample surface. The
repulsive force between cantilever-tip and sample induces a bending of the cantilever,
which is registered. If the setup is run in constant height mode the cantilever is now
scanned over the surface and the deflection is measured. Since the cantilever height
is not changed and the deflection is proportional to the sample-height the deflection
signal contains the entire topographic information. In constant force mode however the
deflection is registered, fed into a control loop and the cantilever height is adapted by
means of a piezo in order to keep the force acting on the cantilever and thus the deflection
constant. In constant force mode the deflection signal contains only the error signal of
the control loop, while the topographic information is carried by the height signal, thus
the piezo-extension signal. While a constant height mode AFM is easy to setup, since it
does not need a height-controller and can be run very fast since it has no slow controlling
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mechanism, it always bears the danger of the tip crashing hard into a prominence on the
sample. Therefore it is only suitable for very flat and hard samples, such as the cleavage
of crystals.
Dynamic Mode
In FM-AFM and AM-AFM the cantilever is not steady, but is oscillated, ideally at its
fundamental resonance frequency. The oscillation can be excited by different techniques.
The most widely used is the excitation by means of a piezo-electric element on which
the cantilever is mounted. The piezo-electric element is oscillated and its oscillation
transmits itself to the cantilever. This piezo is usually denoted “shaking-piezo”. Other
possibilities are the excitation by laser or an electrostatic excitation as shown by Umeda
et al. in Refs. [105] and [106] respectively. The latter two are particularly interesting in
a liquid environment, where the excitation via a shaking-piezo does not only excite the
cantilever, but also the entire liquid droplet around it to oscillate and thus excites many
undesired modes. The oscillating cantilever can be described as a harmonic oscillator. By
considering the cantilever-tip as a point mass, and the cantilever as a spring its oscillation
can be described by an equation of motion. Since the cantilever beam is vibrating only
along one axis the equation of motion can be simplified to a one dimensional problem:
m:z  
mω0
Q
9z   kz  Fts   F0 cospωdtq (2.10)
where k is the spring constant of the cantilever, Fts are the forces between tip and
sample, and F0 and ωd are the driving force and angular frequency respectively and ω1
is the angular resonance frequency of the free cantilever. Q is the quality factor of the
cantilever, which is defined as the ration between the resonance frequency and the width
of the resonance peak of the mechanical cantilever resonance at full-width-half-maximum
(FWHM):
Q 
f0
fFWHM
, (2.11)
where f0 and fFWHM are the free resonance frequency (without tip-sample interaction,
thus with Fts  0 and the width of the resonance peak at half the maximum height
respectively. The resonance frequency and angular resonance frequency are converted
by: f0  2πω0.
In AM-AFM the cantilever is not brought into contact with the sample surface, but
it is excited to oscillate, ideally at one of the cantilevers resonance frequencies. The
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oscillation is visible in the signal from the PSD and detected by a lock-in amplifier.
Upon approaching of the oscillating cantilever to the surface an interaction arises and
the oscillation amplitude diminishes due to a shift of the resonance frequency. This
frequency-shift has its origin in the change of the spring constant of the cantilever upon
interaction with the sample surface. The closed-loop z-controller controls the tip-sample
distance in order to keep the amplitude constant, at a pre-set value. Since the reduction
of the amplitude occurs if the cantilever comes into close-contact with the surface at
the lower turning point of its oscillation the AM-AFM mode is also called intermittent
contact or tapping mode.
In FM-AFM or non-contact mode the cantilever is also oscillated at its resonance fre-
quency. Unlike in AM-AFM mode however the oscillation is locked upon by a Phase
Locked Loop (PLL) and the excitation is controlled to keep the oscillation-amplitude and
the phase shift between oscillation and excitation signal constant by varying the excita-
tion amplitude and frequency respectively, thus locking the oscillation to the resonance,
even if the resonance frequency shifts. Upon approach of the oscillating cantilever to the
surface the resonance frequency shifts, and this frequency-shift is used as control signal.
The height-controller adjusts the height such as to retain a pre-set frequency-shift and
thus a constant distance between tip and sample. Since the frequency-shift occurs even
if no contact between tip and sample is established, the FM-AFM-mode is also called
non contact Atomic Force Microscopy (nc-AFM).
When the AFM is used to measure the topography the total tip-sample force is usually
used as measurement signal. Therefore, this kind of measurement contains not only
information about the topography of a sample, but also about the surface potential of the
sample, which induces the Fes, about the polarisability of the sample, which influences
the FvdW. If the measurement takes place in close proximity to the sample surface also
effects of the surface-chemistry and the chemical potential of the surface can influence the
resulting force acting on the cantilever. Different enhancements of the basic AFM-setup
exist, which separate the different force components from each other and thereby enable
the extraction of additional information from the measurement. An example of such an
enhancement is the Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) technique, by which the
Fes component is separated from the resulting tip-sample force (Fts) and thereby the
surface potential of the sample is measured. The KPFM technique will be described in
the next section.
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2.2.2. Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM)
KPFM is an advanced SPM technique based on intermittent or non-contact AFM. It
enhances the AFM functionality by allowing the measurement of the CPD of conducting
samples in vacuum, air and non-polar liquids with nanometre, or even sub-nanometre
resolution [53, 107, 108]. By means of calibration of the used tip against a sample
of known work function, the work function can be calculated from the gained CPD.
The measurement is based on the isolation of the Fes-force component from the Fts.
In this section an overview over the background of KPFM-measurements and of the
CPD is given. The electrostatic force which was already presented in the last section is
explained in more detail and it is shown how it can be used to measure the CPD. It has
to be noted, that in the present work only the CPD and local variations thereof will be
studied. This differs from the local-CPD which can be determined by KPFM in UHV
and which denotes the CPD on an intra-molecular, atomic or even sub-atomic level.
The CPD is defined as the difference in the work function Φ of two metals:
CPD  ΦSample  ΦTip  ∆Φ  VCPD  e (2.12)
with e being the elementary charge, thus a positive charge corresponding in the mag-
nitude to the charge of an electron or proton(e  `1.602 1019C), and VCPD the
voltage necessary to compensate the CPD. The polarity of the CPD is obviously de-
fined by the definition of said difference. In the present work the difference is defined
as ∆Φ  ΦSample  ΦT ip, since this definition leads to equal contrast in the (measured)
CPD and the work function of the sample. It corresponds to an experimental setup
where the tip is grounded and the dc-voltage is applied to the sample.
KPFM is a combination of AFM and the surface potential measurement technique called
Kelvin probe, which was developed by Lord Kelvin in 1898 [109]. In his setup Lord Kelvin
used a known metal as first plate in a parallel plate capacitor, while the sample to be
tested formed the second plate. Upon vibration of the plates at a certain frequency the
resulting change of distance between the plates induces a change in the capacitance,
and thus an alternating current flows through the circuit connecting the plates. By
application of a dc-voltage corresponding to the CPD to one of the plates the current
is nullified and thus the CPD is detected. KPFM is also based on this principle of
compensating the CPD between a known capacitor plate (the tip) and an unknown one
(the sample) by application of a dc-voltage. However the controlling parameter is not a
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Figure 2.7.: Origin and elimination of the force due to the CPD: Two not connected metallic samples
have equal vacuum energy levels (Evac) but different Fermi energy levels (EF) (left). Upon connection of
the two samples the Fermy energies align by an electron transfer from the sample with the higher EF to
the one with the lower EF. This leads to a mismatch in the Evac and an electrostatic force between the
two samples (centre). By application of a dc-voltage the vacuum levels re-align, if Vdc  VCPD and thus
the force can be nullified.
current flowing through the circuit, but the electrostatic force. The general principle of
the CPD and of its use for KPFM is depicted in Fig. 2.7
The detection of the force is accomplished by means of the cantilever which is an excellent
force-sensor and thus is able to detect CPDs very sensitively despite its small size. Unlike
the current in Lord Kelvin’s setup the electrostatic force in KPFM is not excited by the
oscillation of the cantilever. In order to measure the CPD, electrostatic interactions
between the conducting tip and sample are excited by the application of an ac-voltage
of frequency 1ωac and magnitude Vac. The resulting Fes is nullified by the application of
a dc-voltage. The potential of the dc-voltage necessary to nullify the Fes corresponds to
the CPD (Vdc  VCPD  1e  CPD). The dc-voltage is applied by a PI-controller, which
is commonly called Kelvin-controller.
As shown before the interaction between a metallic AFM tip and a conducting sample
can be approximated as a capacitor. Since the potential in a capacitor can be described
as Ves  12CV 2 the corresponding electrostatic force in three dimensions is:
Fes  ∇Ves   12
BC
Br
V 2, (2.13)
with C  Cpzq being the capacitance of the capacitor, V the total voltage and r the
radius. The application of a voltage to a capacitor induces an attractive force between
the two capacitor plates, since they are oppositely charged. By convention attractive
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forces are negative. In the first part of Eq. 2.13 the attractive nature of the force is
achieved by the -⃝. However, Sadeghi et al. show that the derivative of the capacitance
is always negative by itself [110], thus BC{Bz   0 and thus the addition of a -⃝ results
in a positive force. However the negative derivation of the capacitance is not always
considered, thus the -⃝ is often added. Therefore, the formulae presented in the present
work may differ (by the sign) from derivations found in other sources.
In a KPFM-setup the electrostatic force perpendicular to the sample surface is the most
significant. Thus Eq. 2.13 can be reduced to one dimension. Assuming the sample to
be in the xy-plane the thereto perpendicular force lies in the z-direction. Thus Eq. 2.13
becomes
Fes 
1
2
BC
Bz
V 2, (2.14)
where BC{Bz is the capacitance gradient in the capacitor consisting of the tip and the
sample. The total voltage consists of the applied ac-voltage (Vac  sinpωacq), the applied
dc-voltage (Vdc) and the voltage corresponding to the potential of the CPD (VCPD), the
voltage originating in the CPD, and thus the resulting force can be written as:
Fes 
1
2
BC
Bz
pVdc  VCPD   Vac  sinpωactqq2, (2.15)
Considering cosp2xq  cospxq2  sinpxq2 and cospa2 q 
b
1
2p1  cospaqq which transforms
into cospxq2  1 cosp2xq2 by substituting
a
2  x, Eq. 2.15 can be split up in its spectral
components Fes  Fdc   F1ωac   F2ωac which are the components of the force activated
by the dc-voltage and the first and second harmonic of the ac-voltage respectively:
Fdc   
BC
Bz

1
2pVdc  VCPDq
2  
V 2ac
4
ﬀ
, (2.16)
F1ωac   
BC
Bz
pVdc  VCPDq  Vac  sinpωactq, (2.17)
F2ωac  
BC
Bz
V 2ac
4  cosp2  ωactq. (2.18)
The dc component of the electrostatical force (Fdc) contributes to the topography signal,
since it induces a constant bending of the cantilever. On the other hand the F1ωac
component of the force induces an oscillation of the cantilever at the frequency of the
excitation. Throughout this work the amplitude of this oscillation induced by F1ωac
will be denoted A1ωac . The amplitude A1ωac can be used to determine the CPD, since it
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depends on both the CPD (via VCPD) and the Vdc. Considering Eq. 2.17 it is obvious that
F1ωac becomes zero if the potential of the dc-voltage equals the CPD, thus Vdc  VCPD
since then Vdc  VCPD  0 and F1ωac  0, thus also A1ωac becomes zero. Hence VCPD
can be determined by applying dc-voltage in a way to nullify A1ωac , which is the basic
principle of the CPD measurement applied in KPFM. The force component F1ωac can
also be used directly by measuring A1ωac without nullifying it by a controller, to measure
qualitative electrostatic properties of the surface. This kind of measurement (excitation
of Fes by the application of an ac-voltage and measurement of the resulting A1ωac) is
called EFM and is described in references [35] and chapter 6 in [36]. The F2ωac component
of the force can be used for capacitance microscopy which is described in [37] and in [36,
chapter 5]. It induces a cantilever oscillation at the frequency 2ωac, thus at twice the
frequency of the excitation. This amplitude will be denoted A2ωac . In capacitance
microscopy A2ωac is measured. It contains only information about the derivative of the
capacitance in the tip-sample capacitor and since the tip is always the same the signal
holds information about the capacitance of the sample. Additionally F1ωac and F2ωac
are used to determine the CPD in the OL-KPFM mode as will be described in the next
section but one.
In the present section the theoretical background of KPFM measurements was explained.
It was shown why the CPD induces a force between tip and sample, how it can be brought
forward and how this electrostatic force component can be isolated from the Fts. In the
next sections two measurement technique to determine the CPD from the isolated Fes
are shown. The first is based on the compensation of the electrostatic force and the
thereby determination of the CPD. Thereto it employs a control-loop and hence it is
denoted CL-KPFM. The second is based on the measurement of both the electrostatic-
and the capacitative force components acting between tip and sample, wherefrom the
CPD can be calculated. Since this mode does not employ a control-loop it is denoted
OL-KPFM.
Closed Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
The CPD determined by CL-KPFM is denoted CPDCL throughout this thesis. To
determine the CPDCL the F1ωac force component is nullified by the application of a
dc-voltage. The nullifying is done by feeding of the measured A1ωac into the Kelvin-
controller, which then applies the dc-voltage (Vdc) until the measured amplitude is zero
(A1ωac  0), showing that F1ωac  0 and thereby Vdc  VCPD  1e CPD. This includes a
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Figure 2.8.: Outline of the CL-KPFM instrumentation. The AFM part of the instrumentation is shown
in grey for clarity.
closed control loop (signal measurement, feeding into controller, application of voltage,
measurement of remaining signal,...) and thus this KPFM-mode is called CL-KPFM.
The determined CPD gives a relative measure of the work function of the sample in
relation to the work function of the used tip, as described by Eq. 2.12. In order to
determine the absolute work function of the sample Φsample a calibration of the tip
against a calibration-standard with known work function is necessary (e.g. HOPG with
a reference work function in air of 4.475 0.005 eV [111] and in UHV of 4.4 eV [112]).
By measurement of the CPDs of the calibration-standard and the unknown sample with
the same tip, and application of Eq. 2.12 the absolute work function of the tip ΦT ip and
subsequently of the sample ΦSample can be determined.
An outline of a CL-KPFM setup is shown in Fig. 2.8. It is based on an AFM for the
measurement of the topography, which is depicted in the upper part of the figure. The
AFM-instrumentation consists of an oscillator generating the excitation signal at the
first cantilever resonance, a shaking-piezo to transfer the excitation signal to the can-
tilever, a lock-in (lock-in amplifier) or PLL to record the resulting cantilever oscillation
and a control-loop usually based on a PI-controller to keep the control signal constant
by adapting the tip-sample separation by means of a z-piezo and thus to measure the
topography. Additionally the CL-KPFM-setup contains a second oscillator which gen-
erates the excitation at the second cantilever resonance. It is electronically connected
to the sample and the excitation takes place by the application of an ac-voltage. The
electrostatic force is detected by the cantilever and thus part of the cantilever oscillation
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signal. The first and second resonance oscillations (and thus the signals for topography
and CPD) are separated by a set of low- and high-pass filters (not mandatory). The
oscillation corresponding to the information of the electrostatic force is detected by a
second lock-in. The detected oscillation amplitude (or more precisely the X1ωac-signal
of the lock-in amplifier) is passed on to a Kelvin-controller, which applies a dc-voltage
such as to nullify the amplitude and thus the force. The necessary dc-voltage can be
applied to the tip or the sample. Application to the sample yields the same contrast for
the dc-voltage as it does for the work function, while the contrast is inverted during the
calculation of the work function from the dc-voltage by the calibration of the tip to a
known standard, if the dc-voltage is applied to the tip.
To determine the CPD in a single point without the necessity to enable the control-
loop a sweep of the applied dc-voltage and a simultaneous measurement of A1ωac can be
performed in a bias-sweep measurement. Due to the linear dependence of A1ωac on the
absolute value of Vdc shown in Eq. 2.19 the resulting A1ωac(Vdc)-signal is a

-shaped
curve with its minimum at Vdc  VCPD.
Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
The CPD determined by OL-KPFM will be denoted CPDOL throughout this thesis. No
dc-voltage is applied to measure in, but the CPDOL is determined by calculation from
the F1ωac- and F2ωac-components of the electrostatic force as shown by Kobayashi et al.
in Ref. [54]. From Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18 one can calculate the amplitude of the cantilever
oscillation A1ωac and A2ωac induced by the two spectral force components to be:
A1ωac 
|F1ωac |
k

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐BCBz VCPD
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ Vack , (2.19)
A2ωac 
|F2ωac |
k

⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐BCBz VCPD
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐ V 2ac4k , (2.20)
containing k as the spring constant of the cantilever and BCBz as the capacitance gradient
in the z-direction, thus perpendicular to the sample surface. A1ωac and A2ωac are recorded
during the OL-KPFM measurement. Therefore by combining Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20 and
inputting the measured amplitudes the absolute value of the CPD can be calculated as
|VCPD|  A1ωac
A2ωac
Vac
4 . (2.21)
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Figure 2.9.: Outline of the OL-KPFM instrumentation, AFM part in grey.
The polarity of the calculated CPD can be determined by the phase of A1ωac :
VCPD 
A1ωac
A2ωac
Vac
4 cospφ1ωacq 
X1ωac
A2ωac
Vac
4 , (2.22)
where X1ωac is the X-signal determined by the lock-in amplifier in F1ωac-setting and is
defined as X1ωac  A1ωac cospφ1ωacq.
The instrumentation of an OL-KPFM-setup is shown in Fig. 2.9. It is based on the
same system as the CL-KPFM presented in the last section. The differences are only
the missing (or not employing) of a Kelvin-controller, and the necessity to perform
measurements in 2-pass-mode despite the presence of two lock-in amplifiers. Thus every
line of the recorded image is scanned twice, once in F1ωac-setting (where the excitation
frequency (fex) is equal to the detection frequency (fdet)) to record A1ωac , and a second
time in F2ωac-setting (thus with the detection tuned to the second harmonic of the
excitation, thus to twice the excitation frequency (fdet  2  fex)) to record A2ωac . This
increases the time necessary for a measurement by a factor of 2. It can however be
avoided by the employment of a third lock-in amplifier.
Equations 2.19 and 2.20 show that A1ωac and A2ωac depend on the applied excitation
voltage in a linear and quadratic fashion respectively, if the applied model is applicable
for a studied system in a particular setup and under the chosen settings. Therefore,
the applicability of the assumed model can be verified by measuring the dependence of
said amplitudes from the excitation voltage Vac in excitation voltage spectroscopy (Vac-
spectroscopy) measurements. The resulting data can be fitted by a non-linear function
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Figure 2.10.: Outline of an ideal (squares)
and a non-ideal (circles) theoretical data set of
A1ωac(Vac)- (black) and A2ωac(Vac)-spectra (red)
and the thereof calculated CPD (blue). All values
in arbitrary units (a.u.)
Figure 2.11.: Outlines of the CPD calculated from
theoretical excitation-spectroscopy data sets. Vari-
ations from the ideal curve are an increased slope,
an increased exponent and an increased intercept
all of A2ωac , and a combination of the three.
of the form
A  m  V nac   o, (2.23)
where A is the amplitude of the respective signal (A1ωac or A2ωac) and m, n and o
are fitting parameters corresponding to the slope, exponent and intercept of the re-
spective curve. An outline of two sets of theoretical A1ωac(Vac)- and A2ωac(Vac)-signals
is shown in Fig. 2.10 together with the thereof calculated CPDs. The ideal curves
which depend linearly and quadratically from the Vac (n1ωac  1 and n2ωac  2), have
a slope-ratio of m1ωacm2ωac  1, intercepts of o1ωac  o2ωac  0 yield the expected constant
CPD. On the other hand the non-ideal curves with values differing from the ideal
(m1ωac  1.75; n1ωac  1.2; o1ωac  0 and m2ωac  1; n2ωac  2.5; o2ωac  10) show a
characteristically different shape. In Fig. 2.11 the influence of the different factors on
the resulting curve is illustrated. It identifies the slopes to influence the value of the
resulting CPD, but not the general shape of the curve. An increase of n2ωac above 2
(or a decrease of n1ωac below 1) yields a decreasing CPD with increasing Vac, and the
intercept of A2ωac is responsible for a depression of the CPD at low excitation voltages,
while an intercept of A1ωac yields a high CPD at low Vac and thus a curve similar to
the one at increased n2ωac . Thus the resulting curves of all the three effects combined
in both the Figs. 2.10 and 2.11 own their shape mainly to the intercept of A2ωac which
causes the rising slope at low excitation voltages, and the increase of the exponent of
A2ωac which causes the depression of the CPD at high voltages. In measured curves as
shown in chapter 4 the depression of the CPD towards higher voltages is seldom reached
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and the shape of the curves is dominated by the intercept.
It needs to be pointed out that the A1ωac(Vac)-spectroscopy data has a very similar
appearance as the data from bias-sweep measurements used to determine the CPD by
the sweep of the dc-voltage as explained in the previous section. They have however
a different physical meaning. The bias-sweep shows the dependence of the F1ωac from
the applied bias, thus from the difference in the present potential of tip and sample
and thereby determines the CPD. The Vac-spectroscopy on the other hand shows the
dependence of the F1ωac from the excitation voltage. Its minimum is always located at
Vac  0 and does not hold information about the CPD.
Multiple experimental approaches to record the necessary signals exist. In the original
publication in which Kobayashi et al. present the open loop technique [54] they present
Single-Frequency Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (SF-OL-KPFM). Therein
the electrical excitation is performed at a constant frequency, and A1ωac and A2ωac are
detected at the first and second harmonic of the excitation frequency respectively, thus
at two different frequencies. Advantages of this approach are an easier experimental
implementation and the possibility to measure A1ωac and A2ωac simultaneously with two
lock-ins tuned to the two frequencies. Furthermore, a possible dependence of Fes from
the excitation-frequency (Fes  Fespωac)) will not distort the measured results. However,
when detecting at two different frequencies the result may be influenced by variations
of the mechanical oscillation response of the cantilever, such as by the presence or prox-
imity of a cantilever resonance. While in air the oscillation-response of the system is
mainly based on the cantilever, in a liquid environment many more factors such as os-
cillation of the liquid’s molecules come into play. Therefore, the response in air shows a
rather flat background signal except in close proximity to a cantilever resonance, while
in a liquid environment many variations of the background appear. Additionally the
resonance peaks are much less distinct due to the increased damping, therefore the ratio
of background to resonance decreases, and also the relative variations of the background
increase. This necessitates the introduction of a correction factor for the oscillation re-
sponse, as explained in Ref. [55]. Furthermore SF-OL-KPFM does not allow the use of
a cantilever resonance to increase the sensitivity and signal to noise ratio of the mea-
surement, which would be desirable. Therefore, Half Harmonic excitation Open Loop
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (HH-OL-KPFM) was presented by Guo et al. [57]. In
this mode the detection of A1ωac and A2ωac occurs at the same frequency, preferably a
resonance frequency, while the excitation occurs at two different frequencies. The excita-
tion frequencies of the corresponding amplitude fex are fex-1ωac  ωac  fdet-1ωac thus the
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detection frequency of A1ωac , and fex-2ωac  ωac2 , thereby enabling the detection of A2ωac
at fdet-2ωac  ωac as well, since fdet-2ωac  2  fex-2ωac  2  ωac2  ωac with fdet being the
detection frequency of the corresponding amplitude. While the advantage of this mode
is resonance enhanced measurement, the disadvantages are a possible distortion of the
results if a frequency dependence of the electrostatic force occurs and the impossibility
of measuring both signals at the same time. After the completion of the measurements
for this work we solved the latter problem in our lab by using a multi lock-in system and
detecting both A1ωac and A2ωac at the same resonance, but not exactly on the centre of
the peak, but slightly shifted towards higher and lower frequencies respectively. Thereby
we retained the resonance enhancement and enabled the simultaneous measurement of
both A1ωac and A2ωac overcoming both disadvantages.
An interesting enhancement was again presented by Kobayashi et al. [56]. They pre-
sented a technique which they denote Dual-Frequency Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force
Microscopy (DL-OL-KPFM). Therein the excitation occurs at two different and inde-
pendent frequencies. Unlike in SF-OL-KPFM and HH-OL-KPFM, where the F1ωac and
F2ωac components of the Fes are measured, in DL-OL-KPFM the F1ωac component is
measured at two different frequencies and thereof the F2ωac component and thus the
CPD can be calculated. This enables the use of two independent frequencies, which may
lie close together and thus diminish the frequency-range between the lowest excited and
the highest detected frequency. This is advantageous since the large frequency range
required by the detection of A2ωac at the second harmonic of the excitation frequency
imposes restriction on the measurement. It either necessitates the detection at high
frequencies and thus a detection system with a high bandwidth, or the excitation at low
frequencies. The latter is problematic when measuring in electrolyte solutions due to the
diffusion of ions and other processes interfering with the OL-KPFM measurement.
Polarity of CPDOL-Data
The polarity of the CPD derived from OL-KPFM is determined by the phase of A1ωac
which is denoted (φ1ωac) [55] as is explained in Eq. 2.22:
signpCPDq  signpcospφ1ωacqq (2.24)
The phase shift of the signal is the shift between the excitation- and the response signal,
thus in the case of an electrical excitation of a cantilever oscillation the phase shift
between the applied ac-voltage and the oscillation of the cantilever. The phase shift
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consists of multiple components aside from the surface potential. They have their origin
in different parts of the system. Some of the components are unchanging. Examples are
internal circuits in the devices, the wiring and cable-connections, filters such as the high-
pass filter used to separate the topography signal from the CPD signal (which does not
change its phase shift as long as the filter-settings are not changed) and the cantilever
and its connection to the microscope. Others are more variable such as the measurement
environment (air, water, electrolyte).
Figure 2.12c shows traces of the X1ωac plotted against the reference phase at different
bias-voltages and at different settings of the high pass filter. The measured curves
simulate the influences of the setup on the phase shift (simulated by changes in high pass
filter) and measurements on regions with different CPDs (simulated by different applied
Vdc). The curves show that the polarity of the X1ωac-signal changes upon change of the
CPD (compare solid red with solid black or dashed red with dashed black line) or upon
change of the measurement setup (compare solid black with dashed black or solid red
with dashed red line). Thirdly the curves imply a dependence of the polarity from the
reference phase indicating the influence of the phase adjustment on the polarity.
The phase shift induced by the setup and the environment holds no information about
the polarity of the CPD. It can thus be discarded, which is achieved by introducing a
reference phase shift, which is subtracted from the phase shift thus adjusting the phase
to φ  0.
In order to understand the phase adjustment it is helpful to introduce the measurement-
mode of a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in describes the measured amplitude by a point
in a polar- and a cartesian coordinate system. In the first the relevant information to
describe a point is the distance from the centre, and the angle to a defined direction,
thus a radius (R) and a phase (φ). In the second a point is described by a set of X and
Y coordinates which describe the distance from the centre in the direction of the defined
x- and y-axes. Assuming orthogonal x- and y-axes and a correspondence of the polar
axis with the cartesian x-axis the X and Y coordinates correspond to the projection of
the amplitude onto the respective axis. Thus a conversion is achieved by
X  R  cospφq (2.25)
Y  R  sinpφq (2.26)
R 
a
x2   y2 (2.27)
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The phase adjustment is performed by adjusting the x-axis (and thus the polar axis)
such as to bring the currently measured point onto the axis. It keeps its radius R, but its
Y and φ values become zero and its X and R values become equal (X  R). This phase
adjustment necessarily also includes the information about the CPD polarity. In order
to separate the two (polarity of the CPD and phase shift due to influences by the system
and the environment) it is necessary to determine the CPD polarity at the point of the
phase adjustment. In vacuum, air and non-polar liquids this is done by the application
of a dc-voltage. Sweeping of the dc-voltage will reveal the VCPD and thus the CPD of
the currently measured point by the nullification of the Fes as shown by the decrease of
the corresponding oscillation amplitude to zero.
However in polar liquids and electrolytes the application of a dc-voltage is not applicable,
since it may introduce polarisation of the liquid, migration of ions or even electrochemical
reactions. Therefore no non-trivial method exists to determine the polarity of the surface
potential in the point of the phase adjust, and the information of the CPD-polarity is
lost in the phase adjustment process. The not assessable component of the phase shift
is the one due to the measurement-environment. Since neither the phase shift induced
by the system, nor the phase shift induced by the environment will change during a
measurement, changes in the polarity of the CPD can easily be determined by measuring
the phase shift along with A1ωac . However without a method to determine the polarity
of the CPD in one measurement point, and thus gain a reference for the phase shift, its
absolute polarity can not easily be determined. Possible approaches to determine the
CPD of the measurement point might be the introduction of a reference that is known
not to be influenced by the environment, as it was used in non-polar liquids by Domanski
et al. [53], or a fast dc-voltage sweep. However they were not evaluated for this work.
Therefore, for all OL-KPFM measurements performed in liquid the polarity of the data
measured with OL-KPFM was established manually, in a way for it to be consistent to
other measurements and for the contrast of the sample to correspond to the contrast
measured in air. To that end a positive or negative sign was added to Eq. 2.24 and thus
the formulae to calculate the OL-KPFM data including the correct polarity were:
CPD  ` signpcospφ1ωacqq
VacA1ωac
4A2ωac
(2.28)
CPD  a signpcospφ1ωacqq
VacA1ωac
4A2ωac
(2.29)
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a b c
Figure 2.12.: a) OL-KPFM-measurement on a sample with positive and negative CPD values, calculated
taking the phase shift into account and b) the corresponding sign of the X1ωac -signal filtered in order to
have smoother transitions. c) X1ωac -signal plotted against the reference phase simulating different setups
and CPDs by changes of the high pass filter and an applied dc-voltage. Solid and dashed curves correspond
to equal filter settings, red curves to a positive- and black curves to a negative bias. Thus comparing curves
of different colour but equal line corresponds to comparing signals of samples with different CPDs.
Scan Parameters: f1st  171 kHz; A1st  14 nm; f2nd  1051 kHz; Vac  2V
An example of a measurement containing both positive and negative CPD-values is
shown in Fig. 2.12 together with the corresponding sign of the X1ωac-signal, to illustrate
the positive and negative polarity of the CPD.
The measurement was performed with a reference phase of φref  97.25. Both the
cosine of the phase and the X1ωac-signal show a simultaneous change of the sign where
the CPD changes its polarity. However the change is obviously dependent on the set
reference phase. Comparison of A1ωac- and A2ωac-data and the sign of the cosine of the
phase of the measurement in F1ωac-setting (cospφ1ωacq) with the simultaneously measured
CPDCL show that Eq. 2.28 needs to be employed to calculate the CPDOL. Since the
system-parameters do not change this holds true for all measurements performed in
air.
In the present chapter the theoretical and experimental background necessary to under-
stand the performed work described in this thesis, was presented. In the first part the
DSSC was explained. Its general setup and working principle was presented, and the
key components and the desired processes and loss-reactions occurring in a DSSC un-
der working conditions were treated in more detail. The importance of the nanoporous
titania layer was pointed out, and the importance of the nanostructuring was stressed
together with the resulting necessity for adequate examination methods to determine
the nanoscale properties of the titania layer. Examples for examination methods able
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to determine surface-properties are AFM and its enhancement KPFM, which can be
applied to measure the topography and the surface potential of a sample respectively,
with a nanoscale resolution for both. These techniques were presented in the second part
of the chapter. After a short introduction into the working-principle of AFM the forces
acting in the tip-sample system of an AFM were presented and described in more detail
and the different modes in which an AFM can be operated and which depend on differ-
ent components of these forces, were shown. Finally it was explained that by isolation
of certain components of the Fts these force components can be determined and used
to gain information about additional surface properties, such as the contact potential
difference, which can be measured by isolating the Fes, as it is done in KPFM. In order
to understand the surface potential measurement the theoretical background of the CPD
was explained. The modelling of the tip-sample-system as a capacitor was introduced
in order to show the resulting forces acting on tip and sample upon the application of
an ac-voltage and it was shown that the CPD can be determined by excitation of these
forces in two modes, by either compensation of the F1ωac component which depends
on the CPD, or by measurement of the F1ωac and F2ωac components and subsequent
calculation of the CPD from the measured data sets.
After providing the background information to DSSCs and the measurement techniques
applied to examine them for the present work in the last chapter, in the following chapter
the experimental details will be presented and explained.
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After providing of the background information and the working principles of the DSSC
and the measurement techniques employed to examine them in the last chapter, this
chapter focusses on the applied experimental methods and the setups used for the mea-
surements.
A large component of the experimental work performed in the course of this thesis, was
the implementation of DSSC-fabrication and examination into a research group whose
core-competence is the examination of single molecules on single-crystals in UHV. The
fabrication of highly efficient DSSCs is well described in the literature, e.g. in [113]
and [22, chapter 8]. Compared to the fabrication of other solar-cells or highly specialised
electronic devices the fabrication steps necessary to produce DSSCs are not very com-
plex. Within a short time and with manageable effort cells which are not very efficient,
but nonetheless work can be fabricated. However, more sophisticated cells with a high
efficiency and durability are necessary for the proper study of DSSCs. The key prereq-
uisite however is the ability to fabricate highly efficient and overall highly reproducible
cells. Despite the detailed descriptions and the manageable experimental effort neces-
sary to produce simple cells, highly reproducible cell require a large expertise, know-how
and experience. Many fabrication steps, which seem to be trivial from the description
turn out to be not trivial at all. Furthermore, it is not always clear whether a certain
step in the instruction was carefully evaluated and optimised, or whether it established
itself as standard due to common practice alone. An example is the fabrication of the
nanoporous titania layer, which is usually deposited by screen-printing from a viscous
paste, but which might also be deposited by other techniques such as spray-deposition
from liquid suspensions.
To gain the necessary know-how every fabrication step of the procedure had to be per-
formed, practised and evaluated separately, thereby adapting it to the present equip-
ment, as e.g. the sintering of the titania layers which could not be performed according
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to the procedure described in [114], since the heating-rates of the furnace present in our
department were not high enough.
In the first part of this chapter some of the evaluations performed to implement a
specialised fabrication of efficient and highly reproducible DSSCs are presented and
discussed. The main focus lies on the fabrication of the nanoporous titania layers, which
we are particularly interested in since they not only form the heart of the DSSC but also
offer many interesting open question which can be examined by a physical rather than
a chemical approach, such as the distribution of the work function.
In order to convey a complete overview first a short summary of the fabrication of DSSCs
is provided in Sec. 3.1. The deposition and examination of the titania layer is treated in
more detail in Secs. 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5. Also the deposition of compact layers necessary
to impede the recombination of electrons from the FTO to the electrolyte is examined
(Sec. 3.1.2).
Even though DSSCs are solar cells and are characterised by techniques used for the char-
acterisation of silicon solar cells, these techniques need to be adapted to the properties
of DSSCs, as is shown in the second part of this chapter in Secs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Finally
possibilities for the fabrication of DSSCs with sensitive dyes are presented in Sec. 3.2.3
In the third part of this chapter the instrumentation employed for the nanoscale topog-
raphy and surface potential measurements is introduced.
3.1. Dye Sensitised Solar Cells - Fabrication
The fabrication of DSSCs is described in the literature, e.g. in chapter 8 of Ref. [22]
or in Ref. [113]. Even though the methods mainly described by the Grätzel group from
the EPFL in Lausanne have established themselves as standard procedures this does
not mean, that other techniques might not bring equal or even better results, along
with faster or easier cell preparation or other advantages. DSSCs can be fabricated in
a laboratory without the need of countless highly specialised and expensive devices and
processes. Nevertheless a large experience, know-how and expertise are necessary for
the fabrication of high-quality solar cells of high reproducibility. Therefore the imple-
mentation of DSSC building in a group mainly concerned with the study of surfaces in
UHV was a long task. Important tasks to evaluate were the different steps of the cell
fabrication, such as titania paste fabrication and titania layer deposition and evaluation
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of the deposited layers, but also characterisation aspects, such as the influence of diffuse
light in the measurement setup or frequency of the measurements of single points in a
measurement curve. Additionally the influence of the fabrication of cells in an inert glove
box atmosphere was tested in view of the sensitisation of layers with sensitive natural
organic dyes.
These evaluations are discussed in this section. The main focus lies on the fabrication
and evaluation of the titania layers. After explaining the general fabrication procedure
applied to produce the DSSCs the production of pastes for the deposition of these layers is
discussed and three different techniques for the deposition of titania layers, namely screen
printing, doctor blading and spray deposition, are introduced. The fabricated layers need
to be of outstanding quality which implies an excellent control and reproducibility of
the layer thickness and the ability to deposit homogeneous layers of a high integrity.
Therefore different methods to examine the layer thickness, homogeneity and integrity
were evaluated and are compared in this chapter.
Depending on the sensitiser and electrolyte employed in a DSSC, the recombination
from the TCO at the photo-anode to the electrolyte is not negligible [74]. But it can be
reduces by the application of a blocking layer to the TCO before the deposition of the
titania [93, 94]. Different types of blocking-layers were examined and will be discussed
in the corresponding section, Sec. 3.1.2.
DSSCs are solar cells. Therefore examination methods commonly applied to investigate
and characterise solar cells are applied for the characterisation of DSSCs. However,
DSSCs are different from traditional silicon solar cells in many ways. The active layer
is inherently nano and micro structured and therefore predestined to harvest not only
light irradiated perpendicular to the cell, but also scattered and diffuse light with vary-
ing angles of incidence. The reaction mechanism in DSSCs is a complex combination
of physical and electrochemical processes and even diffusion. Thus DSSCs react more
slowly to external stimuli (e.g. irradiated light) compared to silicon solar cells. When ex-
amination methods developed for silicon solar cells are applied to DSSCs such differences
have to be born in mind and investigated in order to adapt the applied measurement
methods to the changed behaviour of the DSSC. This will be shown by the evaluation
of the composition of irradiated light in terms of its content of scattered light, and by
an evaluation of the reaction kinetics of a DSSC in the sections IV measurements and
Reaction times respectively. In the first the measurement of the efficiency of a solar cell
by the recording of current-voltage-characteristics (IV-curves) will be introduced. Many
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other differences occur and come to mind, such as the possible cell transparency
DSSCs can be sensitised with very different kinds of dyes. Natural organic molecules
promise not only a cheap and easy alternative to dyes containing rare metals such as
ruthenium, and who require an extensive and elaborate synthesis, but they have been
used and optimised for light-absorption processes by nature and have very high extinc-
tion coefficients [115]. Many kinds of natural molecules have been studied before. We
examined different carotenoic acids for their suitability as sensitisers in DSSCs. While
the results of this evaluation is not part of this work, but is presented by Res Jöhr in his
master thesis [74], the experimental work showed decomposition of the sensitisers dur-
ing the cell-fabrication upon irradiation of light. The decomposition could be averted
by protection of the dye-titania interface from light and oxygen by implementing cell
fabrication in a glove box. This will be described in the final section of the first part of
this chapter.
3.1.1. General fabrication procedure for DSSCs
In this paragraph a very short description of the fabrication process is given. A step
by step instruction of the procedure applied for the fabrication of the cells used for
this work is given in Appendix A. The procedure is based on the detailed descrip-
tion given in Refs. [22, 113]. The basic materials used for the fabrication of DSSCs
in our lab is FTO coated glass (TCO22-7, Solaronix SA, Rue de l’Ouriette 129, CH-
1170 Aubonne, Switzerland). “Titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate)” (TAA)
was used for the deposition of compact layers by spray-pyrolysis, TiCl4 was used for pre-
and post-treatment of the deposited titania layers and thereby deposition of compact
layers as well. Both TAA and TiCl4 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Be aware that
TiCl4 reacts explosively with water whereby HCl is released. Even air-humidity might
be enough to trigger a reaction. It is therefore advisable to prepare a stock-solution
(e.g. 1M in nanopure water) which can be stored in a fridge and further diluted for
daily use without further danger. Titania pastes were home-made using NPs produced
by flame-spray pyrolysis (AEROXIDE R⃝ TiO2 P25, provided by Evonik Industries AG,
Hanau, Germany) as described in Sec. 3.1.3. While all the cells and layers in this
work were produced with home-made pastes, for other measurements we also applied
commercial pastes (Solaronix Nanoxide T/SP, Solaronix SA). Two types of sensitisers
were employed. The standard sensitiser N719 (Ruthenizer 535-bisTBA, Solaronix SA)
or natural organic carotenoic acids, which were provided by “DSM” (DSM Nutritional
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Products Ltd., NRD CH, Kaiseraugst, Switzerland). Platinum precursor solution was
purchased from Solarnoix (Platisol-T, Solaronix SA).
The next paragraph shortly describes the general fabrication procedure for dye sensi-
tised solar cells. For the fabrication of DSSCs the TCO-glass needs to be cut to the
desired shape and size. The photo-anodes are cleaned and dried and remaining organic
adsorbates are removed by UV/Ozone treatment. Compact-layers are deposited on the
FTO either by immersion in an aqueous TiCl4 solution, or by spray-deposition of TAA.
After the preparation of the compact layers, the nanoporous titania layers are deposited
as described in Sec. 3.1.4 and finalised by sintering as described in Sec. 3.1.6. The sin-
tered layers are post-treated by immersion in an aqueous TiCl4 solution and sintered
again. After that they are sensitised by immersion in a solution of the dye overnight
and rinsed with the solvent of the dye solution. A hole is drilled into the counter elec-
trodes by sand-blasting to enable the filling of the assembled cells with electrolyte. For
the drilling the FTO-layer is protected with a scotch-tape attached to its surface. The
counter-electrodes are cleaned and the platinum-catalyst is added onto the surface by
means of deposition of the precursor solution and subsequent firing to 400 C in air.
The cells are assembled and sealed by a surlyn R⃝ foil of 25µm thickness. The sealing is
performed by heating of the cell through the counter-electrode by means of a soldering
iron with a home-made tip adapted to match the cell-design. The cell is filled with
the electrolyte by vacuum back-filling. Thereto the tip of a syringe-needle is removed
from its base-part leaving only 1 to 2mm of the needle and thereby forming a minuscule
funnel. The filling-hole is sealed by a surlyn R⃝ foil and the needle-part of the funnel is
pierced through the foil into the hole. A drop of electrolyte is introduced in the funnel,
and a vacuum is applied around the cell. Upon re-establishing of environmental pressure
the electrolyte is pushed into the cell. Finally the filling-hole is sealed by a cover-glass.
The contact-areas can be coated by silver-paint (alternatively a glass-solder can be used)
but we found this not to be mandatory for most applications.
After introducing the general fabrication procedure in the last paragraph, in the next
sections some of the steps will be discussed in detail, starting with the compact-layers,
followed by the discussion of the fabrication of the home-made titania pastes and the
sintering process.
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3.1.2. Compact Layers
Compact or blocking layers are applied in DSSCs in order to reduce the parasitic loss-
reaction of electrons from the FTO electrode in the anode with oxidised redox-molecules,
in the present case tri-iodide (I –3 ) molecules [93, 94]. Different deposition techniques of
blocking layers have been described. A simple pre-treatment by immersion in an aque-
ous solution of TiCl4 for 30min at 70 C of the cleaned FTO glass before the titania
depositions is supposed to result in a compact TiO2 layer of a few nanometres thick-
ness [88, 116, 117]. Our comparison of SEM images of TiCl4 treated and untreated FTO
glass did not show any difference hinting to the presence of a layer covering the entire
surface. The structure of the FTO layer on the glass are identical in both cases, as shown
by the comparing images in Figs. 3.1a and 3.1c. Both samples show the characteristic
surface structure off small crystals (300 nm diameter), and also the striped pattern
on the FTO crystals is present in both samples. Even though we have not examined
the source of the stripes, we assume that they would have vanished or diminished upon
covering of the FTO layer with a compact titania layer, especially since no stripes have
been observed on any titania particles. Upon performing of the TiCl4 treatment clusters
appeared, mainly in the grain-boundaries between the FTO crystals (Fig. 3.1c), which
were attributed to the TiCl4 treatment and assumed to be titania nanoclusters.
a b c
Figure 3.1.: SEM images of the surface of the FTO after different pre-treatments. a) bare FTO, b)
FTO with a compact layer deposited by TAA pyrolysis, c) FTO treated with TiCl4. No layer but small
TiO2 clusters appear.
A second possibility to deposit a compact layer is by spray pyrolysis of TAA which
was presented by Andreas Kay in his Ph.D.-thesis [118], the technique was described by
Kavan [119] and blocking layers were discussed in [93]. In the spray pyrolysis the TAA
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acts as precursor, which decomposes into TiO2 upon spraying of a solution of TAA onto
an FTO glass heated to 500 C. The process is said to yield highly reproducible layers
of defined thickness [114]. Our experience shows that the fabrication of the layers is not
as straight forward as described in the literature. The first difficulty is the spraying of
a small glass sample which constantly moves away but can not be fixed due to the hot
heating plate. Additionally upon deposition of the layer the conductivity of the FTO
glass strongly diminishes. Our measurements show an increase of the resistivity from
around 12Ω{l to 40Ω{l. Careful removal of the deposited compact layer by mild
sanding nearly re-established the original resistance, showing that the conductivity of
the FTO layer was not altered. In order to make efficient contact between the cell and
the external circuit possible, the contact area of the FTO needs to be protected from
the TAA spraying. Covering of the contact-area with an aluminium sheet (thickness of
the sheet 1mm) did not yield satisfactory results. The resistivity increased despite the
covering. Presumably the TAA was pulled between the cover and the sample by capillary
forces. Wrapping of the contact areas in aluminium foil during the deposition yielded a
marked improvement. However, the border between coated and uncoated FTO was very
broad and not well defined at all. Examination of the deposited layers by top-view SEM
revealed a markedly altered surface structure compared to the blank FTO, as is shown
in Fig. 3.1b. The images show a sample coated by deposition of 0.1M TAA dissolved
in ethanol (EtOH) and isopropanol. The sample temperature during deposition was
400 C. The deposition was achieved by 10 spray depositions of 5 s each, in intervals of
35 s at a nitrogen pressure of 1 bar and a nozzle aperture of 1{2 turn. The masking of the
contact area was accomplished by wrapping of the contact areas in aluminium foil.
The crystal structure is still present, however in the coated part the grain boundaries are
less pronounced, shallower and less steep. The striped fine structure is not visible any-
more. Instead the flakes show a distinct structure reminding of a tortoiseshell. Overview
images show a clear distinction between the coated and uncoated part of the FTO sam-
ple . At equal brightness and contrast settings the uncoated part is of a much lighter
grey. However images recorded in the light part of the image still show the tortoiseshell
structure in approximately the first third, thus the first 1 to 2mm after the apparent
transition.
Despite the highly visible difference between blank FTO glass and FTO glass coated
by TAA pyrolysis in top-view SEM images, we did not succeed in imaging the coating
in “side-view” SEM, thus images showing the cross section of the layers coating the
glass-substrate. All cross-section images we recorded show only one layer deposited on
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the glass. Possible explanations are that the spray-deposited compact layers show equal
contrast as the FTO layer, or that they are very thin and thus can not be distinguished
from the FTO layer at the magnifications employed in our studies. It has to be annotated,
that larger magnifications were difficult to obtain during cross-section imaging due to
the charging of the glass in close vicinity of the FTO and due to the necessity of a larger
working distance as a precaution since the relative position of the sample and the SEM-
cone was difficult to asses. However, to our knowledge in no publications describing
the deposition and application of compact layers cross-section images of the layers are
shown, except by Wu et al. ([120]) who, however, used a deposition by application of an
anodic current and not by pyrolysis of TAA.
3.1.3. Titania pastes
Titania-pastes were home-made according to the procedure described by Ito et al. [121],
where it is described in detail. Therefore only a short outline stressing the most im-
portant points will be given here. For the home-made pastes TiO2 NPs produced by
flame-spray pyrolysis (AEROXIDE R⃝ TiO2 P25, provided by Evonik Industries AG,
Hanau, Germany) were placed in a porcelain-mortar. Acetic-acid was added and the
nearly dry mixture was pestled for a few minutes. During the pestling of the nearly
dry and thus very viscous mixture extreme shear forces occur, which induce a decom-
position of the particle-aggregates. The acid induces a charging of the particle-surfaces
and thus a coulomb repulsion, which inhibits their re-agglomeration. Ultrapure water
(Milli-Q, Merck Millipore, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany) was added drop wise
while pestling over a time-span of 30 to 45min to receive an even paste of very viscous
consistency. The pestling of a few grams of titania-particles, which correspond to vol-
ume of around 100 cm3 yields only a few millilitres of pestled paste, thus the volume is
reduced by a factor of around 20. The resulting viscous paste was dissolved in ethanol,
and the liquid ethanol-suspension was sonicated before adding terpineol. As organic
stabilisers two kinds of ethyl-cellulose (the first with a viscosity of 30 to 70mPa  s and
the second with a viscosity of 5 to 15mPa  s) dissolved in ethanol were added. The
dissolution of the ethyl-cellulose takes longer than expected, so it is started before the
pestling. Finally the ethanol was evaporated using a rotary evaporator and evacuating
until no lower pressure could be reached ( 10mbar) and continuing to evaporate for
30 to 60min.
Different attempts to further improve the pastes by milling in a three roll mill (Exact 50i)
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were undertaken, since no particulars are given about the milling step in the reference.
They were all unsuccessful in that no finer structures could be obtained than without
milling. Additionally the milling resulted in material losses. Attempts to disintegrate a
larger fraction of the particle-aggregates in the paste by prolonged or repeated milling
(30min or 15 2min) at the smallest possible gap between the rolls of the mill yielded an
increase of the viscosity of the paste which ended up having the consistency of a chewed
chewing gum. Shorter milling or fewer repetitions did not influence the consistency of the
paste notably, but neither was a decrease of aggregates visible in the thereof deposited
layers. If deposited by screen printing, thin layers of 2 to 4 µm thickness of the non-milled,
or shortly milled pastes prepared from P25 yielded transparent or nearly transparent
layers with a slightly white-blue colouring, similar to Fig. 4a in Ref. [121]. Therefore,
the additional milling step was not employed any further. For spray deposition of titania
layers the resulting home-made or purchased pastes were diluted with ethanol in order
to receive a titania content of 3% by weight. After the dilution they were stirred for
3 h or more, ideally overnight, and finally sonicated for 2 h. The thus finalised layers
were stored at room temperature (RT) in glass-flasks or small bottles. The containers
were tightly sealed using para-film.
The thus prepared titania-pastes were used for the deposition of nanoporous titania
layers. Different deposition techniques will be explained and the resulting layers will be
compared in the next section.
3.1.4. Deposition of Layers
It can be expected that even, integer and high-quality titania layers provide the best basis
for high-efficiency dye sensitised solar cells and a highly reproducible cell fabrication. The
porosity of the film is a compromise between different processes. Since a binding of the
dye molecules to the titania by covalent bonds or strong hydrogen bonds is necessary
to enable an efficient charge transfer from the dye to the substrate, only mono layer
adsorption of dye molecules is desired. Thus the largest possible surface area is desirable
in order to enable a large amount of dye to bind and thus a correspondingly high light
absorption. On the other hand efficient charge transfer is only possible, if the density of
the nanoporous film is high enough to minimise dead-ends and to enable unhindered and
non-limiting conduction [122]. Thirdly the titania layer should not hinder the diffusion of
the electrolyte through the layer in order to allow a fast regeneration of the dye molecules.
Standard nanoparticle sizes used today are around d  20 nm, which yields transparent
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layers up to layer thicknesses of 10 to 15 µm [21]. The ideal thickness of the film depends
on different factors. While the conduction through the film is more efficient for low
film-thicknesses the amount of adsorbed dye increases with increasing film-thickness
(at equal porosities). Thus a maximum efficiency is expected at intermediate film-
thicknesses with lower efficiencies above and below [113, 123]. The ideal thickness can
be lowered by the use of opaque titania layers or the application of a scattering-layer
additionally to the generally used transparent layer [23, 124]. Presumably the ideal film-
thickness also depends on the sensitiser and the sensitiser absorption coefficient. In order
to produce nanoporous titania layers different deposition techniques were tested, which
will be described in this section. Foreclosing it can be mentioned, that at the end of our
testing we ended up using the screen-printing technique, which is the standard technique
generally used in DSSC-fabrication. The reason for this were the high reproducibility of
the deposited layers and the easy availability of the necessary materials.
The next sections will describe the three techniques applied for the deposition of the
titania layers, before the resulting layers will be compared.
Doctor blading
For doctor blading of titania layers a double-layer of scotch-tape was fixed to an overhead
transparency, and a hole of the desired size (usually 6mm in diameter) was punched
through by means of a helve picker. The holy scotch was moved from the transparency
to the prepared glass-slide and the top scotch layer was removed (its only function was
to stabilise the scotch and to keep the resulting hole round). Afterwards a drop of
titania-paste was placed on the scotch next to the hole-mask and it was coated onto the
glass by means of a plastic squeegee. If necessary the printing was repeated, after drying
the layer on a hot plate for 6min at 125 C. The scotch-mask was left on during drying
and only removed after the second printing pass. Afterwards the layers were sintered
in a box-type-furnace according to a heating-program based on the one described by
Jessica Krüger in her Ph.D. thesis and adapted to our furnace [114]. An outline of the
heating-program is shown in Fig. 3.14 on page 70.
Doctor blading is the simplest of the used deposition techniques. It is outlined in Fig. 3.2.
The necessary tools are limited to a simple doctor blade or spatula, ideally made of a
non-metallic material in order to prevent the introduction of iron atoms and ions into
the layer. Additionally a helve picker or alternatively a hole puncher present in every
office to punch the hole into the scotch tape. The advantage of a helve picker are slightly
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Figure 3.2.: An outline of the doctor blading process.
more even margins of the scotch mask and variable titania layer sizes since helve pickers
of different diameter are easily available. For doctor blading titania pastes designed for
screen printing can be used, thus they are easily available commercially or can be home-
made according to established procedures [121]. The deposition of layers is very simple
and fast. Layers of multiple microns thickness can be produced within minutes, making
the printing time negligible compared to the sintering and the deposition of blocking
layers and other preparation steps.
Disadvantages are the missing control of the layer thickness. For one the thickness of the
scotch and thus the thickness of the deposited layer can not be influenced. It is unknown,
whether the scotch has always the same thickness, and what the thickness-tolerance of
the scotch is, so the final layer thickness suffers from unknown and non-influenceable
factors. Additionally the printing of layers is reduced to producing masks of multiple
scotch layers, or to print multiple layers into one scotch-mask. With very few exceptions
the first resulted in damaged and mostly unusable layers. The second might be an
adequate means of producing thicker layers by doctor blading. But also here a large
part of the produced layers suffered from cracking and pealing off the substrate.
Spray Deposition
For the spray deposition a simple air-brush (Revell, standard class, Nr. 39101) was used.
It was connected to a standard nitrogen pressure bottle via a decompression valve and
the titania emulsion was sprayed on an FTO glass sample. In order to receive the desired
layer-shape the sample was covered with a mask made of an aluminium sheet (thickness:
1mm) into which a hole with a diameter of d  5.5mm had been drilled.
The spraying-parameters available in this setting are N2 pressure at the air brush input
and aperture of the needle-valve at the titania suspension connection to the air brush.
While the pressure is accurately displayed at the decompression valve, the aperture was
“measured” by turns of the valve-screw and thus estimated rather coarsely. Additional
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parameters of the spray-deposition technique were the distance of the air brush to the
sample, the spraying-mode (continuous spraying or spraying with intervals), the temper-
ature of the sample and whether the air brush was held by hand or fixed to a support. In
combination with the solvent used to suspend the titania particles from these particles
two deposition-modes evolved. Either the spraying was performed dry (titania formed
a dry layer on the surface) or wet (titania formed a wet layer and was left to dry before
spraying again).
The deposition of titania layers via spray deposition seemed/is a promising, future-safe
technique, since it can easily be scaled up and introduced in industrial production lines.
In a sophisticated setup it should also easily enable the production of layers of different
shape and thickness without the necessity of stencils and masks.
In our setup the spray deposition produced nice and uniform layers. Early layers de-
posited on cold glass-substrate showed drop-like patterns on the surface, and consequent
variations in the layer thickness. A uniform layer thickness over the entire layer diameter
and without large peaks or grooves and only minor variations around the average were
observed by profilometer. Upon determining of more ideal settings and deposition of the
layers from an ethanol based suspension on a glass-substrate heated to 500 C during the
entire deposition process, the drop-pattern diminished resulting in an even more uniform
layer thickness. SEM overview images of layers deposited by spraying on hot and cold
substrates are shown in Fig. 3.3.
Layers produced by spray-deposition yielded comparably high efficient cells with efficien-
cies up to 3.5% while the simultaneously produced cells with doctor-bladed layers yielded
efficiencies of up to 3%. The general low efficiency is due to the fact, that the layers
produced by spray-deposition and doctor-blading were fabricated in the very beginning
of this work, when the general production method had yet to be improved. The main
drawback of the spray deposition, which led to its dismissal, is the high ratio of damaged
and unusable layers and a missing thickness control. Both had their origin in a clogging
of the nozzle. Presumably nanoparticles aggregate at the nozzle and thus clog it, thereby
leading to an interruption of the flow of the sprayed suspension. Since we assumed a
constant material flow and a thus a spray-time dependence of the layer thickness as sin-
gle thickness-control, this clogging interfered with the reproducibility of the technique.
Additionally damaged and unusable layers resulted from impact of clogging-debris and
large amounts of spray material upon flaking of the clogging aggregates.
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c d
e
Figure 3.3.: Comparative images of the layers produced by spray-deposition of suspensions containing
P25 particles. Different magnifications of one layer (left and right) and different sample-temperatures:
25 C for (a) and (b), 100 C for (c) and (d), 500 C for (e) and (f).
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Figure 3.4.: Outline of the screen-printing process: Loading of the mesh with titania-paste by application
of the paste with the squeegee without contact between mesh and sample (top); transfer of the paste from
the mesh to the sample by repetition of the printing with increased pressure and thus contact between
mesh and sample (bottom).
Screen Printing
Screen printing is the standard deposition technique for nanoparticle based titania layers.
The NPs are prepared in a paste of viscosity comparable to semi-liquid honey. In addition
to the NPs and the solvent the pastes contain a combination of (organic) stabilisers,
which provide not only the desired viscosity but additionally support and thus enable
the sponge like structure of the nanoporous layer during the drying and sintering and
in the final layer. The screen-printing device consists of a cloth mesh (the screen) of
defined thread thickness and spacing. In order to enable printing of defined features the
mesh is transformed into a stencil by “closing” the non-printing part with a polymer.
Screen-printing was performed according to [22] where it is described in more detail
in chapter 8. The printing is a two-step process. The paste is loaded to the mesh by
dispersion of the paste with a rubber squeegee at low pressure. In the second step the
paste is transferred from the mesh to the substrate by applying more pressure to the
squeegee. After printing, the deposited layer consists of many dots resulting from the
printing-mesh which relax into an even layer upon storage in an EtOH atmosphere.
Thereafter the layer is dried on a hot plate, and the printing can be repeated to create
layers of the desired thickness. A single casting process is outlined in Fig. 3.4
The used printing setup consists of a 90T-mesh (Mesh-type: 90-48Y, specification: mesh-
count 90 threads{cm; thread thickness: 48 µm) and squeegee from Serilith (Serilith AG,
CH-6275 Ballwil, Switzerland) and a home-built base plate which holds the mesh-frame
and aligns the stencil with the glass-substrates. For the relaxation a crystallising dish was
covered with a watch-glass. The bottom of the crystallising dish was filled with EtOH
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Figure 3.5.: Evolution of the layer thickness depending on the number of screen printing casts for
samples printed with two home-made pastes.
and the sides furnished with blotting paper in order to provide the Ethanol atmosphere.
A petri-dish in the crystallising dish served as stage for the glass-substrates to avoid
contact with the Ethanol. The relaxation was monitored “by eye” and was aborted
when the layers looked even over the entire surface, but did not start to form a “donut”-
shaped structure. Drying of the printed layers was performed on a hot-plate in a fume
hood at 125 C for 6min. After finishing the entire printing procedure the layers were
sintered in a box-type-furnace. In order to evaluate the reproducibility and the thickness-
control experienced by the screen-printing technique, layers consisting of 1 to 6 casts or
sublayer were produced, and the increase in thickness with each additional sub-layer
was determined by Laser Scanning Microscope (LSM) at a magnification of 200. The
resulting thickness per cast depends on different factors, such as the screen printing mesh
(which was constant in our measurements), but also properties of the used paste, such
as its viscosity and titania content.
The evaluation of the total layer thickness depending on the number of casts of four sets
of layers made with two home-made pastes is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The data shows a clear separation of the two pastes in terms of resulting layer thickness.
The average thickness per print of “Paste 1” is 2.4 0.2 µm, while the average thickness
per print of “Paste 2” is only 1.40 0.05µm. Both pastes were prepared according to
the same instruction with the same materials and with the same amount of starting
materials. The only differences between the two were that during the evaporation of
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the solvent of “Paste 1” a skin like film formed on the surface of the paste. This skin
might have formed a barrier hindering the evaporation of the solvent from the paste,
which could result in a decreased paste viscosity. If present at all the effect had to be
very small, since it was not noted. However no viscosity measurements of the pastes
were performed. The second difference was the time of year. While the first two sets
using “Paste 1” were printed within a few days of each other in summer, the second
two sets using “Paste 2” were printed within a few days of each other in autumn. The
temperature difference between the two was around 5 C. With increasing temperature
the viscosity decreases which results in a more liquid paste. It was shown by Jabbour
and coworkers [125] as well as by Alias and Shapee [126] that a decrease in the viscosity
of a screen-printing paste results in a decreased thickness of the deposited layer. Thus
the combination of these two very small viscosity reducing influences might have been
enough to induce the remarkable change in layer thickness.
This finding indicates the need for further evaluation of the factors influencing the thick-
ness of deposited titania layers. It also shows the necessity to evaluate the produced
pastes carefully in terms of their viscosity and titania content. In terms of the thickness
of deposited layers it shows the importance of evaluating each used paste separately.
Whether the influence of external factors such as the temperature is enough to bring
about a marked change in the thickness of screen-printed layers can not be concluded
from the present data and needs to be further investigated.
Independently of the used paste the maximal printable layer thickness we achieved was
around 10 to 12 µm for layers without scattering layer in our setup. Thicker layers
started to crack and peel off the surface during the sintering process as is described in
more detail in Sec. 3.1.6.
Comparison of the Deposition Techniques
All the examined deposition techniques yield integer and homogeneous layers. Therefore,
appearance of the layers produced by all the different deposition techniques is very similar
if adequate deposition settings are chosen. Layers deposited by spray deposition on a hot
sample, by doctor-blading and by screen-printing of home-made titania pastes containing
P25 nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 3.6.
The layers deposited by screen printing are the most uniform. Some cracking of the
layers may occur at anomalies, such as particle-aggregates, which introduce additional
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a b c
Figure 3.6.: SEM images of titania layers of home-made pastes containing P25-particles deposited by
different techniques. a) screen-printing, b) doctor-blading, c) spray deposition on a hot (500 C) sample.
strain into the layer, but large cracks are rare at layer thicknesses below 12µm. The
aggregates still present in the particle-paste after the paste-fabrication are clearly visible
in the micrograph as protrusions in the layer surface. Since they are a characteristic of
the used paste they are present in all the deposited layers independent of the deposition
method. Thickness evaluations of screen-printed layers show a dependence of the relax-
ation process. If the layer was left to relax too long, the layer assumes a “donut” shape,
with a relative depression in the centre and an elevation towards the outside. Properly
relaxed layers show a uniform thickness over the entire layer, especially excluding high
peaks at the edge which occur in doctor bladed layers.
Doctor bladed layers do not need to be relaxed, since they are printed in entire layers and
not in many dots. Therefore the “donut” shape is not encountered here. However the
scotch mask is much thicker than the freshly printed layer. Therefore, at the mask-edge
the paste rises to the scotch top forming a peak. This peak is often visible in the finished
layer. Also the doctor bladed layer is much more dependent from irregularities which
occur during the printing process, since the paste is directly dispersed on the substrate
with a hard blade. In screen printing on the other hand it is first deposited in the mesh
and afterwards on the substrate with a softer squeegee. Examples of irregularities are
variations of pressure and speed of the blade during the printing or irregular blade-edges,
which can prevent an even layer and introduce grooves perpendicular to or along the
printing direction.
Spray deposited layers can show a drop-like pattern on the surface if the solvent is non-
volatile compared to the substrate temperature. Spray deposited layers seldom show any
peaks or deep grooves but usually show a rather uniform height distribution which can
have a maximum depending on the alignment of the airbrush and the sample. Optical
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examination of the fine-structure of the layers deposited by the different techniques by
SEM reveals that the fine-structure mainly depends on the used nanoparticles. Commer-
cially available nanoparticles for DSSCs are often produced by sol-gel processes which
yields a very uniform particle-size distribution. Particles produced by flame-spray py-
rolysis (such as the P25 particles) have a broader particle-size distribution. Additionally
they can contain aggregates which could not be completely disintegrated during the
production of the pastes. Furthermore, the commercially available pastes contain only
titania in the desired Anatase phase, while nearly a third of the titania in the P25 is
Rutile [127, 128]. These differences are obvious upon examination of the layers by high
resolution SEM. Only round particles of 20 nm diameter can be found in layers pro-
duced from titania-pastes purchased from Solaronix , while two kinds of particles can be
detected in the layers produced from home-made pastes containing P25 (see Fig. 2.1 on
page 12) . The distribution of large and small particles suits the relation of anatase:rutile
which was stated to be  70 : 30 by Jensen et al [127]. As conclusion from the compar-
ison to literature data of the phase distribution, the smaller, rounder particles are the
anatase phase and the larger, more angular particles are in the rutile phase.
3.1.5. Examination of the Layer-thickness and uniformity
In order to characterise the layers deposited with the techniques described in the last
section the layer thickness needs to be reliably measured and the appearance of the
layer inspected. Therefore we compared different measurement methods to determine
the thickness of a nanoporous titania layer with expected thicknesses in the range of
2 to 15µm. The used methods were measurement by profilometer, by Laser Scanning
Microscope (LSM) and on appropriately prepared layers by SEM.
All the used methods have their advantages and draw-backs, which will be presented in
the next paragraphs.
Profilometry
Profilometry measurements were performed with an ALPHA-STEP R⃝ 500 surface pro-
filer (Tencor Instruments, Mountain View, California). A profilometer is a device calling
to mind a record player or gramophone. It consists of a needle like tip which is brought in
contact with a surface and then moved across the sample with a constant force recording
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Figure 3.7.: Example profile of a titania layer measured with the profilometer. The data was extracted
from a photo of the screen.
the relative sample-height and the distance of movement. The device yields a profile of
the sample surface along the travelled distance of the tip.
The α-step is a rather ancient device. It runs on a computer without graphical inter-
face and provides no possibility to export the data except for graphical export via the
recording of a screen-shot. An example of a curve extracted from a photo of the screen
is shown in Fig. 3.7.
The profile looks less noisy than the ones measured in the laser-microscope. Since the
data is not available in any form other than graphically the errors can only be estimated.
The curve has a thickness of around 500 nm resulting in an error for a single point of
around 250 nm. The variation of the sample thickness is around 1.3 µm excluding the
single very high peak and the two low depressions. The main body of values lies within
a band of around 1 µm width, which can reasonably be assumed as error for the layer
presented in the figure. The variations of measurements on other samples lies somewhat
above the presented values, since the presented layer shows a rather even topography. A
reasonable assumption for the variations of the layer thickness measured with the pro-
filometer is 0.75µm around the determined average for normal titania layers of around
10µm thickness deposited by screen-printing corresponding to a variation of around
7.5%. This corresponds well with the variations determined by the other methods.
The relatively small error of the profilometry measurement compared to the LSM mea-
surement can be explained by the much larger tip which “smooths” the measurement by
dividing of one point over a larger surface area. Probably also the lower sensitivity of the
measurement reduces the noise. The impact of the profilometer tip onto the sample is
described by a tip-weight acting onto the measured surface, from which the force can be
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Figure 3.8.: SEM image of a TiO2-layer with a groove from a profilometer measurement.
calculated as Ftip  mtip  g  13mg  9.81m{s2  127µN. Estimating the impact-radius
of the tip on the titania layers by the groove resulting from the profilometry measure-
ments yields a radius of RT ip  5 µm and thus an estimated pressure on the layer of
Ptip 
Ftip
Atip
 1.6MPa. An SEM image of a sample surface with a groove resulting from
a profilometer measurement is shown in Fig. 3.8
Scanning Electron Microscopy Measurements
SEM measurements were performed on a “Zeiss Supra 35”-SEM. The general settings
were an acceleration voltage of 10 kV and a work distance of 5 to 10mm for top view
imaging and up to 15mm for layer thickness estimation, thus cross section imaging. The
samples were mounted with double-sided carbon-tape disks onto aluminium pin-stub
holders, and a conducting bridge of carbon tape connected the conducting TCO layer
on the glass with the sample holder base, as is outlined in Fig. 3.9.
Titania layer thickness estimation images were recorded by breaking a titania-coated
TCO-glass in two parts parallel to the sample-width. The breakage line ran through
the titania layer and was achieved by scribing of the backside. After the deposition
and the sintering of the layer the glass was broken by means of glass pliers. The thus
prepared sample was mounted on the sample-holder as described before. In addition
to the conducting bridge a carbon tape was stuck to the glass-part of the breakage
below the titania in order to reduce charging of the sample and thus to facilitate the
imaging. For the imaging of the breakage the entire stage was tilted by 90 to orientate
the breakage towards the electron-beam as is outlined in Fig. 3.9.
While the cross-section of the broken layer was oriented perpendicularly to the electron
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Figure 3.9.: Outline of the layer evaluation in an SEM. a) top view onto the titania layer; b) cross-
section imaging mode, stage with sample tilted by 90; c) Example of a thickness-measurement performed
by cross-section imaging by SEM; Blue and red features indicate conductive carbon tape and titania layer
respectively.
beam the breakage-plane of the tilted sample (thus the width of the glass-slide, not its
thickness) was not necessarily oriented normal to the beam and the relative position
between SEM-cone and sample was difficult to asses in our SEM setup. Therefore a
somewhat larger working distance was chosen as a precaution to prevent contact of the
sample with the highly damageable SEM-cone. Thereby the achieved magnifications
were limited. But since the goal of the cross-section imaging was mainly the estimation
of the layer thickness and secondly to see the layering of the samples, and not to examine
single titania particles this should not be crucial, except maybe for the studies of the
compact blocking layers as described in Sec. 3.1.2.
Thickness measurements by SEM were performed by measuring the thickness of the
layers cross-section at multiple points. An example is shown in Fig. 3.9c. Compared
to the other measurement techniques only a small number of points were measured
on each sample (around 5). The accuracy of the measurement of a single point in
the SEM is in the range of a few tens of nanometres and thus negligible compared
to the variations of the sample thickness. The variations detected between multiple
measurement points lie around 5% of the layer thickness. It thus is rather lower than
the ones determined for the profilometer and the LSM. This can be explained by the
manual selection of the measurement points, which were usually performed at flat regions
of average height. Thereby peaks and depressions in the layer were excluded without
however unduly influencing of the determined average. The thickness value determined
by SEM is the most easy to grasp, and the error on a single measurement point is very
small. Due to the coarseness of the sample-preparation it could not be excluded that the
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Figure 3.10.: Outline of the measurement mode and setup of the light path in a LSM, adapted from the
VK-210 manual.
a) Measurement mode: layer-wise measurement of laser intensity in each point, repetition for the entire
z-measurement range; b) subsequent generation of reflected-laser-light-intensity vs z curve for each pixel,
and extraction of z-position of sample surface (intensity-maximum). c) Light path in the LSM.
layer thickness is not altered. It often results in breaking off of shards of the layer and
might also lead to its compression. However comparison of the data with the data from
other methods showed not only a good agreement, but put the SEM thicknesses on the
average of the other two thereby indicating no alteration of the layer thickness by the
sample-preparation. Therefore the values determined by SEM were used as reference for
the comparison of the methods due to its high precision and easy grasp.
Laser Scanning Microscopy Measurements
LSM measurements were performed with a “Keyence VK-X210” equipped with an elec-
tronic stage “Keyence VK-S105” (both KEYENCE INTERNATIONAL (BELGIUM)
NV/SA, Mechelen, Belgium). A laser scanning microscope is a combination of an op-
tical microscope, a confocal laser microscope and the scanning technique of a scanning
electron microscope which provides optical- and absolute height data of the studied
sample. An outline of the setup and the light path within adapted from the VK-X210
manual is shown in Fig. 3.10.
It is based on a digital light microscope employing a CCD-camera as ocular (magnifica-
tion 10) and an objective revolver with a set of objectives of different magnification,
namely 10, 20, 50, 150. The objective revolver can be moved in the z-direction in
order to change the focal point of the system. Illumination is only provided from the top
through the objective. In addition to the optical microscope the LSM is equipped with
a laser source (violet, λ  408 nm). The working principle is as follows: The laser-beam
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Figure 3.11.: Imaging pattern of the two mea-
surement types performed in the LSM. The
round circle represents the titania layers, the
light grey rectangles the images recorded at a
magnification of 100 for the overview and the
dark grey rectangles the images recorded at a
magnification of 200 for the profile along the
centre of the titania.
Figure 3.12.: 3D-image of a layer recorded with the
LSM at a magnification of 100.
passes from the source through a deflection system and through the objective onto the
sample. The deflection system enables the scanning of the beam in the xy-plane of the
sample. The laser-beam is reflected from the sample surface, passes back through the
optical system of the microscope and is collected by a photomultiplier. The intensity
of the reflected laser light is dependent of the relative position of the focal-distance of
the optical system and the sample, having a maximum when the sample surface is in
focus. Thus the concurrence of the sample surface with the focal point is indicated by
an increase of reflected laser light and the absolute height of the sample surface in a
certain point can be determined by recording a curve of the light-intensity depending on
the focal point of the optical system.
As outlined in Fig. 3.10 during the recording of height-data the laser is scanned over the
sample pixel-wise with a fixed focal-point. Thereby the intensity of the reflected laser
is measured in each pixel. Upon completion of the scan the focal point is changed by
changing of the objective-height and a new scan is performed. This step is repeated until
an adequate z-range is scanned which yields a light-intensity versus focal-length curve
for each pixel. Thus a 3D-image of the surface is received by extracting the focal-length
at maximum reflected laser intensity for each point.
Two types of measurement were performed for the evaluation of the titania layers. They
are outlined in Fig. 3.11. Firstly an imaging of the entire titania layer by stitching
of low-magnification images to one overview and secondly an imaging of a profile over
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Figure 3.13.: Two profile-parts recorded with different magnification at equal positions on the same
titania layer. The lower magnification and the higher depth of focus lead to a lower accuracy at 100
magnification.
the entire width of the titania layer but covering not the entire layer-height, but only
a stripe in the layer-centre. For the first 48 (6  8) images at magnification of 100
were automatically recorded and stitched together to one large measurement. For the
stitching the images were first raw-aligned according to the expected stage-position and
then aligned based on the content by the Keyence-Software. The alignment algorithm
worked quite well, but sometimes introduced a blurry area at the intersection between
images. This overview image usually shows a rather large amount of noise in the height
data, but a nice overview of the integrity of the layer. In a second step a stripe of 39
images (13 3) at a magnification of 200 was recorded such as to have the horizontal
middle-line of the layer in the centre of the imaging-area. The images were recorded and
stitched as described for the overview image. An outline of the image recording pattern
with the laser microscope is given in Fig. 3.11. An example image of an entire layer is
shown in Fig. 3.12.
Thickness-evaluation by means of the LSM-data can be accomplished by multiple ways.
Either a profile can be drawn across the sample (example shown in Fig. 3.13) or an
average height of the entire or part of the areas on the layer-top and on the glass can be
compared. While the first takes into account only a small amount of the data it leaves
more opportunity to evaluate the result, since irregularities in the layer are easily visible
and can be excluded if desired. The comparison of average heights on the other hand
includes all the data points. Only large irregularities can be excluded by adaptation
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of the chosen area. If not explicitly stated differently all the values presented in and
used for this work were measured by averaging over the area of the layer-top excluding
only the outer most part of the layer. It can however be noted, that the differences
between the two measurements are small. The profiles shown in Fig. 3.13 were used to
estimate the accuracy of the measurements performed by LSM. For the measurement at a
magnification of 200 the relative standard deviation of the values on the layer-top is 5%
including not only the true variation of the layer thickness, but also the not inconsiderable
noise. The profile compares to the one recorded by profilometer (Fig. 3.7), but the noise
seems about 2 to 3 as large, thus the uncertainty of a measurement point lies around
500 nm. The variation within a layer was estimated to be around 1 µm corresponding to
7% and thus barely larger than the noise-level. For the measurement at a magnification
of 100 the error increases to 12%. In the low magnification measurement the variation
of the layer thickness is lost in the noise, while at higher magnification it seems visible
by eye.
Concluding it can be said that the LSM can be used only at a magnification of 200
to measure reliable layer thickness-data. The calculated error is somewhat larger than
the error estimated for the profilometry-data. Reasons for this are the larger number of
measurement points, the smaller diameter of the laser beam (500 nm) compared to the
profilometry tip (10µm), and refraction of the laser at the rough surface. The detected
thickness-variation of 7% compares well to the values measured by profilometry despite
the increased noise, and is somewhat higher than the one measured in the SEM due to
the already filtered range of values therein. The agreement of the detected thickness-
variation with the other two measurement methods shows the compatibility of the LSM
with the measurement of thicknesses of titania layers.
However the increased noise and the much longer measurement time are disadvantages
of this method, which is therefore less recommended for the thickness-measurement and
more for the imaging of entire layers which enables an estimation of the cracking and
general inhomogeneities.
Comparison
Each of the employed techniques for the measurement of the layer thickness and ho-
mogeneity has its advantages and disadvantages. The measurement by SEM requires
the largest amount of sample preparation and the samples are not functional anymore
after the measurement. The measurement is a measurement of a few single points, and
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not of the entire layer or a profile over the entire layer diameter. Additionally before
the comparison of the methods it was not certain, whether the layer preparation for the
SEM measurements decreases the layer thickness by compression of the layer during the
breaking process. However the measurements show, that this is not the case. No further
effects that influence the result, such as scattering of the laser or depression of the layer
by a measurement probe are to be expected. SEM is the only applied method which
provides information about all aspects of the layer, thus the thickness (if appropriately
prepared and measured), the evenness of the sample surface, a clear view of defects
such as cracks and dust on the sample surface, and also of their origin with respect of
the localisation. In addition to the layer thickness the size, shape and distribution of
particles on the surface and throughout the profile exposed by the sample-preparation
can be studied. Extreme defects of the conductivity are exposed, since they show as
charging-effects during the imaging.
The profilometer measurements need no extra sample preparation. The measurement
provides profiles over the entire layer diameter and is very fast and easy to handle.
However the tip of the profilometer is always in contact with the sample and digs a
groove in its surface. The resulting groove is not very deep and the profiles show even
needle-shaped protrusions, which indicates a low impact, since else these would break
away and not appear in the profile (example profile see Fig. 3.7). However, the groove
is clearly visible in SEM as is shown in Fig. 3.8. A diminution of the applied tip-sample
force might reduce the impact on the sample, but the used device did not offer an easy
possibility to achieve it. Additionally due to the dinosaur-status of the measurement-
device it did not provide the possibility to export the data in any other way than by
means of a screen-shot or sketch.
Also the LSM measurements require no extra sample preparation and do not impact
the usability of the studied samples. The laser irradiation has no measurable influence
on the prepared layers. Further advantages of the laser microscope are easy accessible
data and the possibility to measure the entire sample and not only single points or
lines. Furthermore it also gives clear evidence of defects which can get lost using other
measurement techniques. Drawbacks are the comparably long measurement time (10min
each for an overview and a more precise profile measurement) and the comparably high
noise compared to the profilometer, especially when measuring at a magnification of
100. Reasons for the noise are the large size of the laser-spot which additionally
becomes reflected on the nanoporous surface. The noise can be markedly reduced by
increasing the magnification to 200, as is shown by the comparative profile in Fig. 3.13,
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Table 3.1.: Layer thicknesses measured by the different techniques, normalised to the thickness measured
by SEM. The given errors are variations of the normalised layer thickness compared to the SEM thickness
(e.g. the average thickness measured by profilometry is 96 7% of the thickness measured by SEM). The
variation within a single layer was determined to be around 5 to 7%.
Technique normalised Deviation from N
thickness [%] SEM-thickness [%]
LSM, 100x 119% 8% 13
LSM, 200x 105% 6% 12
Profilometer 96% 7% 11
SEM 100% - 17
but this disables the possibility to measure an overview of the entire layer within a short
time, or necessitates the recording of two images at different magnification for overview
and accurate thickness measurement purposes. Further increase of the magnification is
not practical anymore, due to overly long measurement time.
The layer thickness of different layers were measured with all the three devices in order
to compare the resulting thickness of the various methods. In order to compare the
different measurement techniques the measured thickness of each layer was normalised
to the thickness measured of the same layer by SEM. Errors of the measurement-method
were determined as variation in the measured thickness compared to the SEM value. The
resulting data is shown in Tab. 3.1
The thickness measured with the LSM at low magnification is the highest and nearly
20% higher than the SEM value. In comparison the thickness measured with the LSM
at a higher magnification is only 5% higher than the value measured by SEM. This was
to be expected from the profile shown in Fig. 3.13 where it can be clearly seen, that the
high-magnification curve shows not only less noise, but is located at the lower end of the
noise-level of the low-magnification curve. The thickness determined by the profilometer
is 5% lower than the one measured by SEM. An underestimation of the layer thickness
by profilometer is well explainable by the groove induced by the measurement. Except
for the LSM-measurement at low magnification all the measurement techniques yield
very similar thicknesses for the layer. It can be assumed, that the true thickness value
lies somewhere in the range of the thickness of the three. Since the SEM data is located
right at the average of the three it seems like its fixing as a reference was justified. It
also indicates, that the breaking of the sample does not unduly influence the thickness of
the layer. Since cross-section SEM measurements call for more sample preparation, are
expensive in terms of expenditure of time and yield the samples useless for the fabrication
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Figure 3.14.: Outline of the heating program used for the sintering of all the deposited titania layers.
of solar cells, measurements by LSM or profilometer are more advisable. Especially the
profilometry measurements are very fast and easy and are thus the advisable option for
layers produced with a known deposition method, if a profilometer which provides the
data in a numeric form is available. For the comparison of new deposition methods the
LSM has the advantage of showing the entire surface, and can therefore give additional
insights.
3.1.6. Sintering
Sintering of the deposited layers by heating of the samples to temperatures around
500 C is applied in order to receive a durable, compact and interlinked nanoparticle
layer. Sintering was performed according to the heating program described by Jessica
Krüger in her Ph.D. thesis [114], which had to be adapted to the maximum heating rates
of our furnaces. An outline of the used heating-program is shown in Fig. 3.14
During the sintering the solvents present in the pastes evaporate yielding a dry layer
consisting of titania and the organic stabilisers, e.g. ethyl cellulose. At increasing tem-
peratures the ethyl-cellulose is decomposed as well resulting in a layer containing only
the titania. The decomposition of the stabilisers is indicated by a brown colouring of
the layer, which vanishes upon completion of the decomposition and evaporation of the
decomposition products, leaving the layer white or blueish-white if it is a transparent
one. Even though the nanoparticles do not melt during the sintering, they are assumed
to become “sticky” at the surface and thus interconnect to form electrical contacts. In
order to determine the influence of the sintering device two box-type furnaces and a
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heating plate were used to sinter equally prepared titania layers. The resulting layers
showed little differences.
One of the main problems we observed in the fabrication of titania layers is the cracking
and peeling off the surface of the layers at increasing layer thicknesses. Kay describes
cracking of titania films deposited by hydrolysis of TiCl4 in his Ph.D. Thesis [118]. He
assumes the cracking to be due to stress provoked by capillary forces of liquids in pores
of the layers. Thinner layers don’t crack, since they only shrink vertically. A similar
model might be assumed in the drying of nanocrystalline layers. Capillary forces of
remaining liquid lead to cracking of the already dried parts of the layer. Additionally
in layers composed of home-made pastes the aggregates in the paste induce additional
stress-centres. This can be shown by the fact, that thinner layers which do not peal off
the surface show small cracks which can always be found at a particle aggregate. The
assumption, that the box-type furnace could increase the cracking problem by heating
the samples equally from all sides thereby inducing the solvent in the top-part of the
layer to evaporate first and thus trapping solvent in the layer bottom was impaired by
the layers sintered on the heating plate, which showed similar cracking-patterns.
3.2. Dye Sensitised Solar Cells - Examination
3.2.1. IV measurements
The main parameter of interest in the characterisation of solar cells including DSSCs is
the efficiency of the cell. The efficiency η is defined as the ratio of the energy output to
the energy input. Taking into account the cell-area this is described by:
η 
Pph
Acell
Ilight Acell
(3.1)
Where Pph is the photo power generated by the solar cell, Ilight is the light intensity of
the irradiated light and Acell is the active area of the solar cell. It has to be mentioned,
that the solar cell does not generate energy, which is impossible according to the law of
conservation of energy, but it transforms the radiation energy of the irradiated light into
electrical energy. Nevertheless one speaks of generated energy keeping in mind that the
energy is in fact only transformed. The electrical power generated by a solar cell depends
on the produced current and voltage. It is calculated as Pph  V I where I is the current
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produced by the solar cell and V is the voltage against which the current was produced.
One of the basic techniques to characterise solar cells is the measurement of the IV-
curve, thus the measurement of the (photo)-current produced by the cell, depending on
the applied voltage. In a basic approach the IV-measurements is an IR-measurement,
and the setup consists of the tested solar cell, an ampere meter and a set of resistances.
The current produced by the cell depending on the resistance in the circuit is measured
and the power output Pph is calculated from Pph  V  I  R  I2 by introduction of
V  R  I. In a potentiostatic approach a source meter is used to measure the current
produced by the cell depending on a voltage applied over the cell instead of inserting
the resistance into the circuit. The IV-curve shows a characteristic shape of decreasing
current with increasing voltage. The interesting points of the IV-curve are the short
circuit current (Isc), where the resistance or voltage is zero, and the open circuit voltage
(Voc) where the resistance is infinite or the voltage large enough to allow the solar cell to
produce zero current. At both points the power generated by the cell is zero. Between
these two points the power curve has a maximum, the maximum power point where:
PMPP  IMPP  VMPP . Another interesting parameter of the IV-curve is the fill factor
(FF) Fill-Factor (FF). It is a quality factor and compares the maximum power generated
by the cell to the theoretical maximum power which would be generated by an ideal (but
practically impossible) solar cell. It is defined as the ratio of the PMPP and the product
of Isc and Voc: FF  PMPPIscVoc 
IMPP VMPP
IscVoc
.
Physically an ideal solar cell can be modelled by the one-diode model which describes it
as a current source in parallel with a diode. Therein the current is given as::
I  Iph  ID  Iph  I0

e
eVD
nkbT 1

, (3.2)
where ID is the diode current, I0 the dark saturation current, e the elementary charge
(e  `1.602 1019C), VD the voltage over the cell, n an ideality factor, kb the
Boltzmann-constant (kb  1.38 1023 J{K) and T the temperature in Kelvin. Iph
is the photo current produced by the cell which is usually, but not always equal to the
Isc. This is especially true for high quality solar cells at short circuit condition [129].
The diode current is described by the Shockley diode equation:
ID  I0

e
eVD
nkbT 1

. (3.3)
Since no solar cell is ideal, the deviations of this ideal model are considered by including
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a series- and a parallel or shunt-resistance. The series resistance corrects the ideal diode
for resistances in the semi-conductor material, at the contacts and in other parts of the
circuit . The influence of an increasing series resistance is a shallowing of the IV-curve
near the open circuit condition. The shunt resistance on the other hand describes errors
in the cell which provide an alternative route for the current and thus enable a part
of the current to deviate from the desired path out of the contacts of the cell thereby
reducing the usable cell current. The effect of a decreasing of the shunt-resistance is
a steepening of the current around short circuit condition and thus a lowering of the
flat-upper part of the curve. Considering the resistances formula 3.2 transforms to:
I  Iph  ID  ISH  Iph  I0

e
eVD IRS
nkbT 1


VD   IRS
RSH
, (3.4)
where ISH is the shunt current and RS and RSH are the series- and shunt resistance
respectively. While the diode equation can not be solved analytically it is usually fitted
to measured IV-curves in order to extract the parameters for I0, ISH , RS and RSH and
thus characterise the solar cell.
In order to characterise the DSSCs, an IV-measurement-setup was implemented as part
of this work. The setup is based on a solar simulator from Abet (Sun2000, Model
10016, Abet Technologies, Inc., Milford, Connecticut, USA). It uses a 550W Xenon
Arc lamp and a system of filters and lenses in order to generate a light output with
an AM1.5G spectrum. It is specified to provide Class AAB simulated sun light, thus
a class A spectral match, a class A temporal stability (time dependent light intensity
variation of less than 1%) and a class B light uniformity, thus a variation of the light
intensity over the entire illuminated area of less than 5%. The light intensity of the
solar simulator is calibrated using a calibrated reference-cell with a short circuit current
of IscRef  91.7mA under illumination of simulated sunlight with an AM1.5G spectrum
and an intensity of Ilight  1000W{m2.
A Keithley 2400 Series SourceMeter (Keithley Instruments, Inc. Cleveland, Ohio, USA)
is used to measure the current and apply the voltage over the cell. Alternatively a
home-built IV-curve-tracer is used for the measurement. While the Keithley comes pre-
calibrated and is easy to handle all the way from the first setup to the measurement the
home-built tracer is easily extendable and adaptable, so it perfectly fits the needs and
design of the entire setup. Besides the possibility to measure IV-curves of 1 to 4 cells
simultaneously it was extended with a relay-circuit in order to enable the measurement of
the contact-resistances. For home-made solar cells based on a glass-substrate cables for
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an external connection can not easily be soldered to the cell. Thus the cells are usually
connected via clamps or contact fingers. While experience shows that the contact-
fingers used in our setup usually provide an ohmic contact and a contact resistance
  10Ω, in some cases an undesirably contact resistance was detected, which leads to an
increase of the series resistance and thus decreases the measured efficiency and falsifies
the measurement. Therefore an adequate DSSC-measurement setup needs to provide
a possibility to measure the contact resistance, ideally in an automated manner. We
implemented this by disconnecting the two probes for the four-terminal IV-measurement
and thus providing two separate contacts per electrode. During the IV-measurement one
of the probes is used to measure the current and the other for the voltage. However, by
measuring the resistance from one probe to the other, the combined resistance of the two
contacts can be measured and therefore an estimation of the contact resistance can be
acquired. Thereto the relays are switched in a way to either apply the voltage between
anode and cathode of the solar-cell for the IV-curve measurement, or to apply the voltage
between the two probes of one cell-electrode to determine its contact resistance.
The setup additionally contains a home-built cell-holder combined with a TeTech peltier
element and a corresponding temperature controller (CP-061 and TC-36-25, TE Tech-
nology, Inc., Traverse City, Michigan, USA). It allows a simple and durable clamping
of up to 4 cells despite their sandwich structure and thus the opposite orientation of
their contacts. It ensures a solid connection of the cell-holder and the peltier-element
and thus a high quality temperature control, a low-resistance connection of the cell-
electrodes to the measurement-electronics established by one plug for all the four cells.
It also includes the described contact-resistance measurement and ensures a non-varying
alignment of each cell-measurement position relative to the sun-simulator light-beam.
The measurement-device is designed to take up cells of a specific design, which poses
certain limitation to the use of cells produced by other protocols. However, it can be
unmounted easily, enabling the connection of cells of a arbitrary design by contact-finger
terminated measurement cables.
The entire setup is controlled either by the software Tracer 2 by Rera (ReRa Solutions
BV, Wijchen, Netherlands), or by a home-built labview program. The commercial soft-
ware provides easy access to all the newly acquired and already saved data, advanced
data processing and fitting and various measurement modes such as measurement of
short circuit current or open circuit voltage vs. time. The home-built software on the
other hand is easily adaptable to changes and peculiarities in the setup. It provides
an easy possibility to measure long-time measurements under constant or interrupted
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illumination. The data is provided in a standard ASCII format and in single or complete
data sets and an automatically generated LATEX-based overview report is generated at
the end of each measurement. Overview data of complete measurement-sets or parts
of them can be displayed, and the software features a simple temperature control en-
abling the measurement at constant temperature or with easily definable temperature
programs. An outline of the home-made labview softwares is shown in Appendix C.1
The light-output of the Abet solar simulator is perpendicular to the ground. The light is
collimated before exiting the device and the last part of the light path is through the open
air, thus the light-path and also the sample are not enclosed during the measurement.
Therefore the amount of indirect light irradiated onto the sample due to scattering of
the light-beam of the solar-simulator is reduced compared to box-type solar-simulators
in which the entire light-path is enclosed in a box, as e.g. the Solaronix SolarSim150.
Comparative measurements we performed suggest this to be of importance when study-
ing DSSCs. While silicon solar cells mainly respond to direct sunlight irradiated per-
pendicularly to their surface and perform feebly under indirect light irradiation, DSSCs
are much more responsive to indirect irradiation due to the nano- and microsstructuring
of their surface. Additionally the glass-sandwich structure of home-made DSSCs makes
them transparent, allowing light to enter not only from the top-side, but also from the
sides, and through the cell-surface located around (and not belonging to) the active area,
if the cell is not appropriately masked.
IV-measurements of a home-made DSSC were performed in an open and a box-type solar
simulator in order to evaluate the influence of the additional indirect light. The light-
intensity was calibrated using a mono crystalline silicon reference cell. The DSSC was
measured unmasked, masked with a black mask of 0.75mm thickness and with a mul-
tilayer black mask of 2.5mm thickness. The resulting IV-curves are shown in Fig. 3.15
and the corresponding parameters in Tab. 3.2. The data shows marked discrepancies
between the behaviour of the two compared cells. While the silicon-cell generates the
same current in both solar simulators, thus implying an equal light intensity, the un-
masked DSSC’s efficiency in the box-type simulator is higher by a factor of nearly 1.5.
Applying a mask has a larger influence on the performance of the DSSC in the box-type
simulator. Its efficiency decreases by a factor of  2 if masked by a thin mask, and by
a total factor of  4 if the thicker mask is applied. In the open solar-simulator the effi-
ciency decreases by a factor of 1.4 and 1.5 respectively upon application of the thin- and
the thicker mask compared to the unmasked cell. Thus at light intensities pronounced
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Figure 3.15.: IV-curves measured for the comparison of open and box-type solar simulators. Equal
colours are measured in equal simulator types, symbols express the kind of the applied mask.
equal by the calibration the unmasked cell performs better in the box-type simulator,
the cell performs equally in both simulators when it is masked with a thin mask, and it
performs better in the open-type solar simulator upon application of the thicker mask.
This suggests a masking of not only the heavily diffuse-, but also the slightly diffuse light
by the thick mask, which unduly influences the light calibration. The highly diffuse light
is only converted by the DSSC and not by the silicon cell. Therefore it does not appear
in the light intensity calibration performed by means of an unmasked silicon cell leading
to an underestimation of the light-intensity present for an unmasked DSSC. On the other
hand the slightly diffuse light is also converted by the silicon cell and thus increases the
light-intensity measured during the calibration. Upon application of the thick mask, the
lightly-diffuse light’s path is blocked and thus it is no longer present for the examined
DSSC resulting in a decreased effective light intensity and therefore an underestimation
of the DSSC’s-efficiency. Therefore in a solar simulator with a high proportion of diffuse
light the application of a thick mask to a DSSC leads to an underestimation of the
efficiency, if the light-calibration was performed by an unmasked silicon solar cell. This
over- and underestimation of the cell-efficiency depending on the masking-conditions
indicates that characterisation and fabrication of DSSCs can show a different dependence
from various factors than is expected due to the study of silicon solar cells. Thus all steps
of the fabrication and characterisation of DSSCs, also those which seem trivial such as
the calibration of the light intensity in measurement devices, need to be thoroughly and
systematically investigated in order to prevent systematic errors.
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Table 3.2.: Short circuit current density and efficiency data of the IV-curves measured for the compar-
ison of the open- and box-type solar simulators for the evaluation of the importance of the amount of
diffuse light in a measurement setup used for the characterisation of DSSCs.
Sun Mask Jsc η
Simulator [mA{cm2] [%]
Box no mask 11.1 5%
Box thin mask 5.7 2.6%
Box thick mask 2.9 1.3%
Open no mask 7.1 3.4%
Open thin mask 5.2 2.4%
Open thick mask 4.9 2.3%
3.2.2. Reaction times
Another point demonstrating interesting differences in the behaviour of silicon- and dye
sensitised solar cells is the reaction time of the cell to external stimuli, which is far
slower in a DSSC. This is eminent when comparing the current response generated by a
DSSC and an silicon-cell upon stimulation with light modulated at different frequencies
as shown in Fig. 3.16. The data was measured in a quantum efficiency setup, in which
white light generated by a halogen lamp is modulated by an optical-chopper (Thor-
labs MC2000) before passing through a monochromator (Omni-300, LOT Oriel). The
modulated monochromatic light is irradiated on the solar cell. Optionally an additional
illumination with an unmodulated white light from a home-built LED bias light is avail-
able. The current response of the cell is recorded by means of a Keithley 2400 Series
SourceMeter. The data presented in Fig. 3.16 was measured with a DSSC sensitised
with N719 and a silicon-reference cell. The cells were illuminated with monochromatic
light at a wavelength of 600 nm and with a white bias light of  1000W{m2 intensity.
The curves show a marked difference between the DSSC and the silicon-cell. While the
silicon-cell (upper set of curves) shows a perfectly rectangular current response at all
the measured frequencies (up to 80Hz) and presumably also at even higher frequencies,
the DSSC shows a distinct rounded shape of the curve already at 1Hz. At 3Hz the
plateau is hardly visible anymore, while at 6Hz the block-shape of the signal is com-
pletely absent and the response-curve is triangular. The reason for the distortion of the
current-response curve is assumed to be the slow reaction of the DSSC to the external
stimulus. Which part of the DSSC is the limiting factor can not be determined without
further studies, e.g. by Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS), which is used
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Figure 3.16.: Current response curves of a DSSC (lower curve-set) and an Si-cell (upper curve-set) to
light modulated at different frequencies. The current was normalised to a fixed amplitude of 1, curves were
shifted for clarity. Frequencies: black: 1Hz, red: 3Hz, green: 6Hz. Examples of an exponential decay-
and growth fit for the determination of the time-constants are shown in magenta and cyan respectively.
to measure the frequency dependent impedance of DSSCs and thus allows conclusions
about frequency dependent properties of the cells. Fitting of an exponential growth or
decay function to the current-response curve yields the time-constant of the reaction.
The average time-constant for the current onset upon irradiation of light was determined
as τon  39 2ms, and for the current decay as τoff  33 4ms. The time-constant
of an exponential decay describes the time in which the signal decays to 1e of its initial
value, thus to approximately 37%. After the duration of 3 time constants the signal
decayed by more than 95% of its initial value, thus less than 5% are left. Thus the
DSSC will generate more than 95% of its maximum possible current only at modulation
frequencies below 5Hz, where the current-response curve will no longer have a plateau,
but exhibit only the saw-tooth shape shown in the figure (Fig. 3.16).
By increasing of the light-intensity to 2000W{m2 the block signal is present up to much
higher frequencies, thus it speeds up the reaction of the DSSC. This indicates the limiting
factor to be light-intensity dependent. This probably excludes the diffusion of the ions in
the electrolyte, which would have been a first assumption for a limiting factor in terms
of speed, and hints towards the charge transport in the titania layer, which has been
described to be light-intensity dependent [21]. For both the silicon-reference cell, and the
DSSC under illumination with a light of an intensity of 2000W{m2 the determination of
the time constant is limited by the instrumentation. The light-modulation by a chopping-
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wheel leads to a gradual onset of the light, which is visible upon close examination
of the response-curve of the silicon-reference cell at a modulation-frequency of 1Hz,
while already at 6Hz the current-onset is faster than the shortest measurement interval
achievable with the source meter employed for the measurements.
For the study of DSSCs this indicates, that the reaction times of the cells need to be
determined or assessed and the measurements need to be adapted to the decreased speed
of the cells. Examples are the measurement of IV-curves, where the settling time between
the application of a voltage and the measurement of the corresponding current response
needs to be adapted in order to allow for the solar cell to react to the new environment
and produce its maximum current. Otherwise the measurement might be falsified due
to under (or over) estimation of the DSSC’s response.
3.2.3. Glove Box
N719 and other ruthenium complexes which are used as standard sensitisers, as well
as highly specialised organic molecules serving the same purpose are dependent on rare
metals and their synthesis can be very complex, which makes them expensive and rare.
Furthermore they often have low extinction coefficients. Natural organic sensitisers
on the other hand are expected to be abundant, easy to obtain and to have a low
environmental impact, thereby countering these disadvantages. Additionally they have
been developed by nature for the absorption of light over a very long period and thus have
extinction coefficients which are higher by a factor of  10. Therefore, we produced dye
sensitised solar cells sensitised with the natural organic molecules “crocetin”, “bixin”,
and “torularhodin”, which can be gained from the flower “Crocus Longiflorus”, the tree
“Bixa Orellana”, and the yeast “Rhodotorula Glutinis” respectively. Their chemical
structures are shown in Fig. 3.17.
Figure 3.17.: Natural organic sensitisers torularhodin (Tr), crocetin (Cr) and bixin (Bx).
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Table 3.3.: Parameters of the IV-curves of crocetin sensitised cell prepared in the glove box and in air.
IV-curves shown in Fig. 3.18.
Jsc [mAcm2 ] Voc [V] FF [%] η [%]
Glove box 8.2 530 52 2.3
Air 3.7 517 28 0.5
First attempts of producing the cells were not successful. The sensitised layers bleached
and lost their colour within minutes of removing them from the sensitiser solutions, even
before the assembly of the cells was accomplished. Further examination of the bleach-
ing revealed that extreme bleaching only occurs when cells sensitised in dye solution
produced of non-anhydrous solvent are simultaneously exposed to an oxygen and water
containing environment and to UV-light. The bleaching was therefore attributed to cat-
alytic self cleaning of TiO2 [130]. In order to avoid the degeneration of the dye molecules,
cells were first produced in a nitrogen filled glove bag under red-light, and subsequently
in a nitrogen environment in a glove box (Unilab, mBraun, Germany) under normal
light. The dye-solutions used for sensitisation were produced with anhydrous solvents
and were stored in the glove box. The titania layers were still produced in a normal
environment up until the post-treatment of the finished layers with aqueous TiCl4 (see
Sec. 3.1.1). Directly after the ensuing sintering the still hot titania layers and counter-
electrodes (T>400 C) were introduced into the glove box transfer chamber, which was
evacuated and refilled with nitrogen three times. Subsequently the layers were left to
cool down in the nitrogen filled transfer chamber. The remaining assembly of the DSSCs
was performed in the glove box. The assembled and sealed cells were then studied out-
side the glove box under air. The taken measures have a large effect on the resulting
cells. Unlike the cells produced in air with non-anhydrous solvents the water and oxygen
free surrounding yields intensely coloured cells. Comparing the crocetin sensitised cells
the efficiency could be markedly increased from 0.4% to 1.0% by improving the fabri-
cation from single doctor-bladed layers of around 7 µm thickness prepared in air with
dye solutions based on non-anhydrous solvents to preparation with the same layers in a
nitrogen filled glove bag and solutions based on anhydrous solvents. A further increase
in efficiency to a record value of 2.3% was achieved by further improving the prepara-
tion and using screen-printed layers of 12 µm thickness and sensitisation in dye-solutions
based on anhydrous solvents within the nitrogen environment of the glove-box. A set of
IV-curves of crocetin sensitised DSSCs prepared by the first method in air and by the
third in a glove box are shown in Fig. 3.18 with their parameters in Tab. 3.3.
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Figure 3.18.: IV-curves of crocetin sensitised cells prepared in the glove box and in air. Parameters of
the IV-curves are presented in Tab. 3.3
Compared to efficiencies of 11% and 12% accomplished by cells sensitised with Ru-
complexes and porphyrines respectively [131, 132] the efficiencies of our natural organic
dyes are very low. However, compared to the previously published record efficiency
of crocetin of 0.56% [133] they are higher by a factor of 4 and thus promising. Even
though the fabrication procedure of our cells was improved there is still lots of room
for further improvements and adaptations. The utilised electrolyte was a very simple,
easy to handle electrolyte based on the relatively non-volatile 3-metoxipropionitrile as
solvent. For other dye-types far higher efficiencies have been reached by employing less
viscous solvents such as acetonitrile-valeronitrile mixtures, which might also lead to an
increased efficiency in our cells. Furthermore the electrolyte was neither tailored nor
optimised for the organic dyes in terms of solvent, type and concentration of redox-
molecules and additives. The same is true for the dye solutions, where different solvents,
dye concentrations and sensitisation time and temperature could have an influence on the
achieved cell efficiency. Also only few layer thicknesses and layer-structures were tested.
The addition of a scattering layer, or of mixed layer structures including for example
a transparent bottom layer of small titania nanoparticles (d  20 nm), a partly opaque
middle layer of mixed small and large nanoparticles or aggregates of small particles as can
be achieved by home-made particle pastes of particles produced by spray-pyrolysis (such
as P25), and a scattering top-layer of larger particles (d  200 nm) might both bring
further improvements of the cell-efficiency. Despite further possibilities for adaptation
and optimisation of our crocetin sensitised cells it is to be assumed, that our organic
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sensitisers will never reach the efficiencies achieved by other dyes. However they might be
well suited for applications in which highest possible efficiency is not called for. Examples
could be a partly transparent roof-tops of a store-house or industrial buildings. Other
possible applications might be for design reasons, where their bright and intensive colours
are appealing.
3.3. Nanoscale Examination of Surfaces
In the first two sections of this chapter the implementation of a fabrication procedure
for reproducible DSSCs was presented. In the next section the instrumentation of the
methods applied to investigate the topography and surface potential of the nanoporous
layers will be described. Both AFM and KPFM measurements were performed with the
same “Flex-AFM” microscope. The used microscope proved to be very sensitive to all
kinds of external influences such as changes in the temperature, which expressed itself by
a large drift between the tip and the sample not only in the xy-plane, but mainly in the
z-direction. The drift could be decreased but not entirely suppressed by positioning of
the microscope in an isolation chamber within an air-conditioned room and by allowing
long acclimatisation times of multiple hours after having opened the isolation-chamber.
In the first part of this section the microscope, the used cantilevers and measurement
cell are described. In the second part the instrumentation of the different KPFM-modes
is explained.
3.3.1. AFM Measurements
AFM measurements were performed on a Flex-AFM equipped with a 100 µm scan-head
and a new PSD with a bandwidth of 3MHz. Measurements were performed using
a Liquid/Air cantilever holder. The Flex-AFM was placed in an acoustic enclosure
box (AES300) on a Nanosurf Isostage vibration isolation device (all Nanosurf AG, CH-
4410 Liestal, Switzerland) in a air conditioned room. The Flex-AFM was controlled by
Nanonis-control electronics (Nanonis RC4 with two Nanonis OC4 Oscillation controllers)
in combination with the Nanonis software via a home-built signal-adaptor box. Two
different kinds of platinum-iridium coated cantilevers were used (PPP-EFM, nominal
resonance frequency in air: 75 kHz, and PPP-NCL-Pt, nominal resonance frequency
in air: 190 kHz, both from NanoAndMore GmbH, De-35578 Wetzlar, Germany). Upon
immersion into water the resonance frequencies diminished to around 45% of the nominal
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Figure 3.19.: Outline of the liquid cell used for the KPFM measurements with a DSSC titania layer
mounted for examination. The glass substrate forms part of the liquid cell and protrudes on the side,
enabling easy electrical contacting outside the electrolyte.
resonance frequency in air resulting in the following fundamental resonance frequencies
in liquid: f1EFMliquid  34 kHz and f1NCLliquid  78 kHz, respectively. The second
resonance frequencies of the cantilevers was found at around f2  6.3  f1 and thus
resulting in frequencies of f2EFMliquid  212 kHz and f2NCLliquid  478 kHz for
the measurements in liquids. All topography measurements were performed in AM-
AFM mode (tapping-mode) with shaking-piezo excitation of the cantilever at its first
resonance frequency, with amplitudes of the oscillation at the first resonance frequency
in the range of A1st=1 to 25 nm. All samples were introduced in a home-made liquid
cell outlined in Fig. 3.19.
Therein the sample is fixed to the cell in a sandwich structure. The backplate acts as
bottom, while the top plate has a hole into which the liquid is introduced, and into
which the cantilever holder of the microscope can be lowered to reach the sample in the
bottom. A viton-O-ring applied between sample and top-plate ensured a tight sealing of
the reservoir. In order to ensure electrical contact the samples were mounted onto FTO
glass by means of silver paint or a conductive epoxy. Titania layers for DSSC samples
were directly printed on the glass. The glass was designed in a way for it to protrude
from the cell such as to easily enable electrical contact without contact of the contact
strip and the electrolytes.
3.3.2. KPFM Measurements
KPFM measurements were performed on the Flex-AFM-system described in Sec. 3.3.1.
All necessary potentials (Vac and Vdc) were applied to the sample while the tip was
grounded.
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Two different samples were used for the measurements. The first test-sample was a
silicon-wafer on which gold and indium dots had been deposited. It will be denoted
“AuIn-sample”. The two metals were deposited by evaporation and were deposited
through the same stencil. Since the deposition sources were mounted in slightly different
places of the deposition chamber the resulting dots were not superimposed, but slightly
shifted. In all the presented images of the “AuIn-sample” the gold dots are the low-left
and the indium dots are the top-right dot. Due to the need of extensive cleaning of the
“AuIn-sample” with aggressive agents such as hydrochloric acid, the indium dots were
more and more dissolved. Thus in early images two kinds of dots are visible on the
sample, while in later ones only small fragments of the indium-dots remain.
Secondly measurements were performed on titania layers deposited by the screen printing
method as described in Sec. 3.1.4. They were made of home-made titania-pastes as
described in Sec. 3.1.3 and were either non-sensitised or sensitised with N719.
3.3.3. Close-Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
Traditional CL-KPFM measurements were performed by excitation at the second res-
onance frequency of the cantilever by application of an ac-voltage to the sample. The
resulting cantilever oscillation was detected by means of a lock-in amplifier tuned to the
excitation frequency and the lock-in X1ωac-signal was nullified by the application of a
dc-voltage by the Kelvin-controller integrated in the Nanonis software. The dc-voltage
for the nullification was applied to the sample in addition to the ac-voltage. CL-KPFM
measurements were performed in single-pass mode measuring the topography in AM-
AFM mode using the fundamental cantilever resonance, and simultaneously measuring
the CPD-signal using the second cantilever resonance. This implies a two lock-in system
as the one used for this work.
3.3.4. Open-Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
OL-KPFM measurements were performed in half harmonic excitation mode as described
by Guo et al. [57] and in Sec. 2.2.2, OL-KPFM being described by Kobayashi et al. [54].
The instrumentation and the setup was used as described in Secs. 3.3.3 and 3.3.1. For
the measurement of A1ωac the electrical excitation and the detection occurred at the
second resonance frequency of the cantilever fex-1ωac  fdet-1ωac  f2 (F1ωac-setting). For
the measurement of A2ωac the excitation frequency was intended to be set to half of
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the second resonance (fex-2ωac  f22 ) and the detection to the second harmonic of the
excitation (fdet-2ωac  2  fex-2ωac  f2, F2ωac-setting). Since the maximum of the A2ωac
resonance peak did not always exactly correspond to half the frequency of the maximum
of the A1ωac resonance peak, the excitation frequency for the A2ωac measurement was
independently determined and thus the basic conditions of the F2ωac-setting changed
to fex-2ωac  f22 and fdet-2ωac  2  fex-2ωac  f2. The OL-KPFM measurements were
performed in two-pass mode. Every line of the SPM image was scanned twice forward
and backward. In the first pass the signals at the first harmonic of the excitation
(thus in F1ωac-setting) and in the second pass the signals at the second harmonic of
the excitation (thus in F2ωac-setting) were detected with the second PLL. These signals
consist of A1ωac and A2ωac , but also of the corresponding phase-signals. Simultaneously
the topography was always measured using the first PLL locked to the first resonance
frequency of the cantilever. Thereby a constant tip-sample separation during the KPFM
measurements was accomplished. Combined OL- and CL-KPFM measurements were
performed in three-pass mode, where the OL-KPFM measurement was performed on the
first two, and the CL-KPFM on the third pass respectively. In order to use the multi-pass
functionality provided by the Nanonis software to perform the OL-KPFM-measurements
a Labview software controlling the settings of the lock-in during the multi-pass scanning
was written. It is outlined and explained in Appendix C.2
Excitation Voltage Spectroscopy
While the measurement of correct data is desirable, the applicability of the used model
needs to be proved. The derivation of Eq. 2.22 and thus the calculation of the CPDOL
is based on the model of the tip and sample forming a plate capacitor, and the fact
that in that case the electrostatic force consists of the spectral components F1ωac and
F2ωac described in Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18. Therefore, the applicability of the model is shown
by a linear and quadratic Vac dependence of the oscillation amplitudes induced by the
corresponding spectral force components (A1ωac and A2ωac respectively). In order to show
this dependence, spectroscopy measurements of the oscillation amplitude depending on
the excitation voltage were performed in F1ωac-setting and F2ωac-setting. The data of
these Vac-spectroscopies was recorded by sweeping of the Vac twice while recording A1ωac
during the first and A2ωac during the second sweep. The sweep-range of the Vac was set
to 3 to 3V or to 5 to 5V depending on the surrounding and the measured effects. In
order to determine the dependence and prove the applicability of the assumed model the
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measured data was performed fitted with a non-linear function of the form A mV nac o
withAA1ωac or A2ωac , and wherem,n, o are fitting parameters as shown in Eq. 2.23.
All the CPD(Vac) spectra presented in this work, show the absolute of the CPD. The
polarity of the CPD is shown by the CPD-images recorded on the different samples in
the different environments and at different settings.
3.4. Measurement Environments
Measurements were performed in different environments, namely in air, water (MilliQ
with a Resistance of RH2O ¥ 18MΩ), in two salt solutions of different concentrations
in MilliQ water (cNaCl 1 and 10mM), and in a simplified DSSC electrolyte, also of
different concentrations. The simplified electrolyte is based on the standard electrolyte
described in Sec. 3.1.1. However, it was fabricated containing only the solvent and redox-
molecules. All additional ingredients, namely the methylbenzimidazole, were discarded
in order to keep the system as simple as possible. Compared to normal cell conditions
the electrolyte was used diluted by factors of 110 and
1
100 . The compositions and resulting
concentrations of the used electrolytes are given in table 3.4.
Table 3.4.: Concentrations of redox molecules in the simplified electrolytes diluted by factors of 110 and1
100 from the standard electrolyte employed in DSSC fabrication and the salt solutions. Throughout this
thesis the electrolytes will be denoted as in this table. The concentration of I –3 is estimated. Since the
reaction I2   I é I 3 has a reaction constant of k  6.76 l{mol a nearly complete conversion of I2 to
I –3 can be assumed [134] and the introduced concentration of I2 was used as tri-iodide concentration.
Electrolyte: El10 El100 NaCl10 NaCl1
LiI 50mM 5mM - -
I –3 5mM 0.5mM - -
NaCl - - 10mM 1mM
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In the previous two chapters the background information for the understanding of the
working principle of dye sensitised solar cell and the implementation of solar cell fabri-
cation was provided. The structures and processes found in a DSSC were pointed out
and explained. In this chapter the results and findings of the KPFM measurements are
presented and discussed. In the text only a selection of the recorded data is presented
and the size of the images is limited. Larger scale images and full data sets of all the
measurements can be found in Appendix B.
Open loop KPFM measurements in half harmonic excitation mode as described by Guo
et al. [57] and explained in Secs. 3.3.4 and 2.2.2 were performed on the “AuIn-sample”
and on bare as well as sensitised (N719) titania layers in air, water, salt solutions (1mM
and 10mM) and in two diluted DSSC-electrolytes (dilution factors 100 and 10). In air
perfect measurements with a high resolution were performed in both CL-KPFM and
OL-KPFM-mode, which are presented, compared and discussed in the first section of
this chapter. They will not only verify the applicability of the assumed plate capacitor
model for the tip-sample system in air, but will also confirm the independence of the
OL-KPFM-mode from capacitative cross-talk and thereby recommend it for application
in systems suffering thereof.
The data measured in ultra-pure water is presented and discussed in the second section
of this chapter. The CL-KPFM-mode can not be employed in polarisable liquids or
electrolyte due to the necessity of the application of a dc-voltage. Therefore, no direct
comparison of data recorded in the two modes is possible. However the data recorded
in water is compared to the data recorded in air and also in water it is shown that the
application of the chosen model is justified.
The third section presents the data recorded in the salt solutions on the “AuIn-sample”.
While in air and water the excitation voltage independence of the CPD warrants the
treatment of the tip and sample as an ideal plate capacitor, even in weak salt solutions
this is not the case anymore. Therefore possible explanations for the non-linear behaviour
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of the system are discussed and it is assigned to the movement of the ions in the solution
between the tip and the sample, and to Electrostatic Double Layers (EDLs) which are
formed on the surface of both the sample and the cantilever and thereby screen the
electrostatic forces. The non-linearity affects mainly the F2ωac , which is much smaller in
the salt solutions compared to water and air. This is also expressed by a missing contrast
in the A2ωac-images. The F1ωac on the other hand is less affected which is expressed by
the missing diminution of A1ωac and the still present contrast in the A1ωac-images. This
enables a qualitative interpretation of the measured data which can be used to discern
areas of different CPD on a sample.
The fourth section focuses on the measurements performed in diluted DSSC-electrolytes
on bare and sensitised titania layers. The same non-linear effects already encountered
in the salt solutions are observed. However more qualitative information can be gained
from the recorded data, since bare and sensitised layers were measured in the same envi-
ronment and can therefore be compared. The comparison confirms the dipole orientation
of N719 bound to titania proposed by Henning et al. based on measurements performed
in a nitrogen-environment [38]. Thereby the measured data indicates a conservation of
the general structure of the dye-titania system and its prevailing dipoles upon immersion
in the electrolyte and thus the possibility to transfer findings made on titania layers to
entire DSSCs.
4.1. Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy in air
In order to introduce the OL-KPFM technique in our lab measurements in air were per-
formed to test the setup, the implementation and the technique. When measuring in air
OL- and CL-KPFM measurements were always performed in a combined measurement,
thereby enabling the comparison of the “calculated” and the “measured” CPD data.
Complete measurement data sets consisting of topography data with amplitude-data as
error signal to the topography, A1ωac- and A2ωac-data sets and the CPDCL and CPDOL
are shown for a bare titania layer in Fig. 4.1. A corresponding data set measured on the
“AuIn-sample” is shown in Fig. 4.4.
Even though at a first glance it could be assumed that Fig. 4.1 resolves the single
nanoparticles of the titania layer, this is not the case. The particles visible in the images
have diameters of around 200 nm. Thus they are around 10 bigger than the expected
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a b
c d
e
Figure 4.1.: The full data set of a representative measurement performed on a bare titania layer in air
with an PPP-NCL-Pt-cantilever. Signals are: a) Topography, b) A1st, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac , e) CPDCL,
f) CPDOL. Scan Parameters: f1st  149 kHz; A1st  20 nm; f2nd  9309 kHz; Vac  2V.
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a b
Figure 4.2.: The same CPDCL (a) and CPDOL -data (b) as shown in Fig. 4.1 but with equal scales. A
shift of the CPDCL to higher CPDs is obvious.
particle size. Probably the image shows aggregates of particles. This assumption is sup-
ported by smaller, roundish structures visible on the aggregates at close inspection of the
data. The amplitude of the first resonance oscillation (shown in grey) is the error signal
of the topography, since the z-control is set in a way to keep the amplitude constant. It
should therefore show as little variation as possible. Compared to measurements per-
formed on nearly perfectly flat samples, the amplitude variation on the titania layer
samples is rather large. However this is not due to wrong controller-settings, but mainly
due to the roughness of the sample, especially at large scan-ranges where not only the
single nanoparticles but also particle-aggregates and the general porous structure of the
layer shape the surface.
Since the CPDOL and the CPDCL measurements were performed combined, the tip had
the same properties and the same work function for both, therefore a relative comparison
of the data is directly possible. The two CPD-measurements look very similar, many
details in the data are similarly present in both data sets. The CPDCL is shifted towards
higher CPDs compared with the CPDOL by 78mV, as can be observed in Fig. 4.2. This
shift is assigned to capacitative cross-talk influencing the measurements in closed-loop
mode only, as will be explained in the next paragraph. These results show that the
setup works as intended and even highlight the desirable independence of cross-talk by
the open-loop mode.
Shifts between the CPDOL and the CPDCL can occur even if the model is accurate due
to an error introduced into the CL-KPFM measurement by capacitative cross-talk as
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Figure 4.3.: An outline of the theoretical lock-in amplifier signals of A1ωac(Vdc)-curves on a substrate
with VCPD  250mV. The introduced vertical shift of 50 au of the blue/green curves describes the effect
of capacitative cross-talk and the introduced phase shift of 26 induces the shift between the blue (X)
and the green (R) curve at Vdc ¡ VCPD. Both do not change the minimum of the amplitude-curve (R),
but shift the zero crossing of the corresponding X-curve by 56mV. 50mV are due to the capacitative
cross-talk and 6mV due to the phase shift.
described by Diesinger et al [135]. Capacitative cross-talk is the evocation of a cantilever
oscillation by the excitation ac-voltage directly, and not by the Fes. It is therefore also
present when the CPD is zero. Therefore it induces a non-zero A1ωac when the CPD
is zero and A1ωac should be zero. When performing a sweep of the applied dc-voltage
around the CPD the resulting curve shows a

-shape with its point at zero, thus on the
x-axis. Capacitative crosstalk leads to a vertical shift of said curve away from the x-axis,
as is shown in Fig. 4.3. The minimum of said A1ωac curve is still at Vdc  VCPD. The
reason for the falsification of the CPD measured in CL-KPFM is the working-principle
of the lock-in amplifier and the Kelvin-controller. As explained in Sec. 2.2.2 the lock-
in describes the measured amplitude by a point in a polar- and a cartesian coordinate
system. In the first the relevant information to describe a point is the distance from the
centre, and the angle to a defined direction, thus a radius (R) and a phase (φ). In the
second a point is described by a set of X and Y coordinates which describe the distance
from the centre in the direction of the defined x- and y-axes. Assuming orthogonal x-
and y-axes and a correspondence of the polar axis with the cartesian x-axis the X and
Y coordinates correspond to the projection of the amplitude onto the respective axis.
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Thus a conversion is achieved by
X  R  cospφq (4.1)
Y  R  sinpφq (4.2)
R 
a
x2   y2 (4.3)
Assuming an ideal phase adjustment φ and thus y become zero and R corresponds to
the absolute value of X, thus R  |X|. The spectral force component F1ωac (Eq. 2.17)
depends linearly on the CPD and the applied dc-voltage. Therefore the X signal shows
the same linear dependence and its response to a sweep of the applied DC-bias is a
straight. Hence the amplitude’s response is the absolute of the straight and thus shows
a

-shape. A straight is ideally suited as controlling signal for a PI-control-loop, since
it has only one slope, while the absolute of the straight is not due to its changing slope,
therefore the X signal is usually used as input for the Kelvin-controller. In the presence
of capacitative cross-talk the minimum of the R signal and the zero-crossing of the X
signal are not at the same dc-voltage and the zero-crossing of the X signal differs from
VCPD, as is outlined in Fig. 4.3. Since the X signal is used as input for the PI-controller
this will induce an error in the measured CPD. The effect can be increased if capacitative
cross-talk coincides with an improper phase adjust (if there is no capacitative cross-talk
an improper phase adjust will not influence the value of the measured CPD, but only
decrease the signal to noise ratio). The latter leads to a Y component which differs
from zero and thus a discrepancy between the R and the X signal of the lock-in, which
can increase the difference between the minimum of R and the zero-crossing of X. An
outline illustrating said shift is shown in Fig. 4.3. Since OL-KPFM measurements do
not rely on the X signal of the lock-in, the CPD determined in open-loop mode is not
influenced by capacitative crosstalk and thus can be applied in systems suffering from
capacitative cross-talk to determine an non-falsified CPD.
The measurement on the “AuIn-sample” are presented in Fig. 4.4. The structures and
the image-size being much larger the images do not hold any information about the
obtainable resolution. However, in the topography image small structures within- and
on the borders of the dots are visible. The indium dots are the top-right ones of each
dot-couple. They have a much rougher surface and show more structures, while the
gold dots are smoother. The dirt particles in the top right corner of the image have
a rather triangular shape. Whether they are really this triangular, or the apparent
shape is an effect of the tip can only be guessed. Since the rest of the structures is not
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Figure 4.4.: The full data set of a representative measurement of the “AuIn-sample” recorded in air
with an EFM-cantilever. Signals are: a) Topography, b) A1st, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac , e) CPDCL, f) CPDOL.
Scan Parameters: f1st  76 kHz; A1st  13 nm; f2nd  477 kHz; Vac  700mV.
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Figure 4.5.: Vac-spectroscopy data measured on
TiO2 with non-linear fits (Eq. 2.23). Scan Parame-
ters: f1st  149 kHz; A1st  24 nm; f2nd  930 kHz;
z-control off.
Figure 4.6.: The CPDOL calculated from the Vac-
spectroscopies recorded on TiO2 in air with a lin-
ear fit to the data at Vac ¡ 1V. Scan Parame-
ters: f1st  149 kHz; A1st  24 nm; f2nd  930 kHz;
z-control off
triangular however they are assumed to have this curious shape. Both the A1ωac- and
A2ωac-signals are very clear and show much contrasts. The structures are very similar
to the topography. Even tough most of the structures show inverse behaviour (higher
topography and lower A1ωac- and A2ωac coincide) some of them do not, e.g. the indium
dot near the top left corner of the image, which has a very large A1ωac but a rather even
topography. The CPDOL and the CPDCL are in very good agreement. Not only the
general contrast, but also the distribution of the values is nearly equal. The gold- and
indium dots are expected to have CPDs differing from the silicon surface. This is the case
for some of the indium dots, but the gold dots only show a different CPD at the borders
while in the centre it matches the CPD of the silicon. The indium CPD seems rather
random. In some cases it is higher- in others it is lower than the CPD of the silicon.
Since this behaviour is equal in the closed loop and in the open loop data it can not be
assigned to a defect in the measurement. The most probable explanation is a coverage of
the surface with a rather even, thin layer of substance over the entire surface. Edges and
steps are known to reduce the work function, which can also be observed at the borders
of the islands, where the surface potential is reduced by approximately 90 10mV.
Data from Vac-spectroscopy measurements performed on titania in air and the thereof
calculated CPDOL(Vac) curve is shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. All the CPD(Vac) data
presented in this work shows the absolute value of the measured CPD. Fitting of a
non-linear function as shown in Eq. 2.23 to the A1ωac- and A2ωac-data respectively
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Table 4.1.: Overview over the important parameters from the fitting of the non linear func-
tion (Eq. 2.23) to the A1ωac - and A2ωac -signals of the Vac-spectroscopy data measured on TiO2
in the different environments.
bare bare bare dyed bare dyed
Air Water El100 El100 El10 El10
A1ωac Slope [pm{V] 41 25 54 26 107 92
A1ωac Exponent 1.12 1.10 0.92 0.96 1.01 0.98
A1ωac R2 0.9993 0.9981 0.9996 0.9983 1.0000 0.9999
A2ωac Slope [pm{V] 85 25 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.72
A2ωac Exponent 1.99 2.02 3.20 4.80 3.42 2.34
A2ωac R2 1.0000 0.9997 0.8366 0.5200 0.8498 0.9672
shows good agreement at |Vac| ¡ 0.5V. The resulting exponents are n1ωac  1.12 and
n2ωac  1.99. At excitation voltages closer to zero the response signal is larger than
expected. This is especially obvious for the A1ωac-signal, where the thereto linear signal
shows a marked levelling of the slope and assumes a roundish “

” shape as opposed
to the expected pointed “

” shape. This is due to a decreased signal to noise ratio
and thus “loosing” of the signal in the noise. Since the signal is detected by a lock-
in amplifier and even the noise has a spectral component at the locked frequency the
lock-in amplifier always detects a signal within the noise and thus the measured signal
is never zero. This intercept differing from zero mainly determines the shape of the
CPDOL(Vac) curve, which has a depression at small excitation voltages, a steep slope
in the intermediate region, and is constant at V ac ¡ 700mV. A linear fit to said data
reveals a slope of only 0.94mV{V at a CPDOL150mV. These values prove the proper
working of our setup and the applicability of the chosen model to the titania system in
air.
Similar results are true for the Vac-spectroscopy on the “AuIn-sample” in air. The fitting
parameters of the Vac-spectroscopies performed in the different environments on titania
and the “AuIn-sample” are shown in Tabs. 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. On the “AuIn-
sample” the fitting to the data measured in air shows exponents even closer to the
expected values, especially the A1ωac-signal is more linear.
As a short conclusion for the measurements performed in air it can be said, that the
chosen model works well on both sample systems in air which supports the assumption
that it is generally applicable on conducting and semi-conducting samples. For non-
conducting samples or samples with a very low conductivity the applicability of the model
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might need to be tested again. The assumed model of a plate capacitor in which the tip
forms one plate and the sample the other depends on a conductive sample. It might not
be applicable else since non-conductive samples can be assumed to behave (more) like
a dielectric than like a capacitor plate, which would render the main assumption of the
model untrue.
Summarising it can be said that by means of the measurements performed we can prove
the working principle of the OL-KPFM technique in general and of the used setup in
particular. The CPD of both titania layers and the “AuIn-sample” were determined
and the open loop measurements yielded data with equal contrast, but more accurate
CPD values due to its independence of capacitative cross-talk. This recommends the
application of OL-KPFM in systems which suffer from capacitative cross-talk.
Table 4.2.: Overview over the important parameters from the fitting
of the non linear function (Eq. 2.23) to the A1ωac - and A2ωac -signals
of the Vac-spectroscopy data measured on the “AuIn-sample” in the
different environments.
Air NaCl1 NaCl10
A1ωac Slope [pm{V] 126 112 142
A1ωac Exponent 0.98 1.20 1.20
A1ωac R2 0.9998 0.9999 0.9998
A2ωac Slope [pm{V] 46 13 5
A2ωac Exponent 2.01 1.00 1.94
A2ωac R2 0.99994 0.99254 0.99279
4.2. Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy in water
Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy measurements and Vac-spectroscopies of
A1ωac and A2ωac on titania layers were performed in ultra-pure water. In water no refer-
ence in terms of the CPD-polarity exists, since no CPDCL can be measured. Therefore
the contrast of the CPDOL was compared to the CPD contrast of a similar sample mea-
sured in air and the polarity was calculated by Eq. 2.29 which yields a contrast of the
same polarity.
Figure 4.7 shows a topography and a CPD image of an OL-KPFM measurement of a
titania layer in water. The measurement shows the same nanoparticle aggregates visible
in air. At the top border of the image the particle-aggregates look somewhat stretched.
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a b
Figure 4.7.: Data measured on a titania sample in water. a) Topography, b) CPDOL.
Scan Parameters: f1st  74 kHz; A1st  1 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; Vac  3V
This is due to a drift between tip and sample. The recorded CPD is comparable to
the data measured in air in magnitude. The distribution of the CPD values is signif-
icantly narrower in water. This might be due to different samples, but also due to a
shielding of the surface by the water molecules which form an electronic double layer
on the surface, due to water molecules adsorbed onto the titania or since molecules are
adsorbed everywhere to the titania and not only in some places. The Vac-spectroscopy
measurements recorded in water show similar trends as the ones recorded in air. The
fitting of a non-linear function as presented in Eq. 2.23 yields perfect fit-results. The
yielded exponents are in close but not in perfect agreement with the expectations, as
shown in Tabs. 4.1 and 4.2.
The CPD(Vac) spectra on titania (Fig. 4.8) in water show a perfect curve with a steep
slope at an excitation close to zero followed by a plateau of nearly perfectly excitation
independent CPD at excitations between 1 and 3V. The curves in air and water show
a nearly identical general shape, excluding the plateau-height coming from the different
CPD due to the changed cantilever, and possibly effects of adsorption of molecules and
screening by the water layer. The only difference is the length of the steep slope. While
in air the plateau is reached at around Vac  0.7V, in water the steep slope continues up
to Vac  1.1V thereby reaching the CPD of  300mV compared to  150mV measured
on TiO2 in air with a different cantilever.
Concluding it can be said, that the model holds true not only for measurements in air
but also in water. Perfect CPD data can be recorded by the open loop technique and
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Figure 4.8.: CPDOL(Vac) determined from Vac-spectroscopies measured on titania in water, with a linear
fit at Vac ¡ 1V. Scan Parameters: f1st  74 kHz; A1st  1 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; z-control off
the results seem not to be influenced by the water. High resolutions are more difficult
to obtain in a liquid environment due to the reduced Q-factor, especially in a system
with piezo-excitation. Also the setup is appropriate to measure CPD data not only in
air, but also in water. The measurements show that the recording of excellent data
with high resolution in terms of CPD and topography becomes even more demanding.
This includes the requirements posed on the measurement setup which not only needs to
be built for measurements in liquid environments and possibly aggressive solvents, but
ideally includes an oscillation excitation such as photo-thermal excitation in order to
achieve high quality-factors despite the liquid surroundings. The determination of work
function data from the measured CPD is depending on the availability of secured work
function data which can be used as references to calibrate the tip. The work function
being defined as the energy necessary to bring an electron from a material to the vacuum
in close proximity of the sample surface, a work function measurement in a non-vacuum
environment is somewhat inordinate. However, we will treat the measured data as an
“apparent” work function keeping in mind, that we are measuring a kind of difference
in Fermi levels between tip and sample or between two systems consisting of the tip
and adsorbates from the electrolyte on the tip surface on one hand, of the sample and
adsorbates from the electrolyte on its surface on the other hand, and a connecting layer
of electrolyte between the two systems.
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4.3. Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy in
NaCl-solution
OL-KPFM- and Vac-spectroscopy measurements on the “AuIn-sample” were performed
in two aqueous NaCl solutions of different salt concentrations, namely 1mM and 10mM.
The measurements showed a strong dependence of the measured CPD on the applied Vac
with increasing excitation voltages leading to increasing CPDOL-values. The effect was
studied by Umeda et al. and Collins et al. [136–138] who identified ion diffusion, voltage
division at the inner-most layer of ions, and surface stress originating in a voltage drop
over the electronic double layer surrounding the cantilever (but not the one surrounding
the sample) as possible reasons.
4.3.1. Low concentration salt solution
Measurements on the “AuIn-sample” in 1mM NaCl were performed at different excita-
tion voltages, namely 1 and 2V. Two are shown in Figs. 4.9a and 4.9b.
a b
Figure 4.9.: CPDOL-images recorded on the “AuIn-sample” in 1mM NaCl solution with different exci-
tation voltages. a) Vac  1V, b) Vac  2V.
Scan Parameters: f1st  75 kHz; A1st  14 nm; f2nd  496 kHz; Vac  1 and 2V.
The calculation of the CPD proved strange. In order to receive CPDGold ¡ CPDbackground
at an excitation voltage of Vac  2V the CPDOL needs to be calculated by Eq. 2.28 and
is positive. At an excitation voltage of Vac  1V the CPD of the gold is very similar
to the one of the background and sometimes even changes from being lower to being
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a b
Figure 4.10.: A2ωac -images recorded on the “AuIn-sample” in 1mM NaCl solution with different exci-
tation voltages. a) Vac  1V, b) Vac  2V.
Scan Parameters: f1st  75 kHz; A1st  14 nm; f2nd  496 kHz; Vac  1 and 2V.
higher. If it is calculated in a way that it is generally larger it needs to be calculated
by Eq. 2.29 and the CPD of the entire measurement is negative. Since the images were
recorded consecutively and the only change was the excitation voltage (same cantilever,
same frequencies, same electrolyte, same sample and position, not even the box enclosing
the microscope was opened) this change in CPD-polarity could only be explained if a
particle got stuck to the cantilever tip thereby changing its work function. However this
would have been visible in the image as a sudden change of signal (not only in CPD but
also in topography). Comparing the two A2ωac-signals, which are shown in Fig. 4.10,
leads to a second explanation. While the A2ωac-signal recorded at an excitation voltage
of 1V is mainly noise and shows only a very small amount of contrast, the A2ωac-signal
recorded at Vac  2V shows a very clear contrast between gold and background with gold
having lower amplitudes than silicon. Upon calculation of the CPD this lower amplitude
in the denominator leads to a higher CPD. This discrepancy is visible in the recorded
A2ωac(Vac) spectra whose parabolic shape is distorted and has a much flatter bottom
than the ones recorded in air. Overall A2ωac in the salt solution is very small compared
to A2ωac in water and air.
The fitting of the spectroscopy data yields interesting results. If fitting is performed in
the same excitation voltage range (1 to 3V) as for the previous measurements which
were performed in air and water, the A2ωac-signal shows a perfectly linear behaviour. If
fitting is performed at lower excitation voltages (0 to 2V) the fitting yields an exponent
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Figure 4.11.: A1ωac recorded against the excitation frequency (A1ωac(1ωac)) at an electrostatic excitation
of Vac  500mV. Additional mechanical excitation at f1. The high pass filter was set to a cut-off frequency
of 30 kHz explaining the dip of the signal at lower frequencies.
of 2.59 and in the full range of the measurement (0 to 3V) the fitted exponent is 1.76.
The slope of the A2ωac-signal as determined by the non-linear fit in the voltage range
from 1 to 3V is lower by a factor of  2 compared with the slopes of the same signal
measured in air and water. This decrease of the slope is not only a sign of a higher CPD,
but also shifts the plateau of CPD-independence to higher excitation voltages and thus
possibly out of the measurement range.
These results indicate, that the present setup is not ideally suited for KPFM measure-
ments in electrolyte solutions, even if the electrolyte concentration is as low as 1mM.
The linear dependence of A2ωac on Vac disagrees with the applied model, which requires
a quadratic dependence. Reasons for this are probably to be found in the formation
of electrical double-layers, electrochemical reactions and rearrangement of ions in the
liquid and on the sample and the tip. It was however expected, that their influence
would be negligible at such low concentrations and with the use of the present setup,
since Kobayashi et al. state that the spurious forces in low concentration electrolytes in
their system interfere only at frequencies below 30 kHz [55]. In reference [56] the same
authors show the spurious forces by conducting a frequency sweep in F1ωac-setting- and
F2ωac-setting, in which the amplitudes are very visibly enhanced due to said forces upon
excitation of the oscillation by a ac-voltage at low frequencies. Therein the authors
claim their presence at fex below fex  50 kHz and fex  300 kHz for 1 and 10mM salt
solutions respectively. In our own frequency sweeps we did not observe this effect. A
representative frequency sweep in 10mM salt solution with an electrostatic excitation
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of Vac  500mV performed in F1ωac-setting is shown in Fig. 4.11. The graph shows the
first resonance at 73 kHz which was additionally excited mechanically by the shaking
piezo, and the second resonance at 464 kHz but no enhanced amplitude due to spurious
forces at low frequencies. If the spurious forces were present at very low frequencies
fex   30 kHz they were filtered by the high pass filter, whose lowest setting was said
frequency. If they were present in the range from 30 to 100 kHz they were overlaid by
the first mechanical cantilever resonance located around 75 kHz. Kobayashi et al. fur-
ther show the possibility of OL-KPFM measurements at concentrations up to 1mM at
modulation frequencies as low as fex  30 kHz and in solutions of 10mM at modula-
tion frequencies of fex  600 kHz. Thus it was expected that the measurements in both
environments should also be possible in our setup.
While Kobayashi et al. focus on OL-KPFM [54–56], Gramse et al. study Dynamic Elec-
trostatic Force Microscopy (DEFM) in electrolyte solutions and the critical frequency
below which the examination of F1ωac by means of the measurement of A1ωac is impeded
by the effects of the electrolyte [139]. They assume the same plate capacitor model for
the interaction between tip and sample as for KPFM, but include the capacitance and
voltage drop over the electrolyte. Thereby they roughly estimate frequencies of 10MHz
and  100MHz for measurements on a SiO2\Si +2 sample in 1mM and 10mM aqueous
KClO4-solutions respectively. There seems to be a mistake in the reference. Calculation
of the critical frequencies with the therein presented equations and parameters yields
a value of fcrit1mMwrong  3GHz{m3 which does not correspond to the described
and measured data, and has a wrong unit. Assuming the molar conductivity to be
Λ  13.3mSm2{mol [140] yields the described frequencies and has a proper unit for a
molar conductivity. Assuming the relative permittivity (sometimes called the dielectric
constant as in the reference) of both the salt solutions to be very close to that of water
(εH2O  εNaClAq  80) [141], the sample surface to be silicon dioxide and thus its relative
permittivity being εSiO2  3.9 [142], a molar conductivity of 96 10
4 Sm2{mol [140,
table 5-73] and the sample thickness and tip-sample-separation to be h  z  10 nm as in
the reference, the calculated critical frequencies for our systems are fcrit1mM  2MHz
and fcrit10mM  21MHz for the two salt solutions respectively. As the A1ωac-signal
shows contrast in all the present measurements and the measurements in F1ωac-settings
in liquids were all performed at  480 kHz the assumptions don’t seem to be true for
our setup. In the measurements accompanying these predictions, Gramse et al. demon-
strate some visible contrast starting from 100 kHz in 1mM and from 500 kHz in 10mM
solutions [139]. This compares closer to the present settings, however our measurements
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Figure 4.12.: A1ωac -curves plotted against the tip-sample separation, normalised to 1 at values far from
the surface. The curves were measured in water and the electrolyte El10.
still seem to show a lot more contrast than the ones in the reference. However, this
might also be due to a larger difference in the surface potential of gold and SiO2 and
within the titania layers presented later.
Umeda et al. studied capacitive forces acting on cantilevers, thus measurements at
F2ωac-setting-settings [136]. They compare the A2ωac-signal and its dependence on the
tip-sample separation and excitation frequency in different media. They show a strong
tip-sample separation dependence in air and apolar media, where A2ωac strongly increases
with decreasing distance (increase by a factor of 6 and 8 in air and aprotic liquid
respectively). The effect does not appear in an electrolyte solution (KCl, 1mM in water)
at low and high frequencies (10 and 180 kHz) and in protic and aprotic polar media
without added ions (acetonitrile and acetic acid) at low frequencies. At high frequencies
a very small effect (increase by a factor of  2) is visible in the polar media without
added ions. Our own measurements show a similar behaviour. While in pure water an
increase of A2ωac by a factor of around 2 is visible, in the electrolyte no dependence of
A2ωac on the tip-sample-separation is detected as shown in Fig. 4.12. This compares
perfectly to the data presented by Umeda and coworkers.
Raiteri and Butt show that a cantilever in an electrolyte solution experiences a surface
stress which causes a bending of the cantilever by the application of an external potential
[143]. Bearing in mind this surface stress Umeda et al. show that the oscillation of
cantilevers exited by a Vac as in the setup used for the here presented measurements
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consists of a surface stress component and an electrostatic component [106]. Taking into
account the EDL forming on the sample and the tip and the conductance of the bulk
electrolyte they model the tip-electrolyte-sample system by a combination of resistances,
capacitances and impedances, as shown in Fig. 4.13 which was copied from [137] with
permission from AIP Publishing LLC and the authors.
The easiest applicable model depends on the tip-sample separation and the frequency
of the applied Vac. The modelling is based on the Guoy-Chapman-Stern model (GCS),
which describes the border at a surface in an electrolyte by an EDL consisting of a
well ordered layer directly at the border (Stern-layer) and a subsequent diffusive layer,
throughout whose thickness the ordering decreases [144]. If the tip-sample separation
is large, the two EDLs do not overlap. In this case each EDL’s impedance CEDL can
be described by a capacitance for the Stern layer (CS) and one for the diffusive layer
(Cd) which are connected in series and parallel to the two a series of a charge transfer
resistance (RCT) and a Warburg impedance (ZW). The bulk electrolyte solution is
described as an impedance consisting of a bulk resistance (RB) in parallel to a bulk
capacitance (CB). Upon application of a voltage the EDL is charged and discharged by
a current consisting of a flow of ions from the bulk solution. The surface stress originates
in the EDL and is large at low frequencies. It is filtered by the “low-pass filtering” effect
of the RC-element consisting of the bulk impedance (RB and CB in parallel) in series
to the capacitances of the EDL (CS and Cd) [136]. Its cut-off frequency fSS_C depends
on the characteristic dielectric relaxation frequency fC and the inverse Debye length of
the electrolyte, and the cantilever-sample separation and is proportional to the square
root of the electrolyte concentration due to the Debye length’s equal proportionality.
The dielectric relaxation frequency depends on the resistivity of the electrolyte and its
relative permittivity. The two are calculated as following [136]:
fC 
1
2πRBCB

1
2πε0εrρB
9n8 (4.4)
fSS_C 
1
1πRBpCEDL2 q

1
πκDε0εrρBpz   hq

2fC
κDpz   hq
9n
1
2
8 (4.5)
For our own system, the calculated values for a 1mM NaCl-solution are fC  2.78MHz
and fSS_C  5410 to 3610Hz depending on the length of the cantilever tip (h   z 10
and 15 µm respectively). The resistivity ρB for the calculations were calculated from
the molar conductivities given in reference [140, table 5.76]. The parameters used
for the calculation were: ε0  8.85F{m and εNaClaq  80 and ρNaCl1mM  80.85Ωm
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Figure 4.13.: Equivalent circuit for an electrolyte solution between a cantilever with its tip and a sample
based on a Randel’s circuit. a) Actual equivalent circuit applicable at large tip-sample separations and
low excitation frequencies (fex   fc_d and z ¡ 2λD). b) Simplification of a) applicable at high tip-sample
separations and intermediate frequencies (fc_d   fex   fc and z ¡ 2λD), or at low tip-sample separations
and low or intermediate excitation frequencies (fex   fc and z   2λD). c) Further simplification appli-
cable at very high excitation frequencies (fex ¡ fc). d) Schematic of the applicability of the equivalent
circuits A, B and C depending on the excitation frequency and the distance.
Reproduced with permission from Journal of Applied Physics 116, 134307 (2014). Copyright 2014, AIP
Publishing LLC. Caption adapted from [137]
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Figure 4.14.: Top row, a-c) Schematics of ac-potential profiles in aqueous solution as a function of fex
for a) electrodes with a large distance, and b) with a short distance. In c) the schematics of ac-potential
profiles in a solution as function of the tip-sample distance is shown. These ac-potential profiles depict
the instantaneous maximum voltages in the electrolyte, which are observed when a Vac is applied to the
left electrode assuming the tip-potential (T) to be higher than the sample-potential (S).
Bottom row, d-e) Schematics of dc-potential profiles for electrodes with a large distance in d), and with
a short distance in e). f) shows schematics of dc-potential profiles for electrodes with a short distance as
a function of the Vdc applied to the sample.
Reproduced with permission from Journal of Applied Physics 116, 134307 (2014). Copyright 2014, AIP
Publishing LLC. Citation adapted from [137]
and κDNaCl1mM  1λDNaCl1mM 
1
9.74 nm using that the Debey length for a mono-
valent salt at 25 C is λD  3.04Åb
c lmol
[145]. For a 10mM NaCl-solution the critical fre-
quencies are fC  26.6MHz and fSS_C  16.4 to 10.9 kHz. The parameters used for
the calculation were: ε0  8.85F{m and εNaClaq  80 and ρNaCl10mM  8.44Ωm and
κDNaCl10mM 
1
λDNaCl10mM
 13.08 nm . If the excitation frequency fex is higher than
fSS_C the equivalent circuit can be simplified. The CEDL now consists of the CS alone
while Cd, RCT and ZW can be ignored. The same holds true if the tip sample separation
becomes so small, that the two EDLs overlap.
By further increasing the excitation frequency until fex ¡ fC also the impedance of the
bulk can be simplified and expressed by CB alone without RB resulting in a series of
three capacitances for the entire equivalent circuit model.
The calculated potential profiles from Ref. [137] between tip and sample at three different
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settings are shown in Fig. 4.14. They largely differ from each other. As is shown in
Fig. 4.14 (a) at a large distance and a low excitation frequency hardly any potential
drop occurs over the bulk. The potential over the bulk is nearly constant and changes of
the potential only occur in the EDLs, thus just at the tip and sample surface. Therefore
the potential gradient is very steep in the vicinity of the tip/sample but very flat in
between. Since the desired electrostatic force originates in the potential drop in the
bulk electrolyte, and the surface stress originates in the potential drop at the EDL
this shows the domination of the force at low frequencies by the surface stress. Since
the EDL at the cantilever is very localised it has no connection to the sample and
thus contains no sample information. Additionally the EDL is present on the entire
cantilever and thus the surface of the tip in close proximity to the sample is negligible
compared to the rest, resulting in an overlaying of the very small amount of useful
signal that might have been generated by the tip by the much larger influence of the
surface stress on the entire cantilever. Upon increasing of the frequency the potential
drop over the EDL decreases and levels out. Assumingly this is because the EDL is
not rearranged in every cycle of the Vac. Thus there is a constant potential gradient
throughout the bulk of the electrolyte and no potential change throughout the EDL, and
a useful measurement becomes possible. Fig. 4.14 (b) shows the behaviour at smaller tip-
sample separations. Now the potential profiles show a linear potential drop throughout
the overlapping diffusive layers which now correspond to the electrolyte bulk even at
slow excitation frequencies, and an also linear drop through the Stern-layers. Increasing
the frequency leads to an increase in the potential gradient outside the Stern-layers and
a decrease within and thus to an enhancement of the electrostatic signal. The result of
a decrease of the tip-sample separation at a constant frequency is shown in Fig. 4.14
(c). The potential gradient throughout the bulk-electrolyte becomes steeper. However
also the potential drop over the Stern-layer increases since the capacitance of the Stern
layer and of the tip (both per unit area) become comparable. This induces a voltage
division by the Stern-layer capacitance and thus a decrease of the voltage over the bulk-
layer. Since the latter induces the electrostatic force containing the sample information
this yields to a decrease of the measurement signal. Thereby it diminishes the spatial
resolution of the electrostatic measurements since the electrostatic force ceases to act on
the tip due to the potential-loss over the Stern-layers.
Thus Umeda et al. [136, 137] show that very large excitation frequencies higher than
the dielectric relaxation frequency (fex ¡ fC) are necessary in order to enable the mea-
surement of local electrostatic properties. Additionally, the capacitance of the tip and
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sample underneath it must be lower than the one of the Stern layer covering said surfaces
in order to avoid the division of the applied voltage by the Stern-layer capacitance.
Also Collins et al. studied the measurement of electrostatic properties of surfaces in
polar liquids [138]. They stress the importance of ion dynamics and describe the pro-
cesses occurring upon application of a low voltage pulse as following. The first step is
electro-migration in which the ions move according to the applied potential towards the
electrodes. This movements leads to the formation of the EDL which screens the elec-
trode from the bulk of the electrolyte. The resulting gradient of the ion concentration
induces the ions to diffuse towards the electrodes. This leads to a charge transfer from
the bulk solution to the EDL. Finally the charge in the diffuse layer of the EDL relaxes.
Of the three steps the first one is limiting in terms of time. Its time constant is called
the Debye time (τD) and describes the diffusion of an ion through the EDL. It is cal-
culated as τD  λ2{D using the Debye screening length λ and the ion diffusivity across
λ denoted as D and is in the range of τD  5 ns for a 10mM 1 : 1 electrolyte. Thus it
generates the necessity of high excitation frequencies for measurements in electrolytes,
similar to the ones described by Umeda et al. [137]. The measurements performed by
Collins et al. are based on the application of bipolar Vdc pulses with a length of 50ms
and increasing voltages from 0 to 1.5V. The time dependent A1ωac- and A2ωac-signals
are measured upon application of the pulse and thus a set of two dimensional data is
gathered for both harmonics. The two dimensions are the applied voltage and the time
evolution of the signal.
The experimental data by Collins et al. [138] shows a linear behaviour in air, but already
in water there are deviations from the linearity which are claimed to be incompatible
with closed loop KPFM. However, the data is such that open loop KPFM is possible due
to the linear response at short reaction times, which indicates a dominating electrostatic
interaction. This agrees well with our own results presented in Sec. 4.2. However their
measurement becomes inconsistent at longer reaction times. Despite the low excitation
frequency of fex  17.8 kHz Collins et al. were able to measure a CPD comparable to a
KPFM measurement in a 1mM K2SO4 solution, but not at higher concentrations, since
there the response was highly non-linear and indicates electrochemical reaction on the
tip or the sample.
Summarising it can be said that in the literature there is no consensus whether or not OL-
KPFM is possible in electrolyte solutions, which are the critical electrolyte concentrations
making OL-KPFM impossible, and at which experimental settings measurements can be
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performed. Effects interfering with the measurements are claimed to be surface stress
due to a force caused by the voltage drop over the Stern-layer, long range electrostatic
interactions between the large cantilever surface and the sample which dominate the
attenuated signal from the tip, general ion dynamics and diffusion into the EDLs and
ultimately chemical reactions on the surfaces. All sources giving specific data agree, that
our measurement settings are well below the critical frequencies necessary to prevent
an interference of ion dynamics and Stern-layer impedance with the attempted OL-
KPFM measurement, even though surface stress should have a negligible influence. This
interference explains the Vac dependence of the CPDOL we observed in our measurements.
The original model of a plate capacitor requires the inter-space between the tip and
sample to behave as a dielectric. In electrolyte solutions below the critical frequency
this is not the case due to the formation of the EDLs and the described diffusions of
the ions within the bulk and the EDLs, but also between the two. The EDLs screen the
capacitor plates from each other and the diffusion of ions can be assumed to result in a
frequency and voltage dependent change of the voltage drop over the different regions of
the electrolyte layer between tip and sample. The forming and reforming of the EDLs
induces a high amount of movement of the ions in the electrolyte. Thus the voltage drop
between the two plates becomes non linear and the resulting force acting on the cantilever
tip depends not only on the desired factors, namely the CPD, the capacitance gradient
due to the tip and the sample, and the Vac, but also on the electrolyte. Assuming the
Stern-layer on the positively charged capacitor plate to consist of negatively charged ions
and the ion uptake of the diffusive layer described by Collins et al. to be true this would
lead to a supercharging of the capacitor due to “attracting” of the positive ions from
the bulk electrolyte by the negative charge of the Stern layer. All these processes occur
in time frames of few tens of ns and thus well below the period of the excitation signal
which is in the range of a 2 to 4 µs. However Umeda et al. describe a voltage division
due to the capacitance of the Stern-layer. Assuming an influence of the charging of the
sample on the Stern-layer and therefore on its impedance would lead to a diminution
of the voltage drop in the bulk electrolyte. A combination of these effects, which might
be time dependent but with different dependences makes the original capacitor-model
inapplicable and therefore leads to the observed Vac-dependence of the CPDOL. The
observed stronger influence on A2ωac might be a real stronger influence due to the lower
frequency, the weaker dependence of A1ωac from Vac, or might be ascribed to differences
in the fit especially due to a larger signal to noise ratio and a smaller influence of the
low signal region around zero excitation in the A1ωac-signal. Further possibilities would
be an onset of chemical reactions at lower voltages at lower frequency which might also
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explain the levelling of the A2ωac-curve at higher excitation voltages. The presence of
chemical reaction upon application of excitation voltages in the described ranges was
obvious in the measurements in electrolyte on the “AuIn-sample”, where the gold on the
sample disappeared during a measurement. Despite the lack of comparability due to the
different environment this shows a high probability of further chemical processes.
Despite the non-linearity of the system, the contrast within single measurements is com-
parable to previous data if sufficiently high excitation voltages are applied. This shows
that even though no quantitative information can be drawn from the measurements it
is possible to obtain qualitative information from the data.
In order to enable quantitative measurements different possible ideas for solutions arise.
An increase of the excitation frequency is the first, most obvious and while it might
be a practical solution for measurements in low-concentration electrolytes, the strong
increase of the critical frequency with increasing electrolyte concentrations makes it im-
practical as a general solution. We tried to conduct measurements at higher frequencies
employing the third mechanical resonance of our cantilevers at a frequency of around
f3NCLliquid  1MHz. However, the try did not succeed and the measurements con-
sisted of only noise and hardly any contrast. The employment of a different kind of
cantilever might rectify this, but is would still be necessary to work at frequencies in the
GHz regime, which is not feasible due to limitations of the PSD bandwidth. An inter-
esting technique to study surfaces and processes in liquids and electrolyte solutions is
the combination of AFM and SECM called AFM-SECM, as described in references [49–
51]. Therein special cantilevers are employed, which are electrically insulated at the
cantilever beam and the cone, and only the apex of the tip is conducting. Thereby the
sensing of electro-chemical processes is limited to the tip-apex and parasitic effects from
processes taking place on the beam and cone are minimised. An application of insu-
lated cantilevers might also have an advantageous effect onto OL-KPFM measurements.
Additionally further theoretical and experimental background research of OL-KPFM in
electrolyte solutions is necessary. This might yield highly accurate and even quantita-
tive models of the employed system by means of which quantitative information could
be gained from the non-linear data.
After this discussion of the data recorded in the lowly concentrated salt solution the
next section will focus on the measurements performed in a solution with increased
NaCl-concentration.
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4.3.2. High concentration salt solution
Measurements in a salt solution with a concentration of 10mM were performed to eval-
uate the influence of increasing ion-concentrations in an environment less reactive as
the DSSC-electrolyte. These measurements are presented and discussed in the present
section.
Three CPDOL images measured in a 10mM NaCl solution are shown in Fig. 4.15, to-
gether with cross-section profiles measured through the images. They were recorded at
different excitation voltages, namely Vac  1, 2 and 3V.
The measurements do not exhibit the contrast inversion seen in the low concentration
salt solution, but they exhibit a strong dependence of the CPD from the excitation
voltage. As in the previous measurements the reasons are expected to be the diffusion
of ions through the electrolyte resulting in the formation of EDLs on the tip and sample
surface, changing gradients of ion-concentrations through the bulk electrolyte depending
on the voltage and excitation frequency, and maybe other processes such as chemical
reactions or the onset thereof. These undesired interactions result in an impediment of
the assumed model of a plate capacitor filled with an ideal dielectric.
Comparison of the measurements in lowly- and highly concentrated salt solution shows
far higher CPD-values at equal Vac with higher salt concentration. At an excitation of
Vac  1V the background CPD increases from around CPDSiO21mMNaCl1V  2.2V
to around CPDSiO210mMNaCl1V  4.5V. The same is true for the excitation at
Vac  2V, even though especially at a larger excitation the background CPD is rather
difficult to estimate, since it shows striped features and thus varies by 200 to 300mV.
Here the background CPD increases from around CPDSiO21mMNaCl2V  3.4V to
around CPDSiO210mMNaCl2V  7.7V.
This increase in the CPD is also obvious from the Vac-spectroscopy measurements which
show steeper slopes for the higher salt concentrations in both the regions at Vac   1V
(NaCl1mM  3.3VCPD{VVac ; and NaCl10mM=9.5VCPD{VVac) and at larger excitation
voltages (Vac ¡ 1V), where the slopes are 1.4VCPD{VVac and 1.8VCPD{VVac for salt
concentrations of 1 and 10mM respectively. Despite the increase in CPD the fit-results
for A1ωac and A2ωac are much closer to the expected values as for the measurements in
1mM salt solution, as is shown in Tab. 4.2 on page 96. The non-linear fit (Eq. 2.23) to
A1ωac shows an increased exponent of 1.20 compared to the expected 1.00 in both salt
solutions. However, the data-curve shows a strange depression at around Vac  1.5V
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Figure 4.15.: CPDOL-data recorded on the “AuIn-sample” (same spot for all images) in a 10mM salt
solution with increasing excitation voltages: a) Vac=1V, b) Vac=2V, c) Vac=3V. Black line indicates
measured profiles, which are displayed in d).
Scan Parameters: f1st  73 kHz; A1st  5 nm; f2nd  499 kHz; Vac  1, 2 and 3V
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Figure 4.16.: An overview over A2ωac(Vac)-spectra measured on the “AuIn-sample” in all the different
environments.
both at positive and negative voltages. This leads to the slight bending of the curve and
the resulting increased fit parameters. The exponent of the A2ωac-fit agrees very well
with the expected value (1.94 compared to 2.00). The intercept yielded by the fitting
of the A2ωac-signals of all the spectroscopies recorded in liquid are “artefacts” of the
fitting. This is obvious by the fact that the fitted intercepts differ largely from each
other and can even be negative, while the residual amplitudes at zero excitation for all
the A2ωac-spectra in liquids are nearly equal in the range of 10 pm, and only in air an
increased amplitude of 20 pm remains. Since the amplitudes at Vac=0 are presumed to
be due to noise they are not expected to have any further physical meaning or influence
on the measurement of the CPD. The slope of the A2ωac-signal measured in 10mM
NaCl is is fitted to be 10 smaller than the slopes measured in air and water and thus
even 5 smaller than the one measured in the lowly concentrated salt solution. This
explains the increased CPDs measured therein. This is nicely shown in the overview
over the A2ωac-signals measured on the “AuIn-sample” in the different environments in
Fig. 4.16
All the images recorded in the 10mM salt solution show a clear contrast between the
gold-dots and the silicon dioxide background. As can be seen in the profiles in Fig 4.15
the average difference between the CPD of the gold-dots and the background does
not follow a trend. It increases from ∆CPDAuSiO2;1V  105 33mV at an excita-
tion voltage of Vac  1V to ∆CPDAuSiO2;2V  540 150mV and then decreases back
to ∆CPDAuSiO2;3V  185 20mV upon increasing of the excitation to Vac  2 and 3V
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respectively. Considering the general increase of the CPD one would have expected to
find an increased CPD difference and no plausible explanation for this strange behaviour
has been found yet, except maybe the onset (or actual occurring) of chemical reactions
triggered by the applied ac-voltage despite the high frequencies.
Concluding it can be said that the measurements in the 10mM NaCl solution show
the same undesired dependence of the CPD from the excitation voltage. Considering
the measurements performed by Kobayashi et al. it was expected that it should be
possible to perform the measurement in our system [56] despite the somewhat lower
excitation-frequency applied for the F2ωac-setting-measurement. In order to test, whether
the voltage dependence is due to too low excitation frequencies, measurements were
attempted to be performed at the third mechanical resonance frequency of the cantilever,
and thus at fex  1MHz. The resonance could be detected by mechanical excitation of
the cantilever and by excitation of the cantilever with white noise (applied to the shaking
piezo and simulating a highly increased temperature and thus yielding a large signal at
the resonance without excitation of other modes). However by electro-statical excitation
no resonance peak could be detected, especially not in F2ωac-setting-settings.
The recorded CPD-data shows a consistent contrast between gold and silicon dioxide.
Thus even though no quantitative measurements of surfaces are possible with the cur-
rently applied technique and setup it should be possible to gather qualitative information
about surfaces or at least discern different regions with various surface properties, such
as different materials in the described salt solution.
After having discussed the measurements performed in air, water and different salt
solutions, thus less reactive electrolytes, the focus of the next section lies on the data
recorded in the diluted DSSC-electrolytes and their discussion and interpretation.
4.4. Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy in
Electrolyte
In order to examine nanoporous titania layers in a system closely resembling their “na-
tive” environment inside a working DSSC, OL-KPFM measurements were performed in
diluted DSSC-electrolytes. The cantilevers used for the measurements were coated with
a PtIr layer and thus even provided an adequate counter-electrode with the same catalyst
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Figure 4.17.: CPDOL-images recorded on bare (a) and dyed (b) titania in the electrolyte “El100” at an
excitation voltage of Vac  1V. The measurements were recorded under equal conditions. The higher
CPD and lower CPD-range in the dyed sample indicate the possibility to gain qualitative information
from the measurements. Scan Parameters: f1st  75 kHz; A1st  9 nm; f2nd  488 kHz; Vac  1V.
as is employed in DSSCs. OL-KPFM measurements were performed on bare and sensi-
tised titania layers (sensitiser: N719) in an electrolyte containing the iodide/tri-iodide
redox couple which is often used in DSSC electrolytes. We did not include any additives
in the electrolyte in order to simplify the system, and we employed the electrolyte in two
diluted forms of only 1{10 and 1{100 of the concentrations usual for DSSC-electrolytes.
The two electrolytes are denoted “El10” and “El100” respectively, where the number
indicates the dilution factor.
Preliminary tests using the “AuIn-sample” in the electrolyte did not yield any images.
The measured CPD did not show any consistent contrast and an evolution of large par-
ticles during the measurements was observed. At the end of the measurements the gold
dots on the sample had been dissolved, presumingly due to electro-chemical reactions
taking place in the electrolyte upon applying of the Vac.
The measurements in electrolyte behave similarly as those in the salt solutions. All
the measured CPDs show a dependence of the excitation voltage with increasing CPD
for increasing Vac. Representative CPDOL images recorded in electrolyte are shown in
Figs. 4.17 (El100) and 4.18 (El10). An overview of the CPD(Vac) spectroscopies mea-
sured in all the configurations on titania is shown in Fig. 4.19. Both the images and the
spectroscopies show the dependence of the CPDOL from the excitation voltage, as was
expected from the results of the measurements in the salt solutions. The dependency
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Figure 4.18.: CPDOL-images recorded on bare (a) and dyed (b) titania in the electrolyte “El10” at an
excitation voltage of Vac  2V. Scan Parameters: f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  497 kHz; Vac  2V.
increases with increasing electrolyte concentration and is more pronounced for the bare
layers where the slope of the Vac-depends on the CPD increases from 5.7VCPD{VVac
to 13.5VCPD{VVac compared to the sensitised layer where the slope increases from
2.6VCPD{VVac to 3.4VCPD{VVac . The fit of the latter was performed starting at 1.5V
instead of 1V since this curve shows two slopes and the transition from the first to the
second occurs at around Vac  1.5V. The absolute values of the CPDs measured in
the different electrolytes are not comparable, since the system was interrupted between
the different measurements, the electrolyte was replaced and the tip was exposed to air.
The CPD dependence measured on the sensitised layer in the electrolyte “El10” differs
from the ones recorded in the other electrolytes. Its shape shows similarities to the CPD
dependences recorded in air and water. It has two regions, the first with a steep slope
comparable to the curve recorded on the bare layer, the second with a much less steep
slope. The setup was slightly modified before the measurements of the sensitised layer in
“El10”. Even though it seems improbable this change of the setup is the first explanation
coming to mind for the change of the spectroscopy-shape.
The measurements performed in the electrolyte “El10” on the bare and sensitised layer
were not performed with an equal configuration. Thus the comparison is difficult and
does not hold much information. However the images recorded on sensitised titania are
notable because they are the nicest images recorded. The still large image does not allow
the distinction of single nanoparticles since each pixel is around 20 nm large and thus of
similar magnitude as the particles. However despite the rather blunt tip small particle
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Figure 4.19.: Overview of the CPD(Vac) sweeps measured on titania in all the different configurations.
The curves show the absolute of the measured CPD.
aggregates of sizes around 100 nm were resolved among the larger structures visible in
the other measurements.
The images recorded in the electrolyte “El100” on the other hand hold interesting qual-
itative information. Comparing the images recorded in “El100” on the bare and the
sensitised titania (Fig. 4.17) which were recorded in an equal configuration without
withdrawing the tip from the electrolyte between the two measurements nor changing of
any parameters, shows a lower CPD on the bare titania. Also its CPD-distribution is far
wider and the signal-to-noise ratio is larger, thus the images look less noisy. The more
grainy appearance of the sensitised layers’ CPD image is due to a filtering applied in
order to reduce the noise. The lower CPD of the bare layer is consistent with the finding
of Henning et al. [38] who claim this to be due to a dipole of the sensitiser molecules
oriented towards the titania surface. Since in both cases the used sensitiser was N719
this effect supports their claim. It also shows that the dipole-orientation of the sensitiser
molecule does not change upon introduction of the electrolyte. A change of the dipole-
direction would have indicated either a change of the structure of the bound molecule, a
change of the binding pattern of the molecule, or a very strong interaction and coupling
of the bound molecules with the molecules in the electrolyte. The missing of said change
thus suggests a consistent binding mode of the molecule, a high intermolecular stability
and no joining of the sensitiser- and electrolyte molecules. This is encouraging for stud-
ies of sensitiser molecules outside the electrolyte, since it means that findings from such
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measurements are not necessarily doubtable, which would have been indicated by the
identification of drastic changes of the sensitisers upon contact with the electrolyte.
The small range of the CPD-values indicates a more even surface on the sensitised
compared to the bare layer. This was expected and is desirable, since it shows the
coverage of the surface with one single species of molecules and little other adsorbates.
The values higher than the average belong to depressions in the surface at the border
of the particle-aggregates. Possible reasons for this increase are different interactions
between tip and sample when the tip is beside an aggregate (or between two) rather
than above the surface of one aggregate. Interestingly the gaps between particles and
aggregates show a lower CPD in air and water. As for the “AuIn-sample” in the salt
solution a possible explanation is the strongly decreased amplitude and the missing
contrast of A2ωac which leads to an increased CPD above particle aggregates compared
to beside the aggregates. The lower CPD values belong more to the surface of the
aggregates. Some few aggregates show notably lower CPDs than the average aggregates.
This might originate in the adsorption of other molecules than the dye on the surface,
or of the adsorption of less dye molecules on said aggregates. A reduction of the number
of these lower CPD aggregates might be achieved by baking of the sample directly
before the sensitisation, sensitisation in an anhydrous dye-solution in a glove-box and
subsequent measurement of the sample in the glove box without interruption of the
inert atmosphere. However, in order to be able to measure bare and sensitised layers
in the same configuration of the setup they necessarily need to be on the same sample.
Thus the layer remaining bare needs to be protected from the dye-solution during the
sensitisation process. This was achieved by sealing of the layer with a surlyn R⃝ foil and
a cover glass. This made a subsequent baking of the layer impossible. Further more the
measurement setup for the measurements in electrolyte could not be located in a glove
box, thus prohibiting an uninterrupted inert atmosphere.
Concluding the measurements in electrolyte solutions show the same non-linear be-
haviour of increasing CPD with increasing Vac due to a very small capacitative force
which is shown by the very small A2ωac which consists mainly of noise. This decreased
amplitude and thereby the non-linear behaviour of the CPD is induced by the EDLs and
the diffusion of ions in the electrolyte as described in Sec. 4.3. Therefore, no quantitative
results can be obtained from the performed measurements. However, closer examination
of the data enables qualitative observations. Henning et al. showed the N719 molecules
bound to a nanoporous titania surface exhibit a dipole-moment towards the titania [38].
The lower surface potential we detected for sensitised titania layers compared to bare
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titania layers examined in electrolytes support Henning’s claim and indicate the reten-
tion of the dipole orientation of the bound molecules upon immersion in the electrolyte.
The decrease in the surface potential variation indicates a more even surface, probably
due to a high coverage with dye molecules and consequentially low amounts of undesired
adsorbates on the titania. This enables further studies of dye molecules and dye-titania
interfaces in environments differing from the DSSC electrolyte since it indicates a general
conservation of the structure of the dye molecule and of the dye-titania interface.
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4.5. Summary
In the present chapter the results of the surface potential measurement in the various
environments were presented and discussed. The results of the measurement performed
in air and ultra-pure water show a perfect agreement not only among each other, but
also between the recorded data and the basic plate capacitor model applied to explain
the governing electrostatic interactions between tip and sample.
The presence of ions in the electrolyte solution impedes with the basic model, since they
form EDLs on the involved surfaces, which screen the tip sample interactions and intro-
duce a non-linear factor into the potential landscape. In addition the applied frequencies
were not high enough to generate quasi-static conditions, and the ions are expected to
re-arrange by diffusion at every cycle of the applied ac-voltage, thereby introducing
charge-transport dynamics, which impede the measurements even further.
These unfavourable interactions are mainly expressed by a diminution of A2ωac . The
influence on A1ωac is much smaller. Therefore qualitative information can still be gained
from the recorded A1ωacs and we were able to support a claim made by Henning et
al. whose work indicates an orientation of the dipoles of N719 molecules adsorbed on
nanostructured titania towards the titania surface [38]. Our data not only supports
this claim, but thereby indicates the possibility to transfer findings made in isolated
measurements outside the working conditions of a DSSC to the inside of a cell.
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A large part of the work performed in the course of this Ph.D. was concerned with the
implementation of the fabrication of reproducible DSSCs at our department. Despite
the beautiful simplicity of DSSCs the fabrication of highly efficient and overall highly
reproducible cells requires a large know-how and a far reaching expertise. The work
performed on the way to getting this expertise is described in the method section of this
thesis in chapter 3. Important milestones on the way to successful solar cell fabrication
are the production of integer and homogeneous titania layers. Our work showed that
such layers can be deposited not only from viscous pastes by screen-printing or doctor-
blading, which are the standard deposition techniques generally applied in the DSSC-
community, but also by spray deposition of liquid suspensions by means of an air-brush.
Particularities of this deposition technique compared to the standard procedures are
the expected possibility of an easy up-scaling and the independence from prefabricated
masks and stencils. Hindering factors for a continuing application of spray deposition
were frequent clogging of the spray-valves, which lead to an unpredictable thickness of
the deposited layers. The thickness of titania layers is usually measured by profilometry.
We employed further techniques, namely cross-section imaging by SEM and surface-
imaging by LSM for precise evaluation of the layer thickness. The measurements showed
that the best control over the thickness of the produced layers is given by the screen-
printing technique. However even there variations can occur based on the viscosity and
exact composition of the employed printing pastes, and maybe even the temperature.
Thus regular evaluation of fabricated layers is advisable. The method of choice for the
evaluation of the thickness is a compromise between time consummation and amount of
gained information. All the evaluated measurement techniques provide the correct layer
thickness if they are applied correctly. The advantage of the profilometer is its very fast
measurement. However the output is only a single profile at one particular location of the
cell. The laser-microscope on the other hand is much more time-consuming, but it yields
further information about the exact shape of the layer and about possible defects.
When examining DSSCs characterisation methods developed for the examination of
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silicon solar cells are often applied. Our measurements indicate that great care has to
be taken, when such methods are applied to DSSCs, since even such seemingly trivial
things as the calibration of the light intensity, or the setting of a measurement frequency
or settling time can have large influences on the results due to differences in the working
principle of DSSCs from other types of solar cells.
After the implementation of the DSSC-fabrication the second point of interest in this
work was the examination of electrostatical surface properties of the photo-active layer.
Since this layer is nanostructured, and the peculiar structure is bound to strongly influ-
ence the working and the properties of the DSSCs these examinations were performed
at the nanoscale, and were attempted to be performed in a system resembling a work-
ing DSSC as closely as possible. Therefore starting from the techniques proposed by
Kobayashi [54] and Guo [57] OL-KPFM in single-frequency half-harmonic excitation
mode was used to investigate titania layers for DSSCs in different environments in or-
der to gain deeper understandings of the relatively young measurement technique and
the investigated interface. Measurements on titania layers and a model-sample of gold
and indium dots on an Si-wafer were performed in air, water, salt solutions of different
concentrations (NaCl; 1 and 10mM) and in a simplified DSSC-electrolyte in two highly
diluted concentrations (1{100 and 1{10 of the normal electrolyte concentration). The
applicability of the model of a plate capacitor, on which the calculations of the surface
potential are based was verified and found to hold true for air and water, but not for
salt- or electrolyte solutions.
Our measurements show that the proposed OL-KPFM technique is applicable for mea-
surements in air and water. In air perfect surface potential measurements were performed
on both samples. Comparison of the data measured by the open-loop technique to that
measured by the closed-loop technique shows nearly perfect agreement of the values
on the gold-sample. On the titania the CPD measured by the closed-loop technique is
shifted by around 80mV compared to the CPD measured by open-loop technique. The
reason for this shift is capacitative cross-talk, which influences only the measurement in
closed-loop mode and not the one in open-loop mode, thus showing a advantage of the
open-loop measurement. In water no close-loop mode measurements are possible, due to
the polarisability of the solvent which would interfere with the applied dc-voltage. The
performed OL-KPFM measurements yielded perfect data which in good agreement to
the data measured in air. The cantilever-sample system is modelled as a plate capacitor
for the derivation the KPFM in both open- and closed-loop. The applicability of this
model on both test-samples was confirmed in air and water by spectroscopic measure-
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ments of the dependence of the electrostatic- and capacitative force from the excitation
voltage.
Also in water perfect surface potential measurements were performed and the applica-
bility of the model was proved by the spectroscopy-data.
In all the examined electrolyte-solutions (aqueous NaCl solution of 1 and 10mM and
DSSC-electrolyte diluted by factors of 10 and 100) the recorded data showed a depen-
dence of the surface potential from the applied excitation voltage and a strongly non-
linear behaviour. This shows that the applied model is not applicable using the employed
settings and setup (e.g. ion-concentration, excitation voltage, modulation frequency of
the excitation voltage, highly-conducting cantilevers,...). The non-linear response was
described among others by Umeda et al. [137] and was attributed to the diffusion of ions
in the electrolyte and the forming of electronic double layers on the cantilever and the
sample surface.
Qualitative information can be gained from the present data. It shows differences in the
absolute values and the distribution of the CPD of bare- and sensitised titania layers
and thus indicates the possibility to discern between surfaces with different surface-
properties. The observed negative shift of the surface potential of sensitised layers
compared to bare ones supports our claims made in [38] where we assume a shift of
the surface potential due to the dipole of the adsorbed sensitisers. It indicates that
the structure of the TiO2-N719 interface does not completely change and is not entirely
screened by the immersion into the electrolyte and the interaction with the redox-ions
therein. This is a very positive finding, since it enables the transfer of data measured
on said interface in air and vacuum to the complete dye sensitised solar cell system.
In order to enable the gaining of quantitative data either the instrumentation needs to
be adapted to the non-linear behaviour, e.g. by increasing of the modulation frequency,
by insulating of the cantilever beams, or by further dilution of the electrolytes. Other
possibilities would be the development of a model taking into account and correcting for
the non-linearities, and thus enabling the calculation of qualitative information from the
present data.
Further insight into the studied systems might also be gained by examining them with
additional measurement techniques such as SECM, Electro Chemical Force Microscopy
(ECFM), AFM-SECM and others.
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A. DSSC fabrication procedure
For the fabrication of DSSCs FTO coated glass (TCO 22-7, Solaronix SA) was cut to
the dimensions 1.5 cm  2 cm for both electrodes. The following steps were performed
to prepare various cell components and to assemble the cell:
1. For the photo-anode:
• The glass-slide was cleaned by sonication for 15min in a detergent solution
(Sonoswiss L2) in H2O (2% by volume), rinsed with tap- and sonicated in
MilliQ water and ethanol (5min each). Afterwards it was dried under nitrogen
flux. Directly before the deposition of the titania the substrate was further
cleaned by UV/Ozone treatment for 18min (UVO-Cleaner R, Model42-220,
Jelight Company Inc.).
• The glass-slides were pre-treated by immersion in an aqueous TiCl4 solution
(40mM in MilliQ water for 30min at 70 C, then they were rinsed with MilliQ
water and ethanol and dried under nitrogen flux.
• Titania layers were deposited by spray-deposition, screen-printing or doctor-
blading as is described in Sec. 3.1.4.
• Gradual sintering of the deposited layers was performed in a box-type furnace
and an environment of normal air. The heating program was adapted from
Jessica Krügers PhD thesis to the heating-rates of our furnace. It is outlined
in Fig. 3.14
• The sintered layers were post-treated by repeating the immersion in aqueous
TiCl4,
• and subsequently sintered 500 C for 30min on a heating plate.
• For the sensitisation of the layers by oxygen-sensitive organic dyes they were
transferred to the glove box directly from the sintering-plate (see Sec. 3.2.3).
For sensitisation by less-sensitive dyes they were cooled down in air.
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A. DSSC fabrication procedure
• The still warm (80 C) anodes were immersed in the dye-solution for approx-
imately 24 h.
• The sensitised layers were washed with the sensitiser-solution solvent and
dried under nitrogen flux.
2. For the counter-electrode:
• A hole for the filling of the cell was drilled (∅ : 0.9mm). For this step the
FTO layer was protected with scotch.
• The scotch was removed and the slide was cleaned as described for the photo-
anode. Subsequently it was sonicated in a 0.1M solution of HCl in ethanol,
and in acetone for 10min each. To complete the cleaning process the layer
was heated to 400 C for 15min.
• A drop of platinum precursor (Platisol T, Solaronix SA) was spread on the
sample, which was then heated to 400 C for 15min.
• For assembly of cells with sensitive dyes the electrodes were transferred to
the glove box directly from the sintering-plate (see Sec. 3.2.3).
3. Dye solutions and electrolyte
• The dyes were dissolved in ethanol (N719) or Tetra Hydro Furan (THF) (nat-
ural organic dyes). The solvents were anhydrous and at least High Pressure
Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)-grade.
• The standard electrolyte was made according to the following recipe: Iodine
(I2) in a concentration of 0.05M and lithium iodide (LiI) in a concentration
of 0.5M were used as redox-couple. Methylbenzimidazole in a concentration
of 0.5M was used as additive. The used solvent was 3-methoxypropionitrile.
4. Assembly of the cell
• A round ring-gasket of an inner- and an outer diameter of 10mm and 14mm
respectively was cut from a surlyn R⃝ foil of 25 µm thickness by means of helve
pickers. The centre ring was used as sealing for the filling-hole in the counter-
electrode. The surlyn R⃝ parts were prepared in advance and kept under vac-
uum or nitrogen, since they draw water.
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• The cell components were carefully aligned and sealed by heating the gasket
through the counter electrode by means of a soldering-iron with a modified tip
and a temperature of 250 C for 30 s. The filling-hole was sealed by application
of its sealing onto the still hot glass.
• The cell was filled by vacuum-back-filling: A cannula was stuck through the
sealed filling-hole, the air was evacuated from the cell-interior by three repe-
titions of an application of a vacuum and subsequent flushing with nitrogen.
Then the cannula was filled with a drop of electrolyte, the vacuum was re-
applied and by flushing with nitrogen the electrolyte was drawn into the cell.
• The filling hole was resealed by another surlyn R⃝ foil and a cover-glass.
• The contacts were painted with silver paint (2psi).
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B. Large images of KPFM
measurements
In this appendix the full data sets of all the measurements in the main body of this
thesis are collected. The data sets consist of the topography data, the A1ωac- and A2ωac-
signals and the CPD. For the measurements in air both the CPDCL and the CPDOL are
presented and also additional curves such as the distribution of the two CPDs to show
the observed CPD-shift. The data is completed by the Vac-spectroscopy-data, which are
presented for each set of measurements, but also comparative for each sample.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
B.1.1. Overview
Figure B.1.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on titania, comparison of the dependence of the
CPD on the excitation voltage (CPD(Vac)) in different environments. The curves show the absolute of the
measured CPD.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
a
b
Figure B.2.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on TiO2, comparison of the measurements in dif-
ferent environments. a) A1ωac(Vac) , and b) A2ωac(Vac).
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.1.2. Titania in air
a b
c d
Figure B.3.: Topography and amplitudes of the measurement performed on TiO2 in air at an excitation
voltage of Vac  2V. a) Topography, b) A1st, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  149 kHz; A1st  20 nm; f2nd  930 kHz; Vac  2V.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
a b
c
Figure B.4.: CPD-data of the measurement on TiO2 in air at an excitation voltage of Vac  2V. a) CPDCL-
and b) CPDOL-signal, with (c) the distribution of the values for these two images. A shift of the median CPD
by ∆CPD  78mV and a slightly narrower distribution of the measured CPD-values in the CPDCL is obvious.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  149 kHz; A1st  20 nm; f2nd  930 kHz; Vac  2V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.5.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on TiO2 in air. a) CPD(Vac) with linear fit at
Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  149 kHz; A1st  20 nm; f2nd  930 kHz; z -controller off.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
B.1.3. Titania in water
a b
c d
Figure B.6.: Full data set of the measurement on TiO2 in water at an excitation voltage of Vac  3V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  74 kHz; A1st  2 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; Vac  3V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.7.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on TiO2 in water. a) CPD(Vac) with linear fit at
Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  74 kHz; A1st  2 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; Vac  3V.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
B.1.4. Bare titania in El100
a b
c d
Figure B.8.: Full data set of the measurement on bare TiO2 in El100 at an excitation voltage of Vac  1V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  9 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.9.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on bare TiO2 in El100. a) CPD(Vac) with linear fit
at Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  9 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; z-control off.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
B.1.5. Dyed Titania in El100
a b
c d
Figure B.10.: Full data set of the measurement on dyed TiO2 in El100 at an excitation voltage of Vac  1V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  9 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.11.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on dyed TiO2 in El100. a) CPD(Vac) with linear
fit at Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  9 nm; f2nd  487 kHz; z-control off.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
B.1.6. Bare titania in El10, Vac  1V
a b
c d
Figure B.12.: Full data set of the measurement on bare TiO2 in El10 at an excitation voltage of Vac  1V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  498 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.13.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on bare TiO2 in El10. a) CPD(Vac) with linear fit
at Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  498 kHz; z-control off.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
B.1.7. Bare titania in El10, Vac  2V
a b
c d
Figure B.14.: Full data set of the measurement on bare TiO2 in El10 at an excitation voltage of Vac  2V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  498 kHz; Vac  2V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.1.8. Dyed titania in El10, Vac  1V
a b
c d
Figure B.15.: Full data set of the measurement on dyed TiO2 in El10 at an excitation voltage of Vac  1V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  497 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B.1. KPFM measurements on Titania
a
b
Figure B.16.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on dyed TiO2 in El10. a) CPD(Vac) with linear fit
at Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  497 kHz; z-control off.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.1.9. Titania in El10, Vac  2V
a b
c d
Figure B.17.: Full data set of the measurement on dyed TiO2 in El10 at an excitation voltage of Vac  2V.
a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  8 nm; f2nd  497 kHz; Vac  2V.
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
B.2.1. Overview
Figure B.18.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on the “AuIn-sample”, comparison of the depen-
dence of the CPD on the excitation voltage (CPD(Vac)) in different environments. The graph shows the
absolute of the measured CPD.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.19.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on the “AuIn-sample”, comparison of the measure-
ments in different environments. a) A1ωac(Vac) , and b) A2ωac(Vac).
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
B.2.2. AuIn-sample in air
a b
c d
Figure B.20.: Full data set of the measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in air at an excitation voltage of
Vac  700mV: a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: EFM; f1st  76 kHz; A1st  13 nm; f2nd  477 kHz; Vac  700mV.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a b
c
Figure B.21.: CPD-data of th measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in air. a) CPDCL- and b) CPDOL-signal,
with (c) the distribution of the values for these two images. The two distribution curves are very similar,
indicating the absence of capacitative cross talk.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: EFM; f1st  76 kHz; A1st  13 nm; f2nd  477 kHz; Vac  700mV.
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
a
b
Figure B.22.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on the “AuIn-sample” in air. a) CPD(Vac) with
linear fit at Vac ¡ 1.5V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at Vac ¡ 1V.
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  154 kHz; A1st  17.5 nm; f2nd  958 kHz; z-control off.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.2.3. AuIn-sample in NaCl1, Vac  1V
a b
c d
Figure B.23.: Full data set of the measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a concentration
of 1mM at an excitation voltage of Vac  1V: a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  14 nm; f2nd  496 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
a
b
Figure B.24.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a
concentration of 1mM. a) CPD(Vac) with a linear fit at Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits at
Vac ¡ 1V. Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-PT; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  14 nm; f2nd  496 kHz; z-control off.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.2.4. AuIn-sample in NaCl1, Vac  2V
a b
c d
Figure B.25.: Full data set of the measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a concentration
of 1mM at an excitation voltage of Vac  2V: a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  75 kHz; A1st  14 nm; f2nd  496 kHz; Vac  2V.
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
B.2.5. AuIn-sample in NaCl10, Vac  1V
a b
c d
Figure B.26.: Full data set of the measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a concentration
of 10mM at an excitation voltage of Vac  1V: a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  73 kHz; A1st  5 nm; f2nd  499 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
a
b
Figure B.27.: Data of the Vac-spectroscopy-measurements on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a
concentration of 10mM. a) CPD(Vac) with a linear fit at Vac ¡ 1V, and b) amplitude(Vac) with non linear fits
at Vac ¡ 1V. Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  73 kHz; A1st  5 nm; f2nd  499 kHz; Vac  1V.
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
B.2.6. AuIn-sample in NaCl10, Vac  2V
a b
c d
Figure B.28.: Full data set of the measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a concentration
of 10mM at an excitation voltage of Vac  2V: a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  73 kHz; A1st  5 nm; f2nd  499 kHz; Vac  2V.
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B. Large images of KPFM measurements
B.2.7. AuIn-sample in NaCl10, Vac  3V
a b
c d
Figure B.29.: Full data set of the measurement on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a concentration
of 10mM at an excitation voltage of Vac  3V: a) Topography, b) CPDOL, c) A1ωac , d) A2ωac .
Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt; f1st  73 kHz; A1st  5 nm; f2nd  499 kHz; Vac  3V.
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B.2. KPFM measurements on the “AuIn-sample”
Figure B.30.: Comparison of the CPD measured on the “AuIn-sample” in an NaCl solution with a concen-
tration of 10mM at different excitation voltages (Vac  1, 2 and 3V) by profiles measured at the same position
through the three images. The position of the profiles is indicated by black lines in the corresponding images
(Figs. B.26b, B.28b and B.29b). An increase of the CPD is obvious, however the difference between the CPD
of the gold and the CPD of the background does not follow a trend. Scan parameters: Cantilever: NCL-Pt;
f1st  73 kHz; A1st  5 nm; f2nd  499 kHz; Vac  1, 2 and 3V.
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C. Labview programs
C.1. IV-measurement setup
The solar-cell characterisation lab set up as part of this thesis consists not only of a com-
mercial sun simulator with a commercial SourceMeter employed for the measurement of
IV-curves, but also of a home-built tracer for the same purpose. The home-built system
has the advantage of implementing an automatic measurement of the contact resistance of
the mounted cells, and the possibility to measure up to 4 DSSCs at one time. Additionally
the system features a home-built cell-holder for the IV-measurement, which makes sure the
cells are properly fixed, always in the same position relative to the light-output of the solar
simulator and which features a temperature control via a peltier element. The entire setup
is described in more detail in section 3.2.1.
While the commercial part of the setup included a software, a home-built software for the
control of the entire home-built part was necessary. It was written and tailored to our needs
in Labview and the important parts will be outlined and described in this section. The
software started as a rather simple program enabling only the measurement of IV-curves
and repeated measurements thereof over a long time in defined intervals. This enables the
examination of the behaviour of the DSSCs upon irradiation with light for multiple hours.
Already in that stage the handling of the data was rather complex due to the large number of
measured curves. Later on the software evolved, developing new features. The final version
allows the measurement of IV-curves in defined intervals over a defined period of time or the
measurement of a defined number of IV-curves in defined intervals. In the intervals between
the measurements the cells can be illuminated or kept in the dark. It includes the automatic
calibration of the light intensity and the tracer at the beginning of a long-time measurement
as well as the measurement of the contact resistance of all the mounted cells before starting
the IV-curve measurement. The temperature is not only measured during the measurement
of each IV-curve, but it is possible to measure IV-curves while running a defined temperature
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Figure C.1.: Overview of the front panel of the IV-measurement software.
program, thus measuring each IV-curve at a defined temperature. Currently only one dark-
curve is measured at the beginning of the long-time measurement, however with only few
changes a measurement of a dark curve before each (or before a defined fraction) of the
measured IV-curves can be implemented. During a long-time measurement either the data
of the current IV-curve or an overview over the development of the most important IV-curve
parameters can be displayed. At the end of a measurement a report containing an overview
over the development of the important parameters is generated in LATEX and output as a pdf
file.
An overview of the front panel of the software for the long-time measurement is shown in
Fig. C.1. It shows the main tabs displaying the general settings for the measurement and the
graphs for the data of the current IV-curve, while the settings for the measurement of the
light intensity and the contact resistance and the graphs for the data overview (Isc vs time,
Voc vs time, efficiency vs time and FF vs time) are in the other tabs.
Fig. C.2 shows an overview of the structure of the block diagram. The long-time measurement
is based on a state machine, thus a case structure nested in a while loop. It consists of different
cases which manage the initialisation of the long-time measurement, the generation of the
files for the handling of the data with their appropriate headers and information written into
them, the calibration of the measurement device, the calibration of the light intensity, the
measurement of the contact resistance, one case for the measurement of the IV-curves, and a
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 True 
Figure C.2.: Overview of the block diagram of the IV-measurement soft are. All the constants and parameters
used as inputs are shown on the left. The uter while l p and case structure form the state achine for the
entire long-time measu ment, nd the inner while loop wit its case structure the one for the measurement of
the IV-curves. The entire in r state m chine is repeated by the for loop, thereby repeating the measurement
of the IV-curves. This inner stat machine shows the cas to pr cess and save h d ta, wh rein the IV-curve
parameters are calculat d (8) nd the data is saved in three different kinds of files (7, 9, 10). Inside the for
loop but outside the inner s at achin n the bo tom of its left side is the function generating the wait time
before any but the first IV-curve (15), and the small while loop outside the for loop at the bottom is the notifier
loop for the abortion of the measurement during the recording of an IV-curve or the waiting interval.
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Figure C.3.: Detail of the IV-measurement software showing the case “Initialise”, wherein the initialisation
of the setup with the estimation of the entire measurement time and the validation of the interval between the
IV-curves and of the number of cells to measure takes place.
final case to save the used settings, generate the report and close th measurement and the
initialised devices.
In the case “Initialise” (Fig. C.3) the input parameters are processed. The program verifies
that all the necessary inputs are given and prompts the user for missing information. The
chosen measurement interval is checked against an estimated time for the measurement of
one IV-curve to make sure measurements do not overlap. The time necessary for the entire
measurement is estimated and the measurement mode with the number of total curves, the
number and slots of the cells to be measured and the chosen temperature program is defined.
In the next step the data files for the storage of the data overview are generated. These are
files containing the important parameters for each measurement for each cell as well as all
the measurement data for each cell. Files for the storage of the data of every single IV-curve
for each cell are generated during the meas rement. The next step is the calibration of the
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Contact-Measurement_1-4Cells.vi
 1, Default 
STOP
Measurement
 False 
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Measurement
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End
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Figure C.4.: The embedding of the light intensity measurement. The measurement itself is executed in the
subvi and consists of the measurement of the Isc of the reference cell and a calibration against the reference
value. The software guides the user through the measurement by prompts.
measurement device. For the calibration a defined resistance is inserted into the circuit and
an IV-curve is measured. A linear fit is performed on the resulting straight and the slope and
intercept are used for the calculation of the deviation of the measured current from the real
current. The calibration parameters are stored for each measurement slot and read from this
calibration file when they are needed later. If the calibration was performed recently instead
of remeasuring it the calibration file already containing the parameters can be specified.
A detail of the case for the measurement of the light intensity is shown in Fig. C.4. For the
measurement of the light intensity the Keithley 2400 SourceMeter an a silicon reference cell
are employed. After setting up of the measurement the Isc of the reference cell is measured in
the subvi by applying no voltage and measuring the current generated by the cell. This current
is compared to the specified current of the reference cell at a light intensity of 1000W{m2
and the light intensity is calculated under the assu ption of a linear dependence of the Isc
thereon. Instead of measuring the light intensity it can be set manually.
The final preparation step is the measurement of the contact resistance, which can be per-
formed either by the Keithley 2400, or by the home-built tracer. The first has the advantage
of being built for such measurements and thus allowing the easy measurement of small re-
sistances bellow 1Ω, however all the contacts have to be measured manually one after the
other. The home-built tracer on the other hand is designed for the measurement of IV-curves
and its ability to measure resistances (particularly small resistances) is limited since it can
not generate more than 20mA of current. However it has the advantage to be able to mea-
sure all 4 cells at once, and to automatically switch between the measurement of the contact
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data
DAQ Assistant
1000
Set Digital out to "2 (=0010)" and "4 (=0100)" 
to measure the resistance in the dark on the  
anode and cathode side respectively.
0
1
2
2
00
Home-Measure
Set the digital channels of the home-built Tracer to switch the relais and thus change between the anode and cathode side. 
 "Home-Channel" 
Figure C.5.: The determination of the channel to be measured. Depending on the number of the run an
appropriate setting for the digital output is generated and passed to the device using the DAQ-express subvi.
resistance of the anode and the one of the cathode. The measured electrode is chosen by the
proper setting of a relay in the setup, which changes the connection of the leads used for the
measurements. The relays are addressed by a digital output of the device and are switched
by changing said output, as is shown in Fig. C.5.
The measurement of the contact resistance is performed by applying a small voltage and
measuring the current flowing through the contact as shown in Fig. C.6. The resistance
R is calculated from the applied voltage V and the measured current I as R  VI . The
measurement does not consist of a single current measurement, but of the measurement of
the current over a time span of 3 to 10 s with a frequency of 10 points per second. The
entire resistance vs time curve is displayed for each cell, since this enables an easy detection
of unstable connections by large variations in the curves.
The data is processed as shown in Fig. C.7. The first and last 10% of the data is discarded
and only the centre part is used for the calculations. The average resistance is determined
together with the standard deviation, and the resistance for all the measured cells is collected
in one array. The resistance is supposed to be in the range of 0 to 15Ω. A higher resistance
indicates a bad contact, a lower one a bad measurement. Thus the average of the resistance
is checked against this interval and values outside the interval are reported by means of LEDs
being switched on or off. Also the standard deviation of the data is checked to be below 10%
of the measured resistance and measurements with higher standard deviations are reported
as untrustworthy. After the measurement of the resistances the entire resistance vs time
curve for all the electrodes are displayed again for clarity, the quality of each measurement
is shown by green LEDs and the user is given the choice to repeat the measurement after
having replaced cells with bad contacts or to continue the IV-measurement.
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DAQ Assistant2
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Apply the voltage chosen in "Voltage Out". 
Multiply with 10 due to multiplyer in Device. 
Output Voltage as array in order to apply to 
both output-channels (aO0 and aO1) and thus 
to all 4 cells at once.
Graph of Contact Resistance measured with home built tracer
data
DAQ Assistant3
Time has Elapsed
Elapsed Time
Elapsed Time (s) 
Plot resistance  
vs time.
Measure data 
from the DAQ 
for all 4 cells.
Set wait/frequency. 
Input from constant to  
make measurements with 
Keithley and Tracer equal.
2
Input calibration data
Calculate resistance from 
the measured current.
0
Home-Channel
 False 
1
Anode/Cathode 
If current measurement step >=1 thus this is the last step of the measurement=> 
Proceed to data processing. Else Repeat measurement with next step.
Set counter to next step.
00
0
 "Home-Measure" 
Process Data
 True 
Figure C.6.: Overview of the measurement of the contact resistance as it is performed with the home-built
setup. The first step is the application of the voltage (DAQ Assistant 2), afterwards follows the reading out of
the current (DAQ Assistant 3). The application of the calibration and the calculation of the resistance from
the current and voltage take place in the subvi.
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Kontaktwiderstände sollen klein sein. 
Allerdings auch nicht kleiner als 0 
sonst ist etwas verkehrt.
output array 2
Resistances [Ohm]: 
Anode; Cathode
0
15
10
Check whether the measured values are within the 
specified boundaries.
Generate a 8*1 array since 
4*2 arrays didn't work to  
process. 
Calculate the mean. Only if 
the mean is 1.0 
all the resistances lay 
within the chosen boundaries.
Calculate the ratio of the StdDev and the resistances 
If error is smaller 10% give out "true". 
Reshape array to make calculation possible. 
Calculate mean. If all errors are ok the mean will be 1.0.
0
1
0
0
Reset
Combine anode and cathode values to one 2D-Array 
containing all the values.
Delete first and last 10% of 
data points since they tend 
to make trouble if the time 
and measurement data 
doesn't fit 100%.
2
2
 "Process Data" 
Figure C.7.: The dataprocessing of the contact resistance measurement. Discarding of the margin-parts of
the data, calculation of the mean and the standard deviation and verification of both against ranges of desirable
data.
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LongtimeMeasurement_V1-1.vi
F:\LongTimeMeasurement_V1-1\LongtimeMeasurement_V1-1.vi
Last modified on 05.03.2015 at 11:15
Printed on 07.02.2016 at 12:09
Page 5
VP Graph
VI+T Graph
10
Wait to keep CPU usage reasonable. 
Performe a single IV-Measurement point and update the Graphs
stop
IV-curve-loop
3
Calculate data 
for cells 
sequentially 
one after the 
other.
data
error in
Reset Voltage 
over cell to 0 if 
input =0 data
device name
error in
Switch light off 
if input =0
0
Measures one IV-Curve. The single points are measured by applying the voltage to 
all 4 slots in the subvi One_IV-Point Measure 4cells. Current and voltage of all 4 
cells are always measured. Then current and voltage are measured in the same 
SubVI and the data is passed to the SubVi "One_IV_Point-process" where it is 
processed and the IV, PV and TV curves are "assembled. The data is assembled into 
arrays for the two graphs. 
The loop is repeated to measure the specified number of Points between the set 
bracketing- voltages. 
After the measurement the voltage is reset to "0" and the light is switched off until 
the beginning of the next curve.
0
Reset Voltage and switch light off.
14
Process and Save
For 4 cells this loop takes 
around 50ms per iteration 
without settlingtime.
 "IV-Measurement" 
Double
0
13d13c
13e1
3
13d
13e2
Jsc vs Time
2
13d
13e3
Voc vs Time
0
2
Measurment or Overview
6
13d
13e4
Current cell
# of cells column number of FF
13f
FF vs Time
Initialise
True is chosen if 3 and 
4 are both false, and 1 
is true at the same time.
12
 True 
STOP
stop3
4
12) If the current measurement is the last one or one of the Stop-
buttons has been pressed continue to the case "End" and don't 
stop the While-loop, else continue to the state "Dark-or-Light" 
and end the while-loop to start a new measurement. 
GetTemperature-array.vi
11
Temperature 
long-time measurement
Efficiency vs Time
11) Prepare the graph displaying the average-temperature of each 
measurement vs the time of the measurement. The data is pulled 
from the data-file. 
(11) and (13) have do be performed after the saving of the data of 
the current measurement, else the current step is not displayed.
13) Prepare the Dataoverview Graphs 
a) Read in entire Measurement Data file 
b) Delete first two rows (headers) 
c) Cut first column (time of measurement) from array and feed in in all 
the loops for the overvew-graph-generation 
d) Feed the remaining Data-array (containing the parameters such as eta, 
FF, Voc, Isc,...) into the 4 loops for the overview graphs generation. 
e) Extract the the columns for Efficiency (13e1), Jsc (13e2), Voc (13e3) and 
FF (13e4) from the array and display them vs. the measurement time. 
f) Calculate column-number from the number of measured cells and the 
column of the necessary parameter.
13a
13b 13c
13d
Prepare the Graphs displaying the dataoverview over the entire measurement 
dataset.
 "Display Data" 
End
False is chosen if: 
3 or 4 give true or 
1 gives false.
12
 False 
All IV-Curves have been measured.
Default
Measurement end
Send a signal via local variable into the 
"notifier loop that the measurement is 
over.
 "End" 
Figure C.8.: The measurement of a single IV-curve. The application of the voltage, wait and read out of the
current and the temperature take place in the first subvi and are shown in detail in Fig. C.9. The calibration
of the data takes place in the second subvi.
After having initialised and calibrated th entire setup, the measurement of the IV-curves is
performed. The measurement is managed by a second state machine nested in a case of the
first one. In an initiali ation ste the graphs are adapted to the range of the measurements
and the data structure for the handling of the data is prepared. In the first versions of the
software the data was handled in clusters. However handling of the data in arrays rather
than in clusters simplified the scale-up of the measurement from 1 to 4 cells and thus the
entire data structure was adapted. After detecting whether the current IV-curve needs to be
measured in the dark or under illumination the Isc is determined. While the Voc is determined
from the IV-curve the Isc is measured separately as described before.
The measurement of the IV-curve is shown in Fig. C.8. It is performed in a loop. For each
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One_IV-Point-Measure 4cells.vi
Z:\LabView-Basel\LongTimeMeasurement_V1-1\SubVis_LongTimeMeasurement_V1-1\One_IV-
Point-Measure 4cells.vi
Last modified on 05.03.2015 at 11:15
Printed on 15.02.2016 at 20:37
Page 2
error out
status
code
source
Waveform Graph
Temperature[°C]
Temp 
Measured?
Temperature[°C]
Temp Measured?
Settling time [ms]
Voltage-Step [mV]
min voltage [V]
error in
error out
10 data
Set new Voltage 
to cells 1 and 2 
(ao0) and 3,4 
(ao1)
Set new voltage to cell for 
next measurement point.
Calculate new voltage for next 
measurement point.
10
Time for which the 
voltage is applied to 
the cell, before the 
measurement of the 
current takes place. 
Thus time the cell 
has to accomodate 
to the new voltage.
Measure temperature of the 
sensor from the peltier-control.
data
Read out 
voltage and 
current from 
cells 1, 2,3 and 
4 (ai0,1; 2,3; 4,5; 
6,7)
10
Number of IV-Point
Waveform Graph
Temperature[°C]
Temp 
Measured?
INPUT1
VISA In
 True 
20
Fraction of 
Temperature 
points
28
The temperature measurement takes ca 28ms longer than the IV-point measurement. Thus as soon as the settling time is >28ms the temperature measurement doesn't influence the length of the entire measurement. 
Therefore at settlingtimes >28ms the temperature can be measured at every point, at settlingtimes < 28ms the temperature is measured only at a fraction of the IV points to speed the measurement up. 
The measurement of the Temperature does not influence the settlingtime. The settlingtime is always constant as chosen, only the entire measurement-duration changes. 
Measure temperature of the 
sensor from the peltier-control 
if true, else do nothing.
True=measure Temperature when 
settlingtime>28ms or on every 20th(xth) 
IV-point.
1000
0
 False 
INPUT1
VISA In
 True 
Figur C.9.: D tail of the procedur to measure a si gl point of an IV-curve. Calculate and apply the voltage,
wait for the settling time and read out the current from left to right in the three frames of the flat sequence.
Measure the temperature in parallel depending on the settling time.
step the necessary voltage is applied to the cells followed by a settling time during which the
cells can adapt to the new voltage and a subsequent read out of the current as is shown in
detail in Fig. C.9.
Independently of the number of cells the voltage is applied to all 4 cell slots and the current of
all 4 slots is read, but the data of the slots not specified for the measurement is discarded. The
application of the voltage, waiting for the settling time and reading of the current is performed
in one subvi, which also contains the measurement of the temperature, and which is shown
in Fig. C.9. The read out of the temperature from the controller of the peltier element is
the slowest step in the chain. It is therefore performed in parallel to the measurement of
the current. Depending on the settling time the temperature measurement would be rate
limiting. Therefore at low settling times (thus fast measurement speed) the temperature is
only measured at one of every twenty measurement points to decrease the slowing effect.
After reading out of the current and temperature the measured current is calibrated sequen-
tially for each cell using the calibration parameters determined before in a separate subvi. In
the same step the data for the current measurement is displayed in the corresponding graphs,
and the calibrated data is passed on.
After the measurement of the IV-curve the data is processed and saved (Fig. C.10). First the
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LongtimeMeasurement_V1-1.vi
F:\LongTimeMeasurement_V1-1\LongtimeMeasurement_V1-1.vi
Last modified on 05.03.2015 at 11:15
Printed on 07.02.2016 at 12:09
Page 3
Set run time [min]
Intervall of  
IV-measurements [min]
Settling time [ms]
Elapsed Time
10) Fill Parameters into data-file. 
Light Intensity comes from the light intensity wire, the 
temperature comes from the last calculated cell.
10
SinlgeVP-VT-VI-Files.vi
7
7) Generate and fill the 
IV, VP and VT files.
Fill_IVcellX.vi
9
9) Fill the IV-Curves in the multi-IV-
files. V-curve(X-Axis) is always the 
last measured curve.
Fill-data_SM.vi
Calculate Data.vi
8
8) Calculate the intresting parameters of all the 
measured cells, one after the other in a loop, 
display them in the array of clusters containing 
the parameters for all the measured cells. 
T-avg output from the loop is from the last 
calculated cell.
Light Intensity 
[W/m2]
Measurement Data
Avg Temp. 
[°C]
Display Data
Subvi calculates temp for 
next curve from time and 
temp program in file.
 "Temp. Program" 
Setpoint 
[°C]
Determine temperature for next 
IV-curve, if necessary.
Determine time of next curve as 
curve-number times intervall.
path of 
temp file
 "Process and Save" 
Measuremen-while-loop
Current 
IV-curve
1
Measurement-for-loop
Settling 
Time
0
Array of Clusters of Dataarrays 
Cell1: P, V, I, Temp, Isc 
Cell2: ...
1 IV-Curve [s]
15b+c
stop
Time for IV-Curve.vi
1000
15a
15b
End
False is chosen as long as all the 
Stop-buttons and the stop signal 
from the Measurement end button 
(variable in state Measurmenet-
end) are false.
 False 
STOP
100
millisecond multiple
stop
3
4
Measurement end
Conduct the entire long-time measurement. 
 "Measurement" 
10
Cell_Series
Initialise
First State-machine state
Error-array
0
Light Intensity [W/m2]
0
Time between 
IV-Curves [ms]
0
Number of IV-Curves
200
Number of points 
per IV curve
Folder to save data in.
Number of Cells
D:\gino\LabView\Calibration_20130613.txt
Path of Calibration-file
Comments to case "Measurement: 
1) Determine whether the current curve is the last. If not apply wait, if yes do not wait at end of measurement. 
2) Clusters containing the arrays for the measurement data for all the cells. 
3) Stop-Routine 1: The Stop button ends the progrum during IV-curve and thus stops the current measurement: Stop-signal notifier-loop and local-variable of it in IV-curve-loop. Local variable stops the IV-curve-loop, but the measurement-while loop runs 
on to correctly end the measurement (switch off light and device, save data, uptdate indicators) , the original signal sends the stop-value to the notifier, which passes it on to the "Wait on notification" in the measurement-for-loop. This ends the 
measurement-for-loop at the end of the measurement-while-loop. Therefore the main-state-machine enters the state "End" and ends the entire measurement. 
4) Stop-Routine 2: The STOP-button ends the program at the end of the current IV-curve. It sends the stop-notification to the "Wait-on-Notification" in the measurement-for-loop and ends the loop at the end of the "measurement-while-loop". Afterwards 
the main-state-machine enters the state "End" and ends the entire measurement. 
5) Conduct actual measurement: Apply voltage to cell, wait during "settling-time" and read out the data from the IV-tracer and the temperature-control (2 or 4 cells, temperature on a fraction of measurement-points depending on settling-time. 
6) Process Measurement-data into the corresponding data-arrays, calculate power, prepare xy-pairs (VP, VI, VT) for the graphs. 
7) Generate and fill the IV, VP and VT files. 
8) Calculate the intresting parameters of the measurement in the subvi "Calculate Data" (one for each cell), and output them  in the cluster containing the different parameters. 
9) Fill the IV-Curves in the multi-IV-files. V-curve(X-Axis) is always the last measured curve. 
10) Fill Parameters into data-file. Light Intensity and Temperature come from the last cell (Cell 2 or Cell4) 
11) Prepare the graph displaying the average-temperature of each measurement vs the time of the measurement. The data is pulled from the data-file. 
12) If the current measurement is the last one or one of the Stop-buttons has been pressed continue to the case "End" and don't stop the Measurement-While-loop, else continue to the state "Dark-or-Light" and end the Measurement-while-loop to start a 
new measurement.  
13) Make one dark-measurement as first IV-curve. For all following curves switch light on at start of IV-curve measurement. 
14) Get calibration-data of all 4 cells. 
15) Loop to have "Timer-Counter" running: 
15a) Calculate Time necessary for one IV-curve in the SubVi "TimeforIVcurve.vi and add 1 second for good measure. 
15b) Pass the wait-time (Measurement intervall, or time for one curve from (15a)) as wait-time to the notifier and also to the "Timer-While-loop". 
15c) In the loop in the SubVi "Timer.vi" calculate the time remaining until the end of the wait, and display it in the indicator. 
15d) End while-loop when the wait is over using the stop-signal from the "Timer.vi" Subvi. 
Settling-time: 
Time between the applying of the voltage over the cell and the measurement of the generated current. 
Thus time the cell has to adapt to the voltage.
Folder to save data in: 
Main path. Starting from this folder all files will be saved. Ideally a new folder is generated for each 
measurement, since the data-, settings, and overview files are saved directly in this folder. 
The Folder must not!!! contain a settings-file of the same name, else the software will crash at the 
renaming of the files.  The IV,- PV,- and TV-curve-files are saved in a subfolder.
Name of cell-series, used in all the filenames to decrease chaos.
Cell Size [cm2]
Cell-Name
4
Voltage-Step [mV]
V-End [V]
V-Start [V]
MainMeasurementFile
Initialise
COM1
Port Temperature Control
Temperature Mode
Temperature [°C]
TemperatureFile:
You called the case %s during  the IV-Measurement-routine or did not specify the number 
of cells to measure. Please check your spelling and your settings.
Default
Default case, will be chosen when the case selector says default or a 
case which doesn't exist. Necessary whenever case structures are used, 
but here probably never in use, since the cases are chosen TypDef 
which has no entries that don't exist as case.  
 "Default" 
 "Constant Temp", Default 
notification
 True 
Figure C.10.: The processing and saving of the data of the IV-measurements: Generate the files for the single
traces (7), process the data and store the parameters in the overview file (8, 10), store the IV-curve in the
IV-overview file (9) and calculate the temperature for the next IV-curve.
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important parameters (efficiency, Voc, FF, Isc, Jsc, JMPP, VMPP, temperature) are calculated
in a separate subvi, which is rerun once for each measured cell, since the expense in terms
of time was found to be negligible. The data is displayed on the front panel and saved in
multiple files. One file for each trace (current-voltage, power-voltage, temperature-voltage)
for each cell is generated, one file containing the current trace of each measurement of each
cell and one single voltage trace is used as an overview for all the performed measurements.
This only works if all the voltage traces are equal, which is true for the present setup. In a
third file the important parameters for each cell and each measurement are stored in order
to have an overview of the time dependent development thereof. The last part of this case
is the determination and setting of the temperature of the next IV-curve according to the
temperature program.
In a final step the data overview for the long-time measurement is generated. For this purpose
the parameters are reread from the corresponding parameter file and are sorted into the arrays
for the appropriate graphs.
The entire software is made more complex by the need to be able to shut down the mea-
surement at any point and to shut it down without the necessity to wait for the end of the
measurement state machine, which contains the entire wait period between two IV-curves.
This functionality was implemented by a notifier loop, thus a loop which is able to send
signals into the running measurement, which is the lower loop shown in Fig. C.2.
C.2. Open Loop Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy
Seeing that the AFM-setup was controlled using the control electronics from Nanonis and
the corresponding software, also the OL-KPFM-measurements were performed therewith.
The Nanonis software is Labview based. It provides a set of subvis to access and control the
microscope and the measurement and thereby to extend its functionality to ones needs. It also
provides a multi-pass mode, wherein each line of the SPM-measurement is recorded multiple
times and at the beginning of each pass and line a subvi is called. The subvi is supplied
with the information which line and which pass are scanned currently. It is inactive during
the scan of the lines, and the connector panes of the subvi must not be changed in order to
guarantee a correct implementation with the rest of the software. Except for these limitation
it can be freely adapted. This multi-pass function in combination with a correspondingly
tailored subvi was used for the OL-KPFM-measurements.
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MultiPass_OL_KPFM_CPD_inArbeit.vi
Z:\KPFM\SachenBasel\UsersGuegi\MultiPass_OL_KPFM_CPD_inArbeit.vi
Last modified on 15.02.2016 at 15:55
Printed on 15.02.2016 at 15:55
Page 4
L ine
Pass
3364
first pass of first line -> init programming interface 
Read out values of Oscillation Control2
1
0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
..\Flag.vi 100
Flag-Path
43a
43b 43c
 0 
first pass of any line=Forward of scan1
 0 
error outerror in (no error)
10
Time [s]
2-Omega Ref-Phase
Phase reference KPFM (deg)
Estimated CPD (V)
1-Omega Ref-Phase
f-1Omega
f-2Omega
1) Initialise Software 
2) Switch "Kelvin Control" off 
3) Set "Bias" to zero. 
4) Set "PLL2-FrequencyShift" to zero. 
5) Set "PLL2-Center Frequency" to "1-Omega_Frequency". 
6) Set "PLL2-Harmonic" to 1. 
7) Set "PLL2-RefPhase" to "1-Omega_RefPhase". 
8) Read out "PLL2-Excitation". 
9) Read out "PLL-ExcitationRange". 
10) Set "PLL2-Center Frequency" to "2-Omega_Frequency". 
11) Set "PLL2-Harmonic" to 2. 
12) Set "PLL2-RefPhase" to "2-Omega_RefPhase". 
13) Set "Bias" to "EstimatedCPD"+1V. Thus making sure the Bias is always higher than the CPD when the Kelvin-control is on. This makes sure the slope of the X-Signal is always the same (if the PhaseReference is correct). 
14) Switch "KelvinControl" on. 
15) Read out "SessionPath". 
16) Read out "PLL1-Frequency". 
17) Read out "PLL1-Gains": P-Gain, TimeConst and I-Gain. 
18) Read out "PLL1-Excitation" and "PLL2-Excitation". 
19) Read out Seriename" = "Basename". 
20) Read out "KelvinCControl-Gains": P-Gain and TimeConstant. 
21) Generate an Array of all those parameters: 
22) Format the parameters into strings. 
23) Generate an Array with the parameters names. 
24) Combine the two arrays (22) and (23). 
25) Generate the filename consisting of Sessionpath\SerieName_DateTime_Settings.txt 
26) Save the Array (24) to file (25). 
27) Pause the scan. 
 
ForLoop: Perform Vac sweep of 1Omega and 2Omega. 
28) Generate Signal name as i+1 
29) Choose which center-frequency is necessary. 
30) Set "PLL2-Frequency" to the according Frequency. 
31) Set "PLL"-Harmonic" to the appropriate Harmonic. 
32) Set the sweep-signal to 10="Excitation2". 
33) Set the SweepRange to -3<X<3V 
34) Set "PLL2-ExcitationRange" to 10V. 
35) Set "SweepChannelsToRecord" to: 13=; &=; 9= 
36) Set Number of Points for sweep=300; Autosave=On and ShowDialog=off. 
37) Perform Vac Sweep: Sweep-direction is up (T-constant), Z-controller is turned off. 
38) Reset "PLL2-ExcitationRange" to original value. 
 
39) Old: If Line of last scan is equal to number of pixels, the entire image has been scanned, thus the Vac sweep should be performed. If not the scan was aborted an no Vac sweep is performed. 
New: If line-number of last scan is a multiple of 64 it is asumed, that the scan was finished and not aborted. Thus Vac Sweeps are performed. Else a Message pops up staying up for 10 seconds and asking whether Vac sweeps 
need to be performed. If no answer comes up Vac sweeps will be performed.  
40) Read out "Z-Control-Setpoint" = Amplitude in AM-Mode. 
41) Convert the Parameters-Array to a String and feed it into the "Scan-FileComments". 
42) Set Tip-Lift to 50nm before Vac-Sweeps. 
43) Call the "Flag-SubVI" in an asynchronous call: 
43a) Generate Path of Flag.vi 
Z-Control_Frequency_f1 [Hz]
Z-Control_Setpoint [m/Hz]
Z-Control_P-Gain [m/m]
Z-Control_TimeConstant [s]
Z-Control_I-Gain[]
Z-Control_Excitation [mV]
Scanning speed [l/s]
1-Omega_Frequency_f2 [Hz]
1-Omega_RefPhase [deg]
1-Omega Excitation [V]
2-Omega_Frequency [Hz]
2-Omega_RefPhase [deg]
KPFM_Frequency_f2 [Hz]
KPFM_RefPhase [deg]
KPFM_P-Gain [V/m]
KPFM_TimeConstant [s]
KPFM_Estimated_CPD [V]
0
Parameters
Bias (V)
3364
first pass of first line -> init programming interface 
Read out values of Oscillation Control2
1
0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
..\Flag.vi 100
Flag-Path
43a
43b 43c
 0 
first pass of any line=Forward of scan1
 0 
Figure C.11.: Overview of the multi-pass subvi with the two nested case structures present in the case of the
first pass.
The general functio ne essary for the OL-KPFM-measurements is to measure every mea-
surement point multi le times with different settings. The most effective way to that purpose
is to scan every li e multiple times. First the first line is scanned in F1ωac-setting with a pre-
defined excitation fr qu ncy fex-1ωac and predefined settings for the corresponding lock-in
amplifier (harmon c of signal demodulation, reference phase and frequency range). Then the
same line is scanned again with F2ωac-settings. If the measurements are performed in air, a
third scan of the first line for the CL-KPFM measurement is necessary, where the settings
are the same as in F1ωac-setting, but instead of measuring the corresponding oscillation am-
plitude it is nullified by the Kelvin controller, which needs to be switched on. At the end
of each recorded image V c-spectroscopies need to be recorded. Additionally it is desirable
to be able to save all the important settings into a single file, since in the measurement files
only the settings of the last of the performed scans are saved.
An outline of the block diagram of the Labview-VI for the OL-KPFM-measurement is shown
in Fig. C.11. It consists of a while loop with a case structure. The case structure determines
the pass of the current scan. Multiple passes occur on each line. The uneven passes are the
forward scans and the even passes the backward scans. In the setup used here forward and
backward scans were always performed with equal settings, thus corresponding passes (0 and
1, ...) are equal and the settings don’t change in the even scans. The settings are adapted in
the forward scans and most possibilities occur for the first scan, since there a distinction of
the lines is necessary. Therefore the case for the first pass contains a second case structure
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MultiPass_OL_KPFM_CPD_inArbeit.vi
Z:\KPFM\SachenBasel\UsersGuegi\MultiPass_OL_KPFM_CPD_inArbeit.vi
Last modified on 15.02.2016 at 15:55
Printed on 15.02.2016 at 15:55
Page 4
L ine
Pass
3364
first pass of first line -> init programming interface 
Read out values of Oscillation Control2
1
0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
..\Flag.vi 100
Flag-Path
43a
43b 43c
 0 
first pass of any line=Forward of scan1
 0 
error outerror in (no error)
10
Time [s]
2-Omega Ref-Phase
Phase reference KPFM (deg)
Estimated CPD (V)
1-Omega Ref-Phase
f-1Omega
f-2Omega
1) Initialise Software 
2) Switch "Kelvin Control" off 
3) Set "Bias" to zero. 
4) Set "PLL2-FrequencyShift" to zero. 
5) Set "PLL2-Center Frequency" to "1-Omega_Frequency". 
6) Set "PLL2-Harmonic" to 1. 
7) Set "PLL2-RefPhase" to "1-Omega_RefPhase". 
8) Read out "PLL2-Excitation". 
9) Read out "PLL-ExcitationRange". 
10) Set "PLL2-Center Frequency" to "2-Omega_Frequency". 
11) Set "PLL2-Harmonic" to 2. 
12) Set "PLL2-RefPhase" to "2-Omega_RefPhase". 
13) Set "Bias" to "EstimatedCPD"+1V. Thus making sure the Bias is always higher than the CPD when the Kelvin-control is on. This makes sure the slope of the X-Signal is always the same (if the PhaseReference is correct). 
14) Switch "KelvinControl" on. 
15) Read out "SessionPath". 
16) Read out "PLL1-Frequency". 
17) Read out "PLL1-Gains": P-Gain, TimeConst and I-Gain. 
18) Read out "PLL1-Excitation" and "PLL2-Excitation". 
19) Read out Seriename" = "Basename". 
20) Read out "KelvinCControl-Gains": P-Gain and TimeConstant. 
21) Generate an Array of all those parameters: 
22) Format the parameters into strings. 
23) Generate an Array with the parameters names. 
24) Combine the two arrays (22) and (23). 
25) Generate the filename consisting of Sessionpath\SerieName_DateTime_Settings.txt 
26) Save the Array (24) to file (25). 
27) Pause the scan. 
 
ForLoop: Perform Vac sweep of 1Omega and 2Omega. 
28) Generate Signal name as i+1 
29) Choose which center-frequency is necessary. 
30) Set "PLL2-Frequency" to the according Frequency. 
31) Set "PLL"-Harmonic" to the appropriate Harmonic. 
32) Set the sweep-signal to 10="Excitation2". 
33) Set the SweepRange to -3<X<3V 
34) Set "PLL2-ExcitationRange" to 10V. 
35) Set "SweepChannelsToRecord" to: 13=; &=; 9= 
36) Set Number of Points for sweep=300; Autosave=On and ShowDialog=off. 
37) Perform Vac Sweep: Sweep-direction is up (T-constant), Z-controller is turned off. 
38) Reset "PLL2-ExcitationRange" to original value. 
 
39) Old: If Line of last scan is equal to number of pixels, the entire image has been scanned, thus the Vac sweep should be performed. If not the scan was aborted an no Vac sweep is performed. 
New: If line-number of last scan is a multiple of 64 it is asumed, that the scan was finished and not aborted. Thus Vac Sweeps are performed. Else a Message pops up staying up for 10 seconds and asking whether Vac sweeps 
need to be performed. If no answer comes up Vac sweeps will be performed.  
40) Read out "Z-Control-Setpoint" = Amplitude in AM-Mode. 
41) Convert the Parameters-Array to a String and feed it into the "Scan-FileComments". 
42) Set Tip-Lift to 50nm before Vac-Sweeps. 
43) Call the "Flag-SubVI" in an asynchronous call: 
43a) Generate Path of Flag.vi 
Z-Control_Frequency_f1 [Hz]
Z-Control_Setpoint [m/Hz]
Z-Control_P-Gain [m/m]
Z-Control_TimeConstant [s]
Z-Control_I-Gain[]
Z-Control_Excitation [mV]
Scanning speed [l/s]
1-Omega_Frequency_f2 [Hz]
1-Omega_RefPhase [deg]
1-Omega Excitation [V]
2-Omega_Frequency [Hz]
2-Omega_RefPhase [deg]
KPFM_Frequency_f2 [Hz]
KPFM_RefPhase [deg]
KPFM_P-Gain [V/m]
KPFM_TimeConstant [s]
KPFM_Estimated_CPD [V]
0
Parameters
Bias (V)
3364
first pass of first line -> init programming interface 
Read out values of Oscillation Control2
1
0 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
..\Flag.vi 100
Flag-Path
43a
43b 43c
 0 
first pass of any line=Forward of scan1
 0 
Figure C.12.: The steps taking place in the first pass of the first line. Top: Initialise device, reset lock-in
and set lock-in settings. Bottom: start the subvi to catch the file name from the Nanonis software.
which distinguishes the different lines. Special cases occur for the first line and the end, which
is marked by the Nanonis software by an output of line 10 and pass 1. The case occurring
at the first line is shown in the overview image (Fig. C.11) and in more detail in Fig. C.12.
Therein the subvi is first connected to the Nanonis controller (1), the Kelvin controller is
switched of (2), the bias is set to a defined value (usually 0V) (3) and the frequency shift is
set to 0Hz (4). This resetting of the lock-in proved necessary, since alternate settings being
present before the start of the measurement can influence the measurement. Afterwards
the excitation frequency (5), the harmonic for the demodulation (6) and the reference phase
(7) are set for the measurement in F1ωac-setting. Finally the excitation voltage (8) and the
excitation voltage range (9) are read from the controller in order to be able to reset them in the
end. The second action (43) calls the subvi “Flag”, which is necessary for the storage of the
settings in a file with the same name as the main data file of the measurement. The Nanonis
software generates the file names by a combination of a base name and a counter. While the
first can be read from the software programmatically, the second can not. However at the
end of the measurement the Nanonis software provides the file name of the file generated in
the current scan. In order to obtain this file name a subvi needs to run continuously and wait
for the flag of the Nanonis software which indicates the end of a measurement and discloses
the file name. Since the multi-pass subvi is only called at the beginning of each pass and is
inactive at all other times it can not perform the waiting for the flag, thus the continuously
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Z-Control_Frequency_f1 [Hz]0
Parameters
10000
 False 
64
 -10 
10000
 False 
 True 
 False 
Figure C.13.: The case for the actions to perform at the end of a recorded image. Storage of all the important
parameters and settings in a file with the same name as the recorded image (left part) and recording of the
Vac-spectroscopies (right part).
running subvi “Flag” is necessary and it is started at this point during the first pass of the
first line. The case for the first pass of all the measured lines except the first contains the
same steps for the switching off of the Kelvin controller, the resetting and the setting of the
excitation and demodulation (2-7).
The third possible case is the case called at the end of the measurement, thus either when the
entire image was scanned, but also when the measurement is aborted by the user. It is shown
in Fig. C.13. It roughly contains 4 actions. The long line of subvis (2, 3, 5, 6,7, 44, 16, 40,
17, 18, 18, 20) reads all the settings which need to be stored after the measurement. These
parameters are combined with the parameters specified for the measurement (frequency,
reference phase and harmonic for each measurement mode (21)), converted into strings (22)
and combined with a corresponding header (23) into one large array (24) and are stored
in a file with the same name as the measurement (with the suffix “-settings”) (41). The
name of the measurement file is provided by the subvi “Flag” which has been running in the
background (43d).
The measurement is paused after the reading of the settings (27) in order to enable enough
time for the recording of Vac-spectroscopies if necessary. At the same time the number
of scanned lines is examined in order to determine whether a measurement was stopped
manually or due to the planned end of an image (39). Usually SPM images are recorded
with numbers of lines and rows according to powers of 2 (mostly 256, 512 or 1024), which are
dividable by 64. Thus a number of rows dividable by 64 indicates a planned ending of the
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28
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Figure C.14.: Setting of the CL-KPFM measurement as part of the combine CL-OL-KPFM measurement.
Changing lock-in to F1ωac -settings and switching on of the Kelvin controller.
measurement and thus the necessity to record Vac-spectroscopies. If the number of rows is
not dividable by 64 the user is prompted whether Vac-spectroscopies need to be recorded. In
the last part of this case (the case structure on the right) the Vac-spectroscopies are recorded
using the generic sweeper functionality of the Nanonis software. Thereto after having defined
the tip lift upon switching off of the z-controller (42) the necessary settings (F1ωac-setting or
F2ωac-setting) are set (29-31) and the scan signal is set to the excitation voltage (32). The
excitation voltage range is set to 10V (34), and the scan range to the desired range (33, here
3V). The channels to be recorded are defined and general settings of the generic sweeper
are set (35, 36) and the sweep of the excitation voltage is performed (37) before resetting the
lock-in (38, 5, 6). The sweep is performed twice, once in F1ωac-setting and a second time in
F2ωac-setting. Finally the paused measurement is resumed.
The settings for the second and the third scan of each line in F2ωac-setting and for the CL-
KPFM measurement are set in the corresponding cases of the pass case structure. The latter
is shown in Fig. C.14. The first contains only the resetting of the Bias and the setting of
the frequency, harmonic and reference phase of the lock-in. For the CL-KPFM measurement
the Kelvin controller needs to be switched on after setting of the lock-in. To ensure a proper
working of the Kelvin controller the bias is set to a value larger than the estimated CPD (13)
before the controller is switched on (14).
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